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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation describes the analysis, design, and 

implementation of a session level communication system re

ferred to as PLEXNET. PLEXNET was developed specifically to 

provide communication services required by computer Support

ed cooperative Work (CSCW) applications but which are not 

currently available as part of commercially available LAN 

products. CSCW services include such things as: reliable 

broadcast communications, dynamic multicasting, and message 

queuing. 

Analysis of CSCW networking requirements entailed: 

reviewing CSCW applications and communications systems; 

synthesizing a data exchange model for collaborative tools; 

and defining a target system (PC-LAN). PLEXNET design pro

vides a discussion of: networking tradeoffs, the relation

ship between PLEXNET and NETBIOS, PLEXNET queue structure, 

and PLEXNET implementation details. The design and implemen

tation of PLEXNET were validated by performing discrete 

event simulations comparing response times and resource 

utilization for three communication paradigms and by de

veloping four collaborative applications which employ PLEX

NET for data communications. These applications are: 

Multi-User LAN Editor, Electronic Discussion System, Con

tracts Procurement, and Video Switcher. 



CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

14 

computer-supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) is best 

described as the use of information technology to enhance 

"work group productivity," [Olson 1987]. The research asso

ciated with CSCW combines the discipline of software engi

neering, used in creating cooperative applications, with the 

area of social sciences, used in assessing the ways in which 

people use cooperative applications. When applied in an 

organizational environment, the results of this research 

should increase the efficiency and effectiveness of work 

groups, of moderate size, possess shared goals, and share a 

common project space [Goodman, 1987]. 

Olson [1987] goes on to identify the four major 

underlying assumptions of computer-supported cooperative 

work as : 



1) Knowledge work is largely cooperative in nature. 

2) We do not understand the nature of cooperative work 
in intellectual efforts; hence, it is difficult to 
build tools to support it. 

3) Personal computing primarily supports individual 
work. 

4) connectivity brings the potential to support 
cooperative work, but current tools are inadequate. 

The first two assumptions lie within the social 

sciences aspect of CSCW and will not be addressed in this 

dissertation. The last two assumptions address the two 

biggest challenges to software engineering as applied to 

CSCW and are the principal domain of the research within 

this dissertation. 

other researchers have defined additional requirements 

for cooperative programs which further complicate the basic 

problem of applying connectivity to personal computing in 

order to provide a cooperative work environment. One such 

15 

requirement is the presentation of consistent images of 

shared data to all work group participants, or WYSIWIS "What 

you see is what I see," [Stefik 1987]. This idea of consist-

ent images of shared data can be taken a step further by 

allowing various users to have individual views of the 

shared data, i.e. displaying different portions of the docu

ment on different areas of their screen [Sarin 1985]. Anoth

er requirement concerns the synchronization of tool use and 



data exchange, ie. the concurrent use of the same tool and 

data by different users [Sarin 1985, Whitescarver 1987]. 
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The problems and requirements discussed above go beyond 

the capabilities of simple electronic mail and file sharing 

systems. The need to display and coordinate the access to 

shared data among multiple users requires a high level of 

interaction between the individual software application 

processes. Providing this level of interaction on a single 

CPU system or a multiple CPU system with shared memory is 

difficult enough, but providing it in a personal computing 

environment using available LAN technology requires a method 

of data exchange which exceeds the abilities of current 

systems. This need is what initiated the development of the 

PLEXSYS Network System (PLEXNET). 

1.1 Inspiration and Motivation 

The author has experienced the frustration which takes 

place while participating in work groups when it is 

necessary for more than one member to access shared 

information at the same time. This has occurred while last 

minute revisions were being added to a paper with joint 

authorship, and during reviews of design documents by a 

group of engineers. The solution to these frustrations lies 

in the implementation of CSCW tools on commonly available 

systems, that is, systems composed of personal computers 
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linked via local area networks. 

A review of systems being developed by research 

institutions and industry for cscw reveals several systems, 

each which has targeted a different computer environment. 

Most notable are: Colab by Xerox PARC [Stefik 1987], AUGE

MENT by Tymshare, Inc. [Englebart 1984], NICK by MCC [Ellis 

1988], and the RTCAL, MBLINK systems developed at MIT [Sarin 

1987]. All of these systems address the requirements of 

CSCW, as described in the previous section, to varying 

degrees, but none are implemented in a PC-LAN environment 

(the author does not consider Lisp machines and expensive 

work stations as PCs). Furthermore, each of the systems have 

had to employ less than ideal methods for concurrency con

trol. NICK and AUGMENT make use of terminal linking for 

shared access, thereby running the risk of interleaved 

updates. RTCAL uses a "floor passing" strategy, limiting 

change access to a single user, and Colab employs "voice 

locks," which require all participants to be in the same 

room. 

The lack of CSCW implementations on PCs and the 

problems with concurrency control found on more elaborate 

systems strongly suggest that current networking systems are 

not adequate for the needs of real-time CSCW applications. 



Further examination of PC-LAN application development 

environments show vendors have placed emphasis on single-

user applications accessing shared disks and printers. Very 

little has been done to facilitate the development of mes-

sage passing applications in high level languages (C, PAS-

CAL, etc). Review of Arizona's own GDSS programs reveals 

that applications communicate by the creation of files in a 

shared disk. This requires applications to constantly poll 

the server's disk looking for data, thereby tying the effi

ciency of the system to the speed of the server's disk, and 

adding an additional load to the network to service poll 

requests. This is hardly the most effective use of network 

resources, and it will degrade performance for large user 

groups. 

If CSCW applications are to become prevalent on PC 

systems, then the first step is to create a networking 

system which will support the interaction of multiple (more 

than 2) user applications. Once this system has been 

defined, then such things as shared data structures and 

broadcast methods for objects can be created. 

1.2 Research Question 

18 

"Given the requirements of CSCW tools and the 
constraints of PC based systems, what functions and services 
must the network system software provide and how can these 
services be most effectively implemented ?" 



In order for this problem to be solved, it must first 

be decomposed into five basic parts. 

1) What are the networking requirements of collaborative 
tools ? 
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In order to determine network requirements of collabo-

rative tools, it is first necessary to model the communica-

tions profiles of existing applications. Common aspects of 

the profiles can then be extracted and formed into a compre

hensive set of requiremants. section 2.1 of this disserta-

tion will review existing cooperative and collaborative 

systems, section 4.1 will define a set of network require-

ments based on the communication characteristics of the 

applications, and section 6.2 will present models of collab-

orative applications used in the discrete event simulations. 

2) What are the capabilities and limitations of PC-based LAN 
systems? 

An integral part of any design project is to define its 

target system. A common error is to define a target system 

which either does not exist yet or is too general. Doing so 

results in a design which in contingent on technology which 

may never be created or in a design based on the lowest 

common denominator, thereby not taking full advantage of 

recent developments. The target system for PLEXNET as de

fined in section 4.1 is based on currently available and 



widely used 286/386 PC systems. 

3) What progress has been made by industry and academia in 
providing for the networking requirements of collaborative 
tools? 
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There exists a myriad of systems, models, and standards 

for data communications. Most of the models and standards 

were originally designed for mini or main-frame applications 

communicating over wide area networks. These models and 

standards were then adapted for use in LANs, often 

sacrificing efficiency and effectiveness in order to pre-

serve their esthetic value. Chapter 2 will present a cross 

section of existing systems and standards which were used 

when deriving PLEXNET. 

4) which communication paradigms are applicable to 
collaborative processing, and what are their performance 
tradeoffs when implemented in a PC LAN-based environment? 

There are many communication methodologies in exist-

ence. The primary ones are: client/server, peer-to-peer, 

multicast connections, shared files, and terminal linking. 

Chapter 6 will present discrete event simulation results for 

these paradigms when implemented in a PC LAN environment. 

The results will be analyzed to provide information about 

resource utilization, response time and throughput. 

S) How can current networking techniques be combined, modi
fied and enhanced in order to provide a solid, reliable com
munication system for collaborative applications? 

sections 4.2 and 4.3 will present the functional and 
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detailed design of PLEXNET in the form of a layered model. 

Included in the design will be a discussion of the various 

design tradeoffs which were made. Chapter 7 will discuss how 

PLEXNET can be used. in conjunction with object oriented 

programming to define a 4GL for collaborative systems. 

1.3 Research Scope and Constraints 

PLEXNET is named for the PLEXSYS system development 

environment and is specifically designed for use by applica

tions within the PLEXSYS Electronic Meeting System (EMS). 

PLEXSYS EMS operates on IBM compatible PCs linked with an 

IBM Local Area Network, either IBM PCNET or IBM Token Ring. 

Designing a networking package which would operate on any 

system, be it PC, Mini, or Mainframe, for any type of appli

cation is a noble, but futile endeavor. Therefore, this 

dissertation will use IBM PC-based LANs as its target system 

and collaborative tools as its target application. 

At first glance this would appear to be a far too 

restrictive view of the networking domain. However, when the 

large base of personal computer usage and the increasing 

employment of LANs in business and academia is considered, 

the number of applicable systems becomes quite large [Guima

raes, 1986]. Furthermore, collaborative and cooperative 

tools are used in areas outside of GDSS. These areas include 

Office Automation, Education, and Experimental Economics. 



This broadens the application base where PLEXNET could be 

employed considerably. 

1.4 Dissertation Overview and organization 
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The overall objective of this dissertation is to demon

strate that a better means of program to program communica

tion can be developed for cooperative and collaborative 

software tools. In order to do this, it is first necessary 

to determine the networking requirements of the various 

existing collaborative tools and to project the needs of 

future tools. It is also necessary to review and analyze 

existing communication paradigms in use on LANs to determine 

the strengths and weaknesses of each as related to the re

quirements of collaborative tools. Chapter 2 will establish 

the networking requirements of collaborative tools and the 

capabilities of current systems by reviewing current work in 

the fields of Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) and 

Data Communications. Chapter 3 will show how the research 

methodologies of Management Information Systems and Computer 

Engineering are employed by the author in this dissertation 

in support of his work, namely, how system analysis / soft

ware engineering have been augmented by network theory and 

discrete event simUlation in order to develop and test the 

PLEXNET communication system. The design issues and trade

offs associated with PLEXNET will be presented along with 



the functional design of PLEXNET in 'Chapter 4. Chapter 5 

will present four software tools developed by the author 

using PLEXNET. A brief case description of actual tool use 

will accompany the description of each. Chapter 6 presents 

the results of discrete event simulation tests which were 

performed to compare response time and resource utilization 

(LAN and server disk) of PLEXNET as opposed to existing PC

LAN communications systems. Finally, Chapter 7 will explore 

areas of future research, such as, the coupling of PLEXNET 

with an object oriented 4GL, and possible empirical studies 

which could be performed employing the applications de

veloped with PLEXNET. 
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Chapter 2 

Background and Literature Review 

This chapter will review past research performed in 

industry and academia which impacted the design of PLEXNET. 

Section 2.1 will review several collaborative and 

cooperative systems in order to give insights into the 

networking requirements of CSCW tools. section 2.2 will 

enumerate interprocess communication paradigms implemented 

on mini and mainframe systems as well als PC systems. Design 

and performance tradeoffs of each method are evaluated in a 

PC-LAN environment. Concurrency control mechanisms are 

reviewed with respect to functionality and performance in 

section 2.3. Finally, section 2.4 presents a review of 

pertinent data communication protocols and models. 
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2.1 Collaborative Systems and Applications 

The following sections describe notable CSCW systems, 

categorized by the type of interaction they support and 

their application domains. Where possible, the target 

system, implementation language, sharing/concurrency mode, 

user functions, and communication paradigms are specified. 

Table 2-1, at the end of this section, summarizes these 

characteristics for each system. 

2.1.1 Synchronous Conferencing systems 

The following systems provide support for synchronized 

discussions, ie. users participate in a session 

concurrently. Data is made available to all users with 

real-time response characteristics. Different levels of 

WYSIWIS or shared views have been implemented by these 

systems. 

COLAB [Stefik 1987. Goodman 1987J 
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COLAB provides face-to-face meeting support for 2-

6 participants on Xerox LISP machines linked via an 

Ethernet network. COLAB consists of several CSCW tools 

including Cognoter, a tool which allows groups to 



prepare annotated outlines of ideas and text, and 

Boardnoter, which allows free-style sketching of de

signs and diagrams. COLAB was developed at Xerox Palo 

Alto Research Center. 

PLEXSYS EMS [Applegate 1986, Nunamaker 1987] 
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The PLEXSYS Electronic Meeting System (EMS), 

developed at the University of Arizona, supports real

time computer conferencing. The EMS consists of a set 

of tools including Electronic Brainstorming, Issue 

Analysis, Voting, Stakehold Identification, and Topic 

Commentor. PLEXSYS EMS currently supports groups of 2 

to 48 participants in an IBM PC network environment. 

RTCAL/MBLINK [Sarin 1985] 

RTCAL/MBLINK are CSCW tools developed at M.I.T to 

support real-time conferencing for 2 or more partici

pants. RTCAL supports meeting scheduling via on- line 

calendars in a shared work space. MBLINK provides a bit 

map graphics editing environment for multiple users. 

This is accomplished by integrating keyboard and mouse 

inputs and providing shared access to a DEC VAX resi

dent bit map image. The tools operate in a DEC VAX and 



Xerox wor~station environment. This work is being 

continued at M.I.T. on a project called CES. 

NICK/GROUPWARE [Ellis 1988J 
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Groupware is a set of meeting support tools 

developed by the Software Technology Program at MCC. 

The Nick/Groupware system supports face-to-face 

meetings in which participants speak to one another, 

type private and shared information on their computers, 

and record and modify information on an electronic 

blackboard. Tools such as LIZA, HYPERMATE, and Grove 

support these activities. The system runs on a network 

of SUN workstations. 

AUGUMENT [Englebart 1984] 

AUGMENT is an integrated set of "knowledge-worker" 

tools developed by Tymshare under the sponsorship of 

NASA, DARPA, and RADC. The goal of AUGMENT is to sup

port close, active collaboration among groups of work

ers not necessarily in the same location. The backbone 

of AUGMENT is its User Interface System which allows 

multiple people to view and edit files, or run other 

terminal based applications. The UIS is implemented via 
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a terminal linking system which allows terminals of 

dissimilar types to route input/output to a single 

process. operational control is maintained using "gavel 

passing," i.e., only allowing a single user to make 

inputs to the shared process at a time. communications 

are performed over ARPANET and TYMNET. 

2.1.2 Asynchronous Conferencing Systems 

Asynchronous conferencing systems differ from synchro

nous ones in that they are designed for users to interact 

with the system at different times. A conference session may 

last for weeks, with users contributing to the conversation 

at their leisure. Data collected from these sessions are 

stored in shared databases, either centralized or distribut

ed. They differ from conventional electronic mail systems in 

that they allow shared access of message files and some have 

built in intelligence to guide conversations, classify data, 

etc [Whitescarver, 1988]. The following are examples of 

asynchronous systems. 

Coordinator [Flores 1988) 

Coordinator is a conversation manager based on 

language/action theory. The Coordinator provides facil-



ities for creating, transmitting, retrieving, storing, 

and viewing records of "moves" in conversations in an 

integrated system. Non conversation functions include 

calendar maintenance, word processing, and remote 

connectivity. Coordinator has been implemented on IBM 

pC-compatible machines and supports organizations of 

varying size and types. 

Information Lens/Object Lens [Malone 1986, Lai 1988] 
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Information Lens is an electronic mail system which 

provides enhanced services for message creation, 

addressing, and filtering. Lens supports the use of 

semi-structured messages via the use of message 

templates. This allows for the automatic processing of 

certain message types. Lens also allows receivers to 

specify rules to filter and classify incoming messages. 

Lens was created at M.I.T. to run in Xerox 1100 series 

workstations running in the InterLISP-D environment. 

TOOLS [Chess 1987] 

TOOLS is an asynchronous computer conferencing 

system. The basic entity in the TOOLS system is a file. 
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The file may contain a document, report, or a series of 

items. certain types of files allow multiple users to 

append information onto the end. TOOLS uses "packages" 

to group related files for easier access. Related 

packages can also be linked to form multiple layers of 

classifications and subclassifications. TOOLS runs on 

both IBM mainframes and PCs, and is in use in Qver 800 

systems within IBM. 

EIES2 [Whitescarver 1988, Turoff 1982J 

The Electronic Information Exchange System II, and 

its predecessor EIES1, provide a collection of tools 

for defining and implementing computer-supported 

cooperative work systems. EIES2 provides for 

information sharing via an object-oriented, distributed 

database. Currently, EIES2 has been used to develop E

mail, conference directory, asynchronous conferencing, 

and notifications (bulletin board like messages). 

Future work will include forms design, support for 

multi-authored documents, and personal keyword search 

mechanisms. 
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EXPRES [J. Olson 1987J 

EXPRES is a project funded by NSF and being 

carried on at the University of Michigan and Carnegie 

Mellon University. The goal of EXPRES is to create and 

propagate a system which helps people collaborate in 

work through the use of shared compound (multi-media) 

documents. When fully implemented EXPRES will support 

the simultaneous editing of a compound document by 

multiple users with real-time updates. currently EXPRES 

consists of a multi-media editor, called DIAMOND which 

runs on SUN workstations under the UNIX operating 

system. Simultaneous editing is not currently 

supported. 

2.1.3 Computer "Talk" Systems 

The following systems can be classified as computer 

"Talk" or real-time discussion systems. Their basic function 

is to allow many users to carryon a conversation simultane

ously using computers. They are distinct from other applica

tions in that they generally do not provide for the storage, 

editing, and replay of the conversation while the session is 

in progress. 
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CHAT [Huges 1988] 

CHAT is an N-party talk facility developed at the 

University of Newcastle, UK. CHAT allows any number of 

users on any number of UNIX hosts to communicate 

together simultaneously over Ethernet. It employs MCL, 

Multicast Communication Tool, also developed at the 

University of Newcastle, for the routing and distribu

tion of messages. Messages are displayed at each user's 

terminal on a first come first serve basis. Messages 

are not sequenced, ie one user may see messages in a 

different order, based on the transmission delays 

between senders and receivers. Messages are not ac

knowledged and therefore communications are not reli

able. Messages are not stored for later review. 

OTALK [Waters, Chan 19871 

OTALK is a 3-party talk facility developed at the 

University of Essex, UK. OTALK was implemented in c, on 

Whiteschapel Workstations MG-1, running a UNIX like 

operating system 42-Nix. communications were performed 

over Ethernet TCPjIP protocols. Messages are sent 

between processes using "Socket" connections in a 

triangle arrangement, ie. each user has an active 

session to the other two. A separate window is used for 



displaying messages received from the other user; 

messages are not sequenced. 

cantata [E. Chang. 1986] 
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cantata was originally implemented at the 

university of Victoria, BC, on IBM XTs networked via 

Ethernet. Cantata supports multiple user conversations, 

using a separate window to display text from each user. 

There is no control or sequencing of messages, and 

messages are not stored for later viewing. 

2.1.4 Applications in Education 

computer-supported educational applications employ many 

of the same computer communication techniques found in 

business oriented CSCW. Sharing of screen images, 

synchronized running of applications, and computerized 

communication (in the form of questions and answers) are all 

found in computer class rooms. The following systems 

describe CSCW as applied to education. 

Athena [Balkovich 1985] 

Project Athena was begun by the Massachusetts Insti

tute of Technology in 1983 as an experiment to explore 
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the potential uses of advanced computer technology in a 

university curriculum. Athena is an all encompassing 

project which has applications that vary from the 

simulation of social phenomena to controlling laborato

ry experiments. Programs which apply to the field of 

CSCW include computerized blackboards, as mediators in 

multiplayer educational games, electronic mail, library 

and other shared data stores. Athena employs UNIX as 

its principal operating system running on a mix of mini 

computers, graphics workstations and PCs. 

Andrew [Borenstein 1988. Balkovich 1985J 

Andrew, started at carnegie-Mellon University, is 

a campus wide integrated personal-computer environment. 

The system runs on the UNIX operating system and 

supports a network file system for graphics work sta

tions. Andrew supports multi-media cooperative work, 

using tools such as a mail messaging system, bulletin 

board, and computerized magazines. One of the main 

purposes of Andrew is to support the development of 

educational software, using the Micro-Tutor language, 

developed at CMU. 
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2.1.5 Applications in Experimental Economics 

Experimental Economics has made use of computers to 

implement laboratory auction markets in order to measure the 

effects various bidding rules and procedures have on the 

market's outcomes. This ensures that all subjects are given 

identical market instructions with minimal experimenter / 

subject interaction. The computer system also controls 

communication between subjects, in the form of bids and 

offers, and facilitates the accounting process [Cox 1984]. 

Communication between users in experiments is not always 

limited to numeric bids and offers, but may take the form of 

conversations and negotiations [Isaac 1987]. 

University of Arizona ESL/PLATO [Cox 1984, Isaac 1987J 

ESL consists of PLATO work terminals connected to 

a remote CDC CYBER, located at the University of Illi

nois. Applications consist of market experiments where 

one station acts as the monitor and the rest as sub

jects. Subjects or agents enter bids and offers using 

PLATO touch sensitive screens and keyboards. Bids and 

offers are collected by the monitor program for each 

market period. The results of the period's bidding is 

then available to users. The monitor performs the 

functions of a central controller; all subject actions 

are coordinated. 
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Table 2-1 CSCW Applications systems Summary 
Application System Type Concurrency Communication 
--------------+-----------+-------+-----------+------------+ 
COLAB I Xerox LISP I Synchr I Cooperative I "Broadcast I 

I Ethernet I Confer I I Methods" I 
--------------+-----------+-------+-----------+------------+ 
PLEXSYS EMS I "IBM" PCs ISynchr I Centralized I Shared I 

I PCNET IConfer IControl I Files I 
--------------+-----------+-------+-----------+------------+ 
RTCAL/MBLINK I DEC VAX I Sync I Cooperative I TCP/IP I 

Ixerox ws IConfer IFloor pass I messaging I 
--------------+-----------+-------+-----------+------------+ 
NICK/Groupt'lare I Sun I Sync I Cooperative I Terminal I 

IWorkstationlConfer I I Linking I 
--------------+-----------+-------+-----------+------------+ 
Augment I Various I Sync I Floor/gavel I Terminal I 

I I Tools I passing I Linking I 
--------------+-----------+-------+-----------+------------+ 
Coordinator I IBM PC I Async I Distributed I Unknown I 

I IConf I Control I I 
--------------+-----------+-------+-----------+------------+ 
Lens I Xerox 11001E-Mail I Distributed I Unknown I 

I Workstation I I Control I I 
--------------+-----------+-------+-----------+------------+ 
TOOLS IIBM PCs I Async I Cooperative I Shared I 

Imainframes IConf I I files I 
--------------+-----------+-------+-----------+------------+ 
EIES2 I UNIX I Async IDistributedlDistributed I 

I IConf I Control I Database I 
--------------+-----------+-------+-----------+------------+ 
EXPRES I UNIX I Async I Cooperative I Shared I 

I SUN WS IConf I I Files I 
--------------+-----------+-------+-----------+------------+ 
CHAT I BSD UNIX I Talk I cooperative I Broadcast I 
(Newcastle, UK) I Ethernet I I I Datagrams I 
--------------+-----------+-------+-----------+------------+ 
OTALK I MG-1 WS I Talk I Cooperative I "Sockets" I 

I Ethernet I I I (Peer-Peer) I 
--------------+-----------+-------+-----------+------------+ 
Cantata I IBM XTs I Talk I Cooperative I Unknown I 

I Ethernet I I I I 
--------------+-----------+-------+-----------+------------+ 
Athena I UNIX I Educt I Cooperative I File I 

I TCP/IP I I I Sharing I 
--------------+-----------+-------+-----------+------------+ 
Andrew I UNIX I Educt I Cooperative I File I 

I PC WS I I I Sharing I 
--------------+-----------+-------+-----------+------------+ 
ESL I CYBER I Econ I Centralized I Shared I 

I PLATO I I I Memory I 
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2.2 Communications Models and Techniques 

A computer-supported cooperative work tool is a special 

case of a distributed system. A distributed system is a 

collection of distributed processing components physically 

and logically interconnected, possessing a decentralized, 

system-wide resource control, and executing application 

programs in a coordinated manner [stankovic 1979]. Thus, a 

principal design issue for cscw tools is the communication 

control model employed. A communication control model is the 

set of dialogue rules, data formats, and employment of 

logical connections which enable data exchange to take place 

[Bui 1986]. Thus the communication model consists of both 

the application level communication protocol and the logical 

connection topology of the programs. 

The application level protocol is comprised of the 

format of the data which is exchanged between processes and 

the dialogue rules which control message transmission. The 

format of the data is generally application specific and can 

be thought of in terms of formatted records. Dialogue rules 

generally fall into one of two categories, synchronous or 

blocking and asynchronous or nonblocking [Tangney 1988]. In 

synchronous dialogs the sending process is suspended until a 

response is received, and a receiving process is suspended 

until a message arrives. In asynchronous dialogs, senders 
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and receivers may continue processing while the network 

requests are outstanding. The process learns of the comple

tion of the request by periodically checking its status 

(polling) or via the activation of a specified interrupt 

routine (posting) [Filman 1984]. The selection of the dialog 

type has an impact on the amount of parallelism a tool can 

employ, ie. can keyboard input be processed concurrently 

with the maintenance of a shared image. The dialog selection 

also determines the number, location, and type of processes 

which are required to implement a tool. 

The logical connection topology refers to the 

arrangement of actual end-to-end session connections which 

are employed to perform the data exchange. The logical 

topology is independent of the actual physical topology 

[Shatz 1984]. For example, an application which has a 

central moderator program with connections to user processes 

would have a "star" topology. This application could be run 

on a LAN configured in a star, ring, bus, tree, or any other 

physical topology that supports end-to-end session connec

tions (figure 2-1). Exchanging data via file servers implies 

a logical star topology. 

Various combinations of connection topologies, dialog 

rules, and message formats have been employed in distributed 

systems over the years. These combinations can be classified 
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Logical Star, Physical Ring 

Figure 2-1 Logical/Physical Topology Relationship 



as belonging to one of the following basic communication 

models, Client/Server, Network File Server, Peer-to-Peer 

Connections, Multicast Connections, Terminal ~inking, and 

Connectionless or Datagr~~ Models. Each model inherently 

implies a logical topology and dialog rules. 

Client/Server 
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This is a common method used in the minicomputer 

environment. A server task resides on a computer, 

listening for connection requests on a universally 

known address (often kept by a name server). When a 

connection request is received, a new task is spawned 

to handle the request, the parent then continues to 

listen for new connection requests [Quarterman 1985]. 

Implementing this strategy requires the use of a multi

tasking operating system, as well as a large complement 

of memory (usually virtual memory). For these reasons 

it is not often used in a PC environment. 

Network File Server 

This method is the most popular method in use in 

PC applications. It consists of one application creat

ing a disk file on a shared disk: the other application 

periodically checks the disk for the existence of the 
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file. Once the file has been detected it is read, then 

erased by the second application. Use of this technique 

limits the rate of data exchange to the speed of the 

server disk; also the periodic polling by waiting tasks 

creates a constant load on the network and the server 

disk, thereby slowing down all other applications. 

Peer-to-Peer connections 

This method is available in both the mini and 

pc environments. It consists of one application placing 

a "call" to another application which is listening. 

Once the call is established, data is passed from one 

program (PC) to another. This method requires each 

application program to establish and maintain N-l 

(where N is the number of participating stations) 

connections for a fully connected network application 

[Sarin 1985] (figure 2-2). When shared data is changed, 

then the application sends the updated information to 

all stations which are currently participating, again 

placing the burden of multiple station communication at 

the application level. Current PC application level 

program interfaces (APIs) require that this exchange 

data be synchronized, i.e. no queueing or buffering of 

incoming data is provided [IBM 1984]. 
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Figure 2-2 Fully Connected Peer-to-Peer Application 
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Datagram Protocols 

Datagram protocols maintain no state information, 

ie. they are connectionless. The full source and. 

destination addresses must be inserted into each 

message. Messages are not sequenced or acknowledged. 

Therefore they may arrive out of order or not at all 

[Sloman 1987]. The main advantages of datagrams is that 

they do not require the overhead and complex code 

required to maintain session connections. A second 

advantage is that most network level communication 

systems provide efficient broadcast mechanisms for 

datagrams. They are best used in situations where 

multiple or all stations are to receive a message and 

the data transmitted is not critical. 

Terminal Linking 

This method allows multiple terminals to access 

an interactive program by directing the output of the 

process to all terminals and feeding tpe outputs from 

the terminals into one input stream for the process 

(figure 2-3). Many implementations of terminal linking 

are restricted to using only terminals of the same type 

for a given application [Sarin 1985]. Further, terminal 
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linking does not allow users to work independently 

since the sum of their inputs are processed as though 

entered by a single user. Implementing terminal linking 

in a PC environment is not easily done since most PC 

applications address video memory directly, bypassing 

standard I/O routines. This makes broadcasting the 

output of the process to all stations very difficult as 

the video memory must periodically be checked for 

changes [Chess 1984]. 

Broadcast Methods 

This is an object-oriented communication 

technique developed at XEROX PARC as part of the COLAB 

project [stefik 1987]. When a method (procedure) which 

is associated with an object is designated as a 

broadcast method, invoking it on one workstation causes 

it to run on all workstations on the network. If the 

object is a data window and the method is a display 

function, then the data requested for display would 

appear in the data window on all machines. The main 

advantage of using broadcast methods is that a program 

written to run on a single machine can be changed into 

a multi-user distributed application by merely 

designating certain methods as broadcast methods. The 
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Figure 2-3 Terrninal Linking Input/Output Routing 
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major draw back to this technique is the lack of con

currency control. No centralized locking mechanism 

exists, therefore all changes to shared data have to be 

done using "voice locks" or warning signals. 

Multic~st Protocols 

The purpose of multicast protocols is to provide 

equivalent messaging services as in peer-to-peer 

connections while using the broadcast nature of the 

network to reduce both processing and communication 

overhead [crowcroft 1988]. The term multicast differs 

from broadcast in that messages are intended for a 

specific subset of stations on a network. These 

stations are identified by a "group name" or multicast 

address [stallings 1985]. Groups can either be 

statically formed, based on a network address, or 

dynamically formed, based on port names. In addition to 

multicast or broadcast data transmission, multicast 

protocols provide the session management support for 

the connections. The application program need only 

establish one multicast session. This protocol holds 

the most promise of any for CSCW tools due to its 

flexibility in dynamically forming groups and 

efficiency in data transmission. 
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2.3 Concurrency Control Mechanisms 

Another of the primary design considerations of 

computer-supported cooperative work is the maintenance of 

shared data. Specifically, how the concurrent access of data 

can be managed in order to protect the integrity of the 

database and provide the maximum amount of parallelism. A 

second issue associated with the concurrent access of shared 

data is the management of participant actions. Supposing the 

data exchange system can support parallel access, the ques

tion then becomes, how should access be regulated in order 

to promote the orderly exchange of data and minimize the 

chaos which could result when multiple users are updating 

data? Many of the systems described in section 2.1 use this 

second issue to justify data exchange systems which provide 

minimal concurrent access. 

There are many mechanisms which can be employed to 

perform the dual function of protecting data integrity and 

regulating access [Li 1987J. When evaluating the various 

methods several criteria must be considered. The first is 

the level of granularity provided for locking and updates, 

ie is the access to data restricted at the character, line, 

paragraph, record, file, or directory level. The second is 

the performance aspect, especially when considering 
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synchronous, real-time access requirements [Parker 1983]. A 

third concerns "fairness," that is, is each participant 

treated equally when granting access to data [Filman 1984]. 

The final issue is the level of independence of data access, 

meaning does the system provide independent views or shared 

data or is data display totally synchronized. The following 

paragraphs describe common paradigms and cite examples of 

use. 

Single copy, centralized Control Approach 

Under the single copy, centralized approach only 

one copy of the data exists. This copy can be managed 

by a network file system which restricts access to data 

at the record, file, or directory level, or by a data

base management system which restricts access on a 

record basis. The actual physical location of the data 

may be distributed on several nodes, in the form of 

multiple file servers or a distributed database, but in 

all cases only a single copy of a particular data item 

exists. Having a single copy of the data minimizes the 

amount of network overhead required to update data, but 

maximizes the overhead associated with reading and 

displaying data in a shared mode as local caching is 

not allowed. In most cases shared data is written by a 

single user, but read by many users. Therefore it is 



more efficient to optimize read access, at the expense 

of write access. Coordination of changes can be done 

using standard database transaction mechanisms or file 

access rights, which allows for individual views of 

data, but can restrict shared viewing while an item is 

being updated. This is a common approach for asynchro

nous CSCW tools, such as EIES2, TOOLS, and EXPRES. 

Multiple Copy. Centralized Lock Approach 
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This method differs from the previous one in that 

each user station has its own copy of the shared data. 

A central station grants write locks and broadcasts 

changes to all stations [Stefik 1987]. Since each 

station has a local copy of the data, no network 

overhead is added for read operations. Write operations 

require additional overhead since data updates and in 

some cases data locks must be broadcast to all active 

users. Depending on the granularity of locking this may 

add an unacceptable burden on the network. For example, 

providing locking and consistent data images at the 

character level would most certainly add an intolerable 

load, but at the record or line level may not. A second 

advantage to this model is that each user is free to 

create his/her own view of the data since the read 

access of the data is controlled locally. 
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Multiple Copy, Cooperative Access Approach 

This method, like the previous one, requires that 

each user station maintain a copy of the shared data. 

Therefore, it exhibits the same read/display access 

advantages. Cooperative access implies that no data 

locking is performed by the system, instead, users 

employ "voice locks." For example, a participant may 

verbally announce that he/she is changing the contents 

of paragraph 2.1. The use of "voice locks" alleviates 

the overhead created by requesting and releasing locks, 

however, changes still must be broadcast to all sta

tions and there does exist the possibility of lost 

updates due to concurrent changes. Finally, this method 

requires that all participants have verbal communica

tions, either by being in the same room or through 

conference calls. This method is currently being em

ployed by COLAB [Stefik 1987]. 

Multiple Copy, Dependency Detection Approach 

This method, like the other multiple copy 

approaches, requires that each user station maintain a 

copy of the shared data. Therefore, it exhibits the 

same read/display access advantages. The dependency 

detection mechanism consists of time stamping each data 
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record. When changes are made the new data, new time, 

and previous time stamp are all broadcast. This allows 

stations performing the update to compare the data 

item's current time stamp with the previous time stamp 

sent as part of the update. If the time stamps are not 

identical, then a conflict has' been discovered [Filman 

1984]. This conflict must then be resolved verbally 

among the participants and a new entry made. Dependency 

detection removes the overhead required for obtaining 

and releasing locks, but verbal communication is still 

required to resolve conflicts and false conflicts can 

occur due to sequencing of messages. 

Multiple Copy, Floor/Gavel Passing Approach 

This method requires that each station maintain a 

copy of the database. A "moderator" station grants 

update privileges to a single station at a time. This 

removes any possibility of data contention problems, 

but totally eliminates any parallelism when updating 

data. Without parallelism much of the "time" efficiency 

gained by using computer supported tools is lost. This 

type of concurrency control does work well for certain 

types of applications, for example, demonstrations and 

tutorials where an instructor or skilled user is aiding 
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a novice. This method is employed by AUGMENT [Englebart 

1984] and RTCAL [SARIN 1985]. 

Distribute/Merge/Consolidate Approach 

This approach differs from the previous ones in 

that a common image of the data is not maintained. 

Rather, each user station is given a portion of the 

problem to operate on in an individual work space. The 

users then work in parallel, sometimes exchanging 

partial solutions, until a central authority ends the 

concurrent portion of the session. Solutions are then 

merged into a single file, duplicate information 

removed (by the central authority), then distributed to 

the users for further work. This process of distribut

ing, merging, and consolidating repeats until the final 

outcome is achieved. The main drawback to this approach 

is that since a common image is not maintained, much 

duplication of effort results. Also since the consoli

dation process is a single user task, this is contrary 

to the basic goals of CSCW and EMS. Network overhead is 

minimal during the concurrent work process, but can be 

excessive and can cause large delays when data is 

merged and distributed. This technique is the 

principal approach used by the PLEXSYS EMS. 
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To summarize, single copy approaches optimize updates 

as no broadcast of the new data is required. However, read 

access is penalized since a local copy does not exist and 

caching of data is not allowed due to contention problems. 

single copy data can be implemented in a traditional data

base or as shared files. The applications which are most 

suitable are asynchronous tools, where real-time updates are 

not an issue. All versions of the multiple copy method 

optimize read access as a local copy is kept at each sta

tion. Updates are penalized in all cases since changes must 

be broadcast to all stations. only the Central Lock and 

Floor Passing approaches can insure data integrity, but the 

former requires extra overhead for lock maintenance and the 

latter does not allow parallelism. The Distribute / Merge / 

Consolidate model provides data integrity and eliminates the 

need for locks, but does so at the expense of a shared view 

of the data. 

2.4 communication Models, Protocols, and Standards 

Whenever a new communications system is proposed the 

first question often asked is "How does this system relate 

to the International XYZ protocol standard ?" This sort of 

question is brought about by human's innate "bounded ration

ality" and tendency to rely on anchoring and adjustment when 
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making judgments about new systems [Davis 1982]. But it is a 

valid concern since communications between computers is 

dependent upon having a common method of transmitting and 

interpreting data. 

A protocol can be defined as the set of rules and 

conventions governing the exchange of data between two 

entities [Tanenbaum 1981]. The elements of a protocol 

include the syntax or data format, semantics which includes 

coordination and error handling, and timing which concerns 

sequencing and transmission rates [Stallings 1985]. Depend

ing on what is being viewed as an "entity," a protocol can 

define just the rules for exchanging data for a particular 

application, such as file transfer, or it may be rules 

governing the exchange of data between two computers, as in 

system level protocols. A complete computer system is made 

up of many applications, and therefore many application 

protocols. This collection or structure of protocols is 

referred to as a communications architecture or model. 

communications architectures can be built in either a 

"layered" or "hierarchical" manner. Both approaches divide 

the tasks associated with data transmission into manageable 

units, and arrange them in a hierarchical manner such that 

modules at one level communicate with each other by invoking 

modules at a lower level. Modules at the same level do not 
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use their own services, either directly or indirectly. 

Layered approaches, such as the OSI model, recognize that 

protocols used by modules at the same level have certain 

features in common. These protocols are arranged in rows or 

layers such that the functions and features of a given layer 

can be described in an abstract fashion. strictly hierarchi

cal approaches, such as DPA (000 Protocol Architecture), do 

not try to categorize sets of protocols into layers by 

common functions, rather they separate protocol layers 

according to the functions they depend on at the next lower 

layer. This approach gives the designer more freedom to 

develop efficient and cost effective protocols, and elimi

nates the need for "null" layers or "sub" layers [Stallings 

1985]. 

Protocol standards are established in order to allow 

computers systems developed by different vendors to communi

cate with one another. Unfortunately there are many stand

ards organizations, each of which adopts various protocols 

as "standard." These organizations include, International 

Organization for Standardization (ISO), International Tele

graph and Telephone Conculative committee (CCITT), American 

National Standards Institute (ANSI), the National Bureau of 

Standards (NBS), Institute of Electrical and Electronics 

Engineers (IEEE), the Defense Communication Agency (DCA), 

and the European computer Manufacturers Association (ECMA). 
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ISO, CCITT, and ECMA have cooperated in the establishment of 

standards and have many standards which are "basically" the 

same [Aschenbrenner 1986]. 

In addition to allowing hardware developed by multiple 

vendors to communicate, standards also help assure that a 

large market will be available for a particular piece of 

equipment or software which in turn promotes mass production 

and competition. On the negative side, standards tend to 

freeze technology [Stallings 1985] and can take from four to 

six years to be approved by the various organizations 

[Aschenbrenner 1986]. 

The following paragraphs describe several of the more 

widely used communication models. 

ISO Open Systems Interconnection Model (OS1) 

The OS1 Model is based on the fact that heteroge

neous computer systems are an inevitable reality. 

Therefore the goal of OS1 is not to standardize the way 

computer systems work, but to standardize the interac

tions necessary for them to communicate effectively 

[Melendez 1986]. OS1 is a layered model, using common 

communications functions as a basis for partitioning 

its seven layers. The general functions of each layer 

are described below [Tannenbaum 1981, Knightson 1988]. 



1. Physical Layer - transmission of unstructured 
bit stream over a physical medium, concerned with the 
mechanical and electrical components of the 
transmission system. 

2. Data Link Layer - provides for the reliable 
transfer of information across the physical medium, 
sending/receiving frames of data, error detection, and 
flow control. 

3. Network - allows upper layers to communicate 
independently of data transmission and switching tech
nologies, performs message routing, establishing and 
maintaining network layer connections. 
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4. Transport - provides the transparent transfer 
of data between end points, packetization, flow control, 
and error recovery. 

5. Session - provides the control structure for 
communications between applications, establishes, 
manages, and maintains connections. 

6. Presentation - allows for application layer 
processes to function independently of data 
format/syntax, e.g. performs translation of ASCII to 
EBCDIC, 16 bit integer to 32 bit integer, etc. 

7. Application - Provides user access to the 
communication system. Application level programs pro
vide such services as E-Mail, remote data base transac
tions, remote file access, etc. 

ISO has worked in cooperation with other standards 

organizations (CCITT, IEEE, ECMA) in establishing 

specific protocol standards. Lower layer standards 

include High Level Data Link Control (HDLC), IEEE 802 

series, the X series (X.25, X.21), and V series (V.24) 

[Aschenbrenner 1986]. It is important to note that 

these protocols, in many cases, were developed in 

parallel with or in advance of ISO/OSI conventions, 
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therefore many do not strictly conform to the layer 

definitions (e.g. X.25). Their adoption by ISO was done 

in response to widespread industry use. 

A second matter of concern is that two computer 

systems can be built to ISO standards, but still be 

unable to communicate because they have implemented 

different protocol standards at the various layers. 

General Motors encountered this problem when developing 

automated manufacturing environments. In an effort to 

standardize the use of standards, GM began the Manufac

turing Automation Protocol (MAP) project. MAP does not 

define a separate set of standards, rather it was 

designed within the ISO/OSI framework [Dillon 1987]. 

MAP is more specific than OSI standards, selecting a 

preexisting standard(s) for each layer of the architec

ture [Weston 1986]. Table 2-2 defines the MAP protocol 

set. Boeing Computer services began a second effort for 

office and laboratory environments. This effort became 

the Technical and Office Protocol (TOP). MAP and TOP 

efforts were coordinated via a central steering commit

tee. This coordination of efforts is intended to allow 

them to coexist in an organization [Weston 1987]. 



Table 2-2 MAP Protocol Specification Set 

Layer 

7 (Application) 

6 (Presentation) 

5 (Session) 

4 (Transport) 

3 (Network) 

2 (Data Link) 

1 (Physical) 

MAP Protocol Set 

ISO Case Subset 
ISO File Transfer Subset 
MAP Messaging (MMFS) 
MAP Directory Services 
MAP Network Management 

NULL/MAP Transfer 

ISO Session Kernel 

ISO Transport Class 4 

ISO CLNS inactive, subset 

IEEE 802.2 type 1 

IEEE 802.4 Token Bus 
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Department of Defense Protocol Architecture (OPAl 

The DPA architecture, also referred to as the 

ARPANET Reference model (ARM) [Quarterman 1985], is a 

byproduct of the development of the Defense Data 

Network (DDN) and ARPANET. DPA differs from the ISO 

model in four major respects: DPA is hierarchical 
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rather than layered; DPA places importance on internet-

working; DPA provides for connectionless services; and 

DPA provides a better means for implementing management 

services [stallings 1985]. The DPA model is based on 

the three entities involved in communication (process

es, hosts, and networks). DPA organizes its protocols 

into 4 levels, one level for communication within and 

between each entity type: 

1. Network Access Level, allows for the connection 
of a host (CPU) to a network. 

2. Internet Level, allows for the interconnection 
and routing of messages between two or more networks. 
Internet Protocol (IP). 

3. Host-Host Level, allows for the delivery of 
data between processes executing on different hosts. 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). 

4. Process Level, defines data exchange format and 
sequence for particular applications. 
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OPA predates the OSI model and has far more 

implementations and practical experience. The main 

advantage of OPA, as cited by it proponents, is that by 

simply requiring protocols to be modular and 

hierarchical, the designer is given more freedom to 

develop efficient, cost effective, rich protocols 

[stallings 1985]. UNIX systems use a version of the OPA 

model for their communication architecture. Under the 

UNIX architecture TCP/IP and Ethernet are specified for 

the HOST-HOST and Internetwork levels respectively. 

UNIX adds its SOCKET-STREAM protocol between the Proc

ess level and Host-Host level for address and connec

tion management [Quarterman 1985]. Reference Table 2-3 

for a comparison of protocols by layer and level. 

Systems Network Architecture (SNA) 

SNA, developed by IBM, is a complete system 

architecture with provisions for CPUs, controllers, and 

terminals. In addition SNA has facilities for a 

sophisticated flow control and system management 

functions [Aschenbrenner 1986]. SNA is composed of the 

following five layers: 



1. Data Link Control (SDLC). 

2. Path Control, which performs routing and flow 
control functions. 

3. Transmission Control, responsible for 
establishing and maintaining SNA session connections. 

4. Data Flow control, responsible for maintaining 
send/receive modes, chaining, bracketing, responses, 
and session shutdown. 
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5. Function Management Data Services, performs data 
format translation, compression and compaction, and 
supply session management services. 

The SNA model does not contain a layer for 

applications services, but this level can be assumed as 

they are certainly present and are referenced in IBM 

documents [Stallings 1985]. 

Digital Network Architecture (DNA or DECNET) 

DNA, developed by DEC, is oriented toward 

distributed peer resource sharing. This slant is common 

with that of ARPANET and it appears DNA has been 

heavily influenced by ARPANET. Therefore, DNA more 

closely conforms to DPA than OSI [Stallings 1985]. DNA 

is based on peer-to-peer communications in an 

internetworked environment for local area networks 

(LANS) and long haul networks (LHNS) [DIGITAL 1988]. 

DNA is composed of four levels. 



1. Data Link, includes both the physical 
transmission hardware and reliable transmission of 
data. Employs X.25, Ethernet, and DDCMP protocols. 

2. Transport, provides routing, line 
initialization, and congestion control. 

3. Network Services, provides connection 
management, data transfer, message segmentation, flow 
control, and error control services. 

4. Network Application, provides system level 
network applications functions such as remote file 
access, file transfer, remote login, etc. 

5. User, includes all user application programs. 

This chapter has presented past research relevant to 

the design of PLEXNET. This includes collaborative and 

cooperative systems, communication paradigms, concurrency 

control mechanisms, and data communication protocols and 
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standards. Chapter three will define the primary and second

ary research methodologies employed in the development of 

PLEXNET. 



Table 2-3 Comparison of Data Communication Models 
[Stallings 1985, Quarterman 1985] 

+---+----------+---------+---------+----------+----------+ 
I I I I I I I 
I I OSI I DPA/ARM I SNA I DNA I UNIX I 
I I I I I I I 
+---+----------+---------+---------+----------+----------+ 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I User I I 
I 7 I Applica I I +----------+ I 
I I I I Function I I Network I 
+---+----------+ Process + Managmnt+ Network + + 
I I I I Data I ApplicatslApplicatiol 
I 6 I Present I I Services I I I 
I I I I I I I 
+---+----------+ +---------+----------+----------+ 
I I I I Data I I I 
I 5 I Session +---------+ Flow I I Socket I 
I I I I Control I Network I Stream I 
+---+----------+ Host +---------+ Services +----------+ 
I I I to I I I I 
I 4 I Transport I Host I Transmit I I TCPIIP I 
I I I I Control I I I 
+---+----------+---------+---------+----------+----------+ 
I I I Internet I I I I 
I 3 I Network +---------+ Path I Transport I I 
I I I I Control I I I 
+---+----------+ +---------+----------+ Network + 
I I I I Data I I I 
I 2 I Data Link I Network I Link I Data Linkl I 

I I I I Control I I I 
+---+----------+ Access +---------+----------+----------+ 
I I I I111111111I I I 
I 1 I Physical I I111111111I Physical I Physical I 

I I I I111111111I I I 
+---+----------+---------+---------+----------+----------+ 
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Chapter 3 

Research Methodology 

This chapter presents the primary and secondary 

research methodologies used to perform the work described in 

this dissertation. The primary one is system Development, 

the secondary, System Modeling and Discrete Event Simula

tion. This chapter will not attempt to be the definitive 

source on System Development or Systems Modeling/Simulation; 

rather it will describe the tools and techniques employed by 

the author for the purposes of this dissertation. 

3.1 Systems Development Domain 

Olson [1987] defines the research associated with CSCW 

systems as combining the disciplines of systems development, 

used in creating applications, and social sciences, used in 

assessing the ways in which people use the applications. 

In the past, proponents of systems development and social 
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sciences have engaged in heated debates over what 

constitutes scientific research. Social scientists have long 

regarded systems development as merely "writing programs;" 

systems engineers have viewed many empirical studies as 

being "silly" and "useless." Meetings such as the Conference 

on Computer Support for cooperative Work have brought to

gether systems engineers and social scientists and shown the 

synergy which can be achieved [Olson 1987]. 

The traditional methodologies associated with systems 

development include software engineering, prototyping, and 

simulation. Social science employs laboratory 

experimentation, field studies, case studies, and surveys. 

Figure 3-1 depicts the relationship between the two domains 

and their research methodologies. The primary domain of the 

research in this dissertation is Systems Development, in 

particular the software engineering and systems simulation 

methodologies. Brief descriptions of laboratory experiments 

performed by other researchers which use PLEXNET 

applications will be included in Chapter 5 along with the 

application descriptions. The remaining two sections of this 

chapter will describe the software engineering and 

simulation techniques employed by the author. 



Systems Development 

Software Engineering 

Simulation Prototyping 

Social Sciences 

Survey 

Field Study Case Study 

Laboratory Experiment 

Figure 3-1 CSCW Research Domains 
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3.2 Software Engineering Methodology 

The software engineering methodology employed for this 

dissertation is a specialized instance of the systems 

development methodology described by Chen [1988]. In his 

work, Chen defines the process of system development re

search as the following five steps: 
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1) Construct a conceptual framework, defining the 
research question, determining system requirements, and 
studying relevant disciplines for new ideas and 
approaches. 

2) Develop a System Architecture, define the system 
functions and components, and design the high level 
architecture of the proposed system. 

3) Analyze and Design the System, perform detailed 
design of the data structures, algorithms, and 
interfaces. Explore alternative solutions. 

4) Build the System, perform the actual coding, 
testing, and integration of system components. 

5) Observe and Evaluate the System, perform laboratory, 
field, and case studies of the system to determine its 
effectiveness and to determine how the system should 
evolve. 

The process described is an iterative one, where after 

any step the researcher can proceed on to the next, or 

repeat any of the previous steps as required. 

The definition of the systems development/software 

engineering methodology employed in this dissertation is 

much like the one described above, but with two major addi

tions. The first is the extensive use of prototyping in the 
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system architecture development and system design phases. 

The second is the use of discrete event simulation as a 

means to evaluate the system and its potential. Figure 3-2 

presents the software engineering methodology employed. This 

model is a combination of the one presented by Chen [1988] 

and the prototyping life-cycle model from Mantei [1988]. 

The exte~sive use of prototyping is a luxury afforded 

by the realm of academic research but rarely available to 

software engineers in industry. There are three main uses of 

prototyping in the design phase: to determine the potential 

capabilities of a new hardware/software innovation; to 

determine the initial functionality of a system; and to 

determine the initial user response to a system. The first 

two uses are especially important for the development of 

system level communication software. Knowing how a data 

communication system works and its true capabilities is 

crucial in designing distributed systems. Also, the ability 

to prototype a system and measure its initial performance 

characteristics not only saves the time associated with 

doing a complete design of a system (which may not perform 

up to expectations), but is an ideal way to generate and 

test alternative designs. 
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System simulation can be employed during both the 

design and evaluation phases of the software engineering 

model. In the design phase it can be used in place of proto

typing to determine a system's performance characteristics 

in various configurations. In the evaluation phase it can be 

used in place of laboratory experiments when measuring user 

acceptance in quantifiable terms. For example, if it is 

known that a response time of more than 3 seconds is not 

acceptable to users, then a simulation measuring response 

time of an application when the number of users is varied 

can be run. The results of the simulation would predict the 

number of users required on a system to slow it to the 

maximum desirable time, thereby predicting the point where 

user satisfaction would be affected. This would save running 

multiple laboratory experiments with varying number of 

participants. Laboratory experimentation would still be 

necessary to determine acceptable response times for classes 

of applications, but would not be required for every appli

cation developed. The next section describes the simulation 

and modeling techniques employed in this dissertation. 
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3.3 System Modeling and Discrete Event Simulation 

The second major research methodology which this 

dissertation employs is system Modeling and Discrete Event 

Simulation. The particular modeling and simulation tech

niques employed were originally developed by Dr. Bernard 

Zeigler and Dr. Jerzy Rozenblit of the Department of comput

er and Electri~al Engineering at the University of Arizona. 

Their system, Discrete Event Systems / System Entity struc

ture (DEVS/SES), is described in the following paragraphs. 

3.3.1 Modeling Using System Entity Structures 

Rozenblit [1986] describes SES as a structure which 

embodies knowledge using three basic relationships: 

decomposition, taxonomy, and coupling. Decomposition refers 

to the process of breaking an object into its basic 

component parts. ~A taxonomy is a means by which all possible 

variants of an object can be represented. Coupling refers to 

how independent model components interact. SES uses a 

"tree-like" graph to represent the model decompositions and 

taxonomies. The principles of uniformity and inheritance are 

employed to create a consistent and concise structure. 

SES definition consists of defining a system by first 
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decomposing it into components parts at the level at which 

the simulation is to be performed. The decomposed system is 

arranged in a hierarchical structure (M-way tree), using 

inheritance and uniformity to eliminate redundant aspects. 

For each component part a taxonomy (enumeration of alterna

tives/variations) is created. Finally, system performance 

and configuration variables are identified and attached to 

their respective model components. The resulting structure 

represents all possible configurations of the system. Figure 

3-3 is a sample SES for a GOSS. Single lines connecting 

parents to siblings denote a decomposition, double lines a 

taxonomy, triple lines a "multiple" decomposition (ie one or 

more of the below). 

The second step consists of "pruning" the SES to obtain 

just those configurations which exhibit desirable 

characteristics [Rozenblit 1988J. This pruning can be done 

manually or with the aid of an Expert System. The pruning 

operation consists of deciding which variant(s) for an 

object to assume. Once pruning has been completed, the SES 

represents one possible variation of the original structure 

which meets the specific requirements for a given system. 

Additional instance models can be built by repeating the 

pruning step and selecting different options. Figure 3-4 is 

a pruned SES, representing the University of Arizona eMI 
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Enterprise room. In a pruned SES all taxonomies are reduced 

to a single option, and are moved to its parent entity. 
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The third step consists of taking the pruned SES 

composition trees and building models which will serve as a 

basis for running discrete event simulations [Rozenblit 

1988]. Experimental Frames (EFs) are developed for each 

model to perform simulation run control, event generation, 

and the measurement and recording of model variable data. 

Figure 3-5 represents the DEVS model for the Video switcher 

running in the CMI Enterprise Room. The outer frame 

corresponds to the overall simulation model, the two inner 

frames represent the Application Model, and the experimental 

frame. Within the application model, each frame represents a 

copy of the application executing on a work station. 

Finally, simulations can be run for each candidate 

configuration using a suitable simulation language or tool. 

The simulation tool employed in this dissertation is Network 

II.S [CACI 1987]. Network II.S is based on the SIMSCRIPT 

simulation language and is specifically designed to support 

the modeling and simulation of LAN-based applications. 
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3.3.2 Discrete Event simulation (DEVS) 

Zeigler [1984] details the DEVS formalism. Systems are 

synthesized from atomic models characterized by state 

variables. Each model is represented as a vector of external 

states (X), internal states (S), output variables (Y), 

internal and external transition functions (di,dx), time 

advance functions (ta), and an output function (Y). In 

addition, Zeigler [1984] defines a separate model type, 

called the Experimental Frame (EF), that manages the crea

tion of events and collects data on the behavior of the 

system model during the simulation. The EF can be central

ized, ie. only one for the entire system, or distributed, 

one EF for each atomic model. An EF is comprised of three 

conceptual parts: the Generator, the Transducer, and the 

Acceptor. The Generator creates external events for the 

model to process, the Transducer gathers summary statistics 

during the simulation run, and the Acceptor performs simula

tion run control and timing [Hu 1988]. 

For the purposes of this dissertation, Network II.S 

[CACI 1987] will be employed as the principal simulation 

tool. Network II.S provides an easy means for system defini

tion by specifying parameters and linkages for generic 

model components (storage devices, processor entities, 

transfer devices, and program modules). Network II.S auto-
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matically collects pertinent data on all model components 

and allows for separate distribution functions to be defined 

for each independent variable. Therefore, a Network II.5 

model can be viewed as having a separate EF for each compo

nent variable. Network II.5 simulation functions can be 

mapped into the DEVS formalism in the following manner : 

x = set of external events = {semaphore setting, 
message reception, prerequisite module completion, 
start time, iteration interval}. 

S = set of internal states = {transfer in progress, 
awaiting message, awaiting, module completion, busy, 
queue status, processing, delaying, idle}. 

Y = set of output variables, the following is a partial 
list: {storage requests granted, file requests, 
completed accesses, avg/max/std device usage time, 
percent time busy, etc}. 

L = output function, can be any of the following: 
{summary report, snapshot report, periodic report, 
event traces}. 

dX,di = internal state transitions, are internal to the 
operation of Network II.5. 

ta = time advance function, is internal to the 
operation of Network II.5. 

Models of systems are constructed in a "bottom up" 

fashion. For example, the atomic models for processors and 

mass storage devices may be defined in the model base at the 

lowest level. Models of o.s. level software might be built 

and classified at the next higher level, with application 

program models at an even higher level. A system model can 
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then be constructed by selecting atomic models for hardware 

devices, O.S. software, and application software. The inter

action between model parts is defined by coupling. All model 

parts can be represented in their hierarchy using a System 

Entity Structure, as described in the previous section. 

Models are depicted as a sequence of embedded frames, as in 

figure 3-5. 

Using the above technique, a CSCW application would 

require creating an atomic model for each processor type in 

the system, a model of the communication network, a model of 

the CSCW tool itself, and a model of a user. The processor 

model would define such things as processor speed, memory 

capacity, disk speed, and disk capacity. The model of the 

communication system would include a model of the 

communication protocol employed, channel capacity, and 

interprocessor coupling. The tool's model would be defined 

by its interaction with the user and the processor, eg 

number of processor cycles required for a given function, 

number of network messages, disk accesses, etc. The model of 

the user would reflect the user's operation of the tool, 

including distribution functions describing the frequency of 

use for each function, order of use, and human delay in 

processing information presented by the tool. Figure 3-6 

depicts a CSCW workstation model. Once atomic models have 
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been created, then the system can be constructed by creating 

N instances of the user, application, and processor models. 

The simulation can then be run varying the number of users, 

speed of the network, speed of processors, etc. in order to 

determine optimal values when considering response times, 

memory requirements, and system throughput. 

In this chapter the research methodologies employed in 

this dissertation were described. The primary technique is 

System Development, the secondary, system Modeling and 

Discrete Event Simulation. Chapter 4 will describe the 

design and implementation of PLEXNET. 
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Chapter Four 

Design and Implementation of PLEXNET 

This chapter describes the design and implementation of 

PLEXNET, following the System Development Model defined in 

Chapter 3. section One defines the problem domain, that is, 

the networking requirements of CSCW tools and the target 

system. Section Two describes the PLEXNET communication 

architecture, and section Three is PLEXNET's detailed de

sign. Finally, section Four will specify the implementation 

details of PLEXNET. Chapters Five and six relate the re

sults of the "observation and evaluation" phase by describ

ing several PLEXNET applications and discrete event simula

tion results respectively. 
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4.1 Problem Domain / Requirements Definition 

The following paragraphs derive a generic data exchange 

model for CSCW applications and define the target system on 

which the model will be applied. 

4.1.1 CSCW Generic Application Model 

Collaborative applications use a myriad of data 

exchange techniques. These techniques include shared data 

bases and files, used by spreadsheet and knowledge base 

applications; shared screen images, used by presentation 

support tools; shared data structures, used by tightly 

coupled programs such as editors; and control messages, used 

by almost all applications to coordinate data access and 

operational control of the tools. Therefore any proposed 

communications architecture should support all these data 

exchange modes. The key requirement of collaborative 

applications is the need to provide consistent images of 

shared data while allowing individual views of that data. 

Tools used in a synchronous manner also demand real-time 

updates of both their data stores and screen displays. The 

use of individual views implies that display maintenance 

must be done locally. 

An aspect related to the maintenance of a consistent 
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shared data image is the concurrency control mechanism 

employed (reference section 2.3). While the network communi

cations system should not preclude the use of any of the 

techniques described, it can be designed to optimize network 

and processor resources for the most desirable technique. 

From the discussion presented in section 2.3, the concurren

cy control mechanism which displays the best compromise 

between security, functionality, and performance is the 

Multiple Copy Centralized Lock model. Under this model, 

each workstation has a copy of the shared data. Read access 

is performed locally, while write access requires requesting 

a lock from the centralized data server, transmitting the 

updated information to the server, then releasing the lock. 

The server would be responsible for granting locks, broad

casting data updates, and releasing locks. The functions of 

the server could be performed by a specialized task on a 

dedicated server processor, or an individual user worksta

tion could assume the role as server (reference section 5.1 

on the implementation of MULE). Figure 4-4 depicts the data 

exchange model for the centralized lock server. It performs 

the tasks of granting and releasing locks, accepting data 

update requests, broadcasting the updates to all participat

ing stations, and sequencing update and access events in 

order to ensure consistency. 
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The architecture for GDSS proposed by Bui [1986] is 

used as a basis for developing the following, more general, 

model of collaborative applications. The main components of 

the model are the users or participants, the individual 

applications they run, the group coordinator or facilitator, 

and the software which coordinates the group's activity. 

While not all applications require a coordinator / facilita

tor, some amount of coordination of data access and exchange 

is necessary. This coordination could be embedded in the 

network file system, or within the message exchange struc

ture employed by user applications. It is also important to 

note that the logical organization of the application is 

independent of the physical connections of the pes on the 

LAN, i.e. the same model holds for both token ring and 

csma/cd bus topologies. Figure 4-1 depicts the logical view 

of a collaborative application model. Figure 4-2 breaks down 

the high level logical model into its component processes 

based on workstation location. Figure 4-3 further decomposes 

the workstation processes into tasks based on user and 

network data flow interactions. 
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Figure 4-1 CSCW Conceptual Diagram 
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4.1.2 CSCW Application Network Requirements 

Collaborative applications have many features which 

differentiate them from single user applications [Licklider 

1978]. These features include: 

Real-time Response 
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As data is added or changed by one user, other 

users need to be notified of the changes as they occur. 

This allows all users to work with an accurate set of 

data and to exchange information in a timely fashion. 

This response requirement dictates that the information 

update on a station must occur independently of the 

processing of user commands. In order for this to 

occur, some level of multi-tasking is required and data 

should be exchanged via network messages (as opposed to 

shared files) [Ennis 1986, Weaver 1987]. This 

requirement is especially true of conferencing systems 

[Sarin 1985]. 

Dynamic Formation of Groups (Dynamic Multicasting) 

certain types of collaborative applications used 

in the Electronic Meeting Systems (EMS) and 

Educational/Presentation systems requires the ability 

to form groups and subgroups of users participating in 

a session. The composition of these groups reflect the 
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structure of the parent organization, wherein 

individuals might participate in anyone of a number of 

groups based on their position within the organization 

[Eck 1988]. This dynamic formation of groups requires 

the use of multicast addresses when performing 

broadcast functions. Furthermore, although the users 

are working on the same task at the same time this 

does not mean that they will necessarily begin and 

complete working at the same time. Therefore, the 

communication system must allow connections to be made 

and broken at will (i.e. nonpermanent sessions). 

The communication system should carry the burden of 

establishing and controlling the sessions. 

Multiple Data Types 

Collaborative applications employ many data 

types, including numeric, text, bit map images, and 

vector graphics [Huang 1985]. Therefore, the applica

tion interface and data passing techniques employed by 

the network must be flexible enough to accommodate 

these types in any combination. Systems such as Andrew 

at Carnegie Mellon [Borenstein 1988] and EXPRES at 

Michigan [Olson 1987] use multi-media objects to en

hance communications. In the recent past multi- media 

has implied combining text and graphics into a single 
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object, however, with the introduction of workstations 

such as the NeXT, voice will become a third data type. 

Control for Concurrent Data Access 

Collaborative applications do more than just 

access a common set of data (files); they access them 

at the same time. This adds requirements for the 

locking and update of data on a record level instead of 

a file level [Stefik 1987]. Further, the update of data 

in the common store should be accompanied with a 

notification to all active users that the data has 

changed. This notification could take the form of a 

system message or the update of a screen image. 

Broadcast Transmission 

The real-time sharing of data in a network 

environment naturally dictates some sort of data 

broadcast capability. This allows an individual 

application to update all other users with a single 

network call. A second advantage is the gain in 

performance with broadcast messaging. Depending on the 

implementation method, this gain can result in both a 

reduction in processor overhead due to a reduced number 

of system calls and message formatting, and a reduction 

in network traffic. 
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Asynchronous Messaging 

In this context, asynchronous messaging is defined 

as the ability to initiate a send or receive function 

without suspending the process until the operation is 

complete. CSCW applications must perform the dual 

function of processing user requests via keyboard or 

mouse input and handling network messages requiring 

database and display updates. If the operating system 

supports multi-tasking (OS/2, UNIX), then these func

tions can be divided into separate processes. The 

separation of these functions simplifies interfaces and 

data flows, at the expense of processor overhead re

quired for context switching. If the operating system 

does not support multiple tasks (MS DOS), then the 

requirement for asynchronous message processing is 

mandated to allow the concurrent processing of user and 

network inputs. A second reason for asynchronous mes

saging is to prevent a dead-iock scenario involving two 

or more processes transmitting to one another without a 

receive operation pending. In this situation all proc

esses would be suspended pending the reception of the 

message they have just sent, but no reception is possi

ble since both processes are suspended. Asynchronous 

message reception requires the networking system to 

provide message queuing [Summers 1987]. 
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Efficient Resource utilization 

This requirement is not unique to collaborative 

applications, but does place additional constraints on 

any communication system. The use of high resolution 

graphics places additional demands on PC memory as well 

as adding processor loads. This means that any 

communication system which is to be used in conjunction 

with a graphics-oriented application needs to be 

efficient in its use of memory and processor time. 

Compatibility with Office Systems 

Industry has been slow to accept CSCW largely due 

to requirements for specialized hardware, work rooms, 

and software. In order to gain greater acceptance in 

the work place, CSCW systems must be usable in an 

automated office environment. This removes the cost of 

specialized facilities, reduces training costs, and 

eliminates the compatibility problems between CSCW 

systems and office systems tools. Mark Stefik of Xerox 

PARC used the term "seamless" to describe this inte

grated CSCW/Office environment. To be compatible with 

current office systems CSCW tools would have to be 

designed to operate on commonly available systems, ie 

PC/LAN-based. sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4 will describe a 

desirable target system and its limitations. 
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4.1.3 Target System 

Ideally the hardware and O.S. software for a proposed 

system would be selected in order to optimize its functions. 

However, when the hardware must provide a base for multiple 

types of applications or when it is desirable to employ 

hardware which already exits, then a tradeoff must be made. 

The target configuration for PLEXNET is PC/LAN-based, IBM 

compatible system largely due to the large number of such 

systems in use [Smith 1984, Guimaraes 1986] and their abili

ty to run a wide range of applications. The LAN hardware and 

network level software can be of any type which supports the 

IBM NETBIOS protocol and will run on IBM compatible PCs 

(figure 4-5). Currently this includes IBM PCNET, IBM Token 

Ring, AT&T Starlan, and Novell systems. 

Besides being widely accepted, PC/LAN based systems are 

less expensive than LISP workstations (Symbolics, Xerox 

PARC) and other high end workstations (SUN, NeXT, etc). 

There are a large number of applications and application 

developers, as well as a large collection of programming 

languages and tools for the IBM PC. NETBIOS is becoming a de 

facto standard for transport level communications on PCs 

[Thomas 1987] and is supported by IBM, NOVELL, and AT&T. 
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Finally, the Intel 8088, 80286, and 80386 family of 

processors have created enormous gains in processor power 

while maintaining upward compatibility. 
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4.1.4 Limitations of PC/LAN Environments 

PC/LAN based systems have many advantages over other 

architectures, but they do have several disadvantages which 

cannot be ignored when designing a networking system for 

collaborative applications. The PC/LAN programming environ

ment places the following constraints on collaborative 

program design: 

Memory Constraints. 

The current generation of PCs are still limited to 

640k of RAM memory. Extended and expanded memory up to 

several megabytes is available, but few programming 

languages can take advantage of this. Also, if high 

resolution graphics and a network file server package 

is added, the 640k may be reduced by as much as 250k. 

This places additional emphasis on a memory-optimized 

communication package. 

Single Programming. 

The operating system of choice is still DOS. Few 

users are willing to partition their hard disk in order 

to provide space for Unix or OS/2 for the purpose of 

running a few mUlti-task applications. Performance 



studies conducted by the National Software Testing 

Laboratories [Knorr 1988] have shown OS/2 and Unix to 

be desirable for high end systems, i.e. systems with 4 

Mbytes of memory and 20 MHz 386 processors. 

Disk Access Speeds. 
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Disk access times for PC hard drives have been 

reduced over the past few years, however they still 

cannot match the transfer rates of dr~ves attached to 

the minis and mainframes. Thus, applications which rely 

on accessing a shared drive on a file server will 

undoubtedly discover that they are disk bound, not 

network bound. Choice of network file system software 

can make a dramatic difference in performance [Poo 

1988], but the amount of memory on the file server, the 

speed of the server disk, and the speed of the server 

processor all ultimately determine data transfer speed. 

File Locking Limitations. 

DOS does support the locking of regions of shared 

files, however the mechanism does not aid in 

coordinating file growth (append operations); also 

there are pitfalls involved in the system, such as the 

handling of locks generated by a PC application which 

exits abnormally (without clearing its locked records). 
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Network Application Program Interfaces (APIs) 

Currently available APIs (Netbios, IPX, SPX) 

provide both datagram and connection-oriented 

communications for PC based applications [Thomas 1987]. 

However, the number of outstanding commands, and the 

number of active sessions is often strictly limited. 

Therefore, it is not always possible for applications 

to "post" an active receive or listen command for every 

connection. However, network APIs do allow listens and 

receives to be done on a network name basis. This would 

allow an application to serve many connections using a 

single active receive. 

4.2 PLEXNET Functional Design 

PLEXNET has been designed specifically to meet the 

networking requirements of collaborative applications 

executing in PC/LAN-based environment. The following 

paragraphs describe the features of PLEXNET and the design 

tradeoffs made in order to provide these features. 

4.2.1 PLEXNET Features 

PLEXNET differs from the current vendor network API 

offerings in that it allows asynchronous communication 

between applications, provides a higher level interface, and 



provides a mechanism to the applications for multi-tasking 

between the keyboard processing and message processing 

portions of the application. The feature that sets PLEXNET 

apart from network APIs implemented on minis and mainframes 

is the multiplexing of many transport connections to one 

session connection, and the ability to perform reliable 

broadcast functions on dynamically formed groups. 

PLEXNET has been implemented as a "session" level 

interface so it may take advantage of current transport 

level protocols which are quickly becoming standard in the 

PC-LAN market place [Thomas 1987]. This makes it more 

portable as a product, however, it will be less efficient 

than multicast transport level protocols [Crowcroft 1988]. 

The overall structure of PLEXNET as related to the ISO/OSI 

model is shown in figure 4-6. specific features of PLEXNET 

include: 

Datagram Messaging 

PLEXNET allows the exchange of datagrams in both 

the direct and broadcast modes. An interrupt level 

datagram reception and queuing mechanism with built in 

acknowledgment has been implemented. 
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Secure Session connections 

In order to allow secure exchanges of long 

messages (greater than 512 bytes), PLEXNET supports 

secure session connections. Message reception and call 

requests from remote stations are handled at the 

interrupt level, thus allowing asynchronous processing 

by communicating applications. Transport level 

connections are multiplexed to a single session 

connection, thus minimizing memory requirements for 

receive buffers and the number of outstanding network 

API requests. Finally, dynamic multicasting and 

broadcast messages are supported at the session level. 

Reference figure 4-7 for a graphic representation of 

PLEXNET session level connections. 

Limited Multi-tasking capability 

PLEXNET provides asynchronous processing of 

keyboard and message processing by allowing 

applications to specify a procedure to be executed 

while waiting for keyboard input. During 

initialization, the application will specify the 

address of a background procedure which is to be 

invoked when the pc is idle, awaiting keyboard input. 

This capability will allow an application to process 

keyboard commands and messages from remote stations 

concurrently. A second method of multitasking is 
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provided by means of a Terminate stay Resident Shell. 

This provides the ability to build separate background 

tasks which are triggered by special events (section 

4.3.2). 
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4.2.2 PLEXNET Design Tradeoffs 

The design of PLEXNET resulted from applying a 

combination of the synthesis and derivation techniques 

described by Davis [1982]. Communication requirements were 

synthesized from a network level input-output analysis of a 

select set of CSCW applications. communication paradigms 

employed by PLEXNET were derived from those employed on 

mini/mainframe networks. In the course of the 

synthesis/derivation process several key design decisions 

were made. These design tradeoffs are discussed in detail in 

the following paragraphs. 

The first tradeoff concerns the selection of 

asynchronous messaging as the primary communication 

paradigm. Messaging was selected over shared file signaling 

in order to satisfy real-time processing requirements of 

CSCW applications and to more efficiently utilize system 

resources [Ennis 1986]. The terminal linking paradigm 

employed by other CSCW systems, ego Augment [Englebart 1984] 

and certain NICK applications [Ellis 1988], was not chosen 

due to PC applications' tendency to access video memory 

directly and the method's inability to support individual 

views of shared data. The client/server paradigm was dis

carded due to its requirement for a true multi-tasking O.S., 

and its inefficient use of memory and network requests. 
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Finally, remote databases have the ability to efficiently 

maintain shared data, but they fall short for CSCW applica

tions as they do not provide for updating current display 

images of the data. Remote databases can be effectively used 

in conjunction with messaging to maintain both shared data 

and consistent screen images [Li 1987]. 

The second major design decision concerns memory and 

message management. In communications there are two compet

ing schemes for storin~ and presenting incoming messages to 

applications, record oriented and byte streams. Record 

oriented implies that message boundaries are preserved, that 

is, when a message is received there is a definite start and 

~nd of the message. Under byte stream, popularized by Unix 

Socket Stream protocols [Quarterman 1985], the message 

boundaries are not preserved. If there are two messages in 

the input buffer for an application, then the application 

has no way to tell where one message starts and the other 

ends without examining data fields embedded in the message. 

Byte stream protocols have the advantage that I/O operations 

between the process and network system take the form of 

ordinary read/write calls as used in file or terminal I/O. 

The disadvantage is that the application must parse the 

input stream back into individual requests/transactions 

before they can be processed. Thus applications such as file 

transfer and virtual terminals are made easier to develop, 
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but record or transaction oriented applications are penal

ized with extra processing which could be handled by the 

network system. Another draw back to byte stream communica

tions is that separate receive buffers are required for each 

transport level connection in order to ensure incoming byte 

streams are not intermingled. Thus it is not possible to 

optimize memory requirements for input buffers by sharing 

them among connections. A final draw back to byte streams is 

that either a separate pending receive request would be 

required for each transport level connection, or an addi

tional memory copy of the message from a common receive 

buffer to the byte stream buffer would be required. Either 

way, memory or processing efficiency would be sacrificed. 

Adopting record oriented message processing removes the need 

for separate input buffers since the start and end of each 

message is maintained by the network system. The sending 

station name and message length can be stored as part of 

each message header and stripped off before the message is 

passed on to the application. Since message boundaries are 

preserved, record oriented applications such as distributed 

databases or transaction processors can receive and process 

an entire message. 

The final critical tradeoff concerns whether to 

implement the multicast addressing at the transport or 



session level. Implementing the multicasting or group 

addressing at the transport level has the advantage that 

individual messages need only be transmitted on the medium 

(bus or ring) once. All stations could receive the packets 

with the multicast address and assemble the message. This 
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. method optimizes network channel usage, at the expense of 

requiring a more complex packet acknowledgement system 

[Crowcroft 1988]. Implementing at the session level requires 

a separate transmission of a broadcast message for each 

receiving station and therefore extra overhead. This repeat

ed transmission would be handled by the network system, not 

the application. The advantage of implementing at the ses

sion level is that the acknowledgement process is simpler 

and can take advantage of existing transport layer protocols 

(NETBIOS). A second advantage is that it would be possible 

to replace the transport level system (NETBIOS) with another 

protocol, e.g. TCP. 

4.3 PLEXNET Detailed Design 

PLEXNET is implemented in three service sets: the High 

Level Language Interface provides "C" and PASCAL callable 

routines for NETBIOS services; the Datagram Services provide 

a connectionless messaging system: and the Session Services 

provide multicast connection oriented communications. Figure 

4-8 shows the hierarchy of these services. 
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4.3.1 PLEXNET High Level Language Interface 

The PLEXNET High Level Language Interface provides 

access to NETBIOS function from "c" and TURBO PASCAL 

programs and resides at the lowest level of the PLEXNET 

Hierarchy. In addition to providing access to all NETBIOS 

functions, PLEXNET HLLI routines allow applications to do 

such things as determine whether the network file system is 

active, query the status of asynchronous commands, convert 

network names to NETBIOS name table numbers, and perform 

address conversions. The PLEXNET Datagram and Session Serv

ices access NETBIOS through these routines. Application 

programs would generally not call HLLI routines directly, 

instead they would use the Datagram and Session Services 

routines. However, some special purpose applications, such 

as the Video Switcher, can make use of the HLLI routines to 

access NETBIOS functions directly. Table 4-1 lists the HLLI 

routines; reference the IBM PC Network Technical Reference 

Manual [IBM 1984] and the PLEXLIB Programmer Reference 

manual for more details on these routines. 

In order to provide a more complete programming envi

ronment for "c" language PLEXSYS applications, additional 

video, window, menu, forms, and far memory model string 

routines were developed. These routines parallel the TURBO 

Pascal routines developed at Arizona for PLEXSYS EMS devel-
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opment. Calling parameters and function returns conform to 

those of IBM C/2 whenever there is a an equivalent file I/O 

routine, eg. printf and wprintf routines. One routine of 

particular importance to the writing of collaborative tools 

is the II S etKeyWa it II function. This routine allows the appli

cation to specify the address of a routine which is to be 

called when the process is suspended awaiting keyboard 

input. In most cases an application would call this routine 

to establish its message processing routine as a secondary 

process. This allows data control messages to be processed 

asynchronously from keyboard input. Table 4-2 lists these 

routines; reference the PLEXLIB Programmer Reference Manual 

for more details. 



Table 4-1 PLEXNET HLLI Routines 

Miscellaneous Network Support Routines 

net_pclan_on Is PC local Area Network 
Program loaded ? 

netbios Call Netbios, uses proper 
software interrupt. 
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net clear ncb Initializes a Network Control 
Block. 

net addr Converts 16/32 bit address 
to OFF/SEG. 

net adapter status get adapter status 
net-cancel - : cancel a no wait or post 

request. 
net_delay delay specified number of 

seconds. 

Network Name Support Routines 

add network name 
add network group name 
delete a name 

net add 
net-group 
net-delete 
net-num to name 
net-name to num 

: convert network no. to ascii name 
convert name to a network no. 

Network Session Management Routines 

net call 

net listen 
net-listen nw 

net_listen-post 

net status listen 
net-wait listen 

net hangup 
net-session status 

request a session 
establishment. 
listen for a session request. 
listen for a session request, 
no wait. 
listen for a session request, 
post. 
status a listen nw request. 
wait for a listen nw to 
complete. 
hangup a session. 

: status a session. 
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Table 4-1 PLEXNET HLLI Routines (continued) 

Network Data Transmission Routines 

net send 
net-send nw 
net-status send 

net wait send 

net chain send 
net-recv 
net:recv_any 

net recv nw 
net:recv_post 

net_recv_any_nw 

net status recv 

net wait recv 

transmit a message. 
transmit a message no wait. 
return status of a send nw 
operation. 
wait for a send nw to 
complete. 
dual buffer send with wait. 
receive a message. 
receive a message from any 
session. 
request a receive, no wait. 
receive, execute post on 
arrival. 
receive any, execute post 
on arrival. 

: receive a message from any 
session, no wait. 

: return status of a 
Receive nw. 
wait for a Receive nw to 
complete. 

Network Datagram support Routines 

net send dgram 
net_recv_dgram 

net recv dgram nw 
net=status_dgram 
net wait dgram 
net:recv dgram_post 

: Send a datagram. 
Receive a datagram, 
with wait. 

: Receive datagram, no wait. 
status a recv datagram nw. 
wait for a recv datagram nw 

: receive a datagram, post
on completion. 



Table 4-2 PLEXLIB Video and Windowing Routines 

standard Video Routines 

keypressed 

waitkey 

setkeywait 

clearkeywait 

Determine if the keyboard buffer 
is empty. 
Wait for a keystroke to be 
entered. 
Set address of routine to execute 
while waiting on keyboard input. 
Clear out address of keywait 
routine. 
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flushkey 
gotoxy 

Empty (throwaway) all keystrokes. 
position cursor. 

getxy 
getcursor 
setcursor 
getpage 
setpage 
getvideomode 
setvideomode 
clearscr 
beep 
FAST WRITE 

FAST FAR 

get the cursor position. 
get the cursor size. 
set the cursor size. 
get the current video page. 
set the current video page. 
get the current video mode. 
set the current video mode. 
clear the screen. 
sound a beep (CTRL-G) 
write text string directly to 
video memory. 
write a text string with a far 
address to video memory. 

Menu Driver Routines 

makemenu 
popmenu 

delmenu 

create a menu definition 
: popup the menu, return user 

selection. 
delete a menu definition 

Forms Driver Routines 

load form 
delete form 
unpop form 
static form 
var form 
gfield 
wfield 
cfield 

load a form definition from a file 
: delete a form definition 

unpop a form 
draw static region of form 
fill in variable region of form 
get a field of the form 
write a field to the form 

: clear a field of the form 



Table 4-2 PLEXLIB Video and Windowing Routines (continued) 

Far Memory string Routines 

f strlen 
f:strcpy 
f strcmp 
f-strcat 
fn strcpy 
nf_strcpy 

Window I/O Routines 

wgotoxy 
wgetxy 
wclear 
windbg 
windfg 
wputtop 
wputbot 
popwind 
unpop 
makewind 
delwind 
scrollup 
scrolldown 
holdscroll 
allowscroll 
outchar 
wputch 
wcputs 
wputs 
wgetche 

wgets 
wcgets 

wgetint 
wgetfloat 
wprintf 

return length of far string 
copy far string to far string 

: compare far" strings 
: concatenate far strings 

copy near to far strings 
copy far to near strings 

set cursor relative to window 
get cursor relative to window 
clear window 
set window background color 
set window foreground color 
write a string to top border 
write a string to bottom border 
popup/create a window 

: unpop/delete a window 
create a window 
delete a window 
scroll window up 
scroll window down 

: prevent automatic scrolling 
: allow automatic scrolling 

output a character with color 
: put a character into the window 
: put a string into the window 

put a string with carriage return 
get and echo a character from 
window 
input a string from the window 
input a sting with a maximum 
length 
input an integer from the window 

: input a real from the window 
: perform a window "printf" 
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4.3.2 PLEXNET TSR Shell 

The PLEXNET Terminate-Stay-Resident Shell was written 

to provide the ability to write background applications, 

namely the Video Switcher and PLEXSYS FileReader programs. 

Background applications are loaded into memory and remain 

passive until a triggering event occurs. This event could 

take several forms: a hotkey, a timeout initiated from the 

clock interrupt, or due to the completion of a NETBIOS post 

operation. 

When the background program initializes it specified 

the hotkey, a key sequence such as ALT-F7, which is recog

nized by the keyboard interrupt as a special key. When this 

key is pressed the background program is invoked by the 

keyboard interrupt routine. Also during initialization the 

application can call a background routine which will cause 

the application to be invoked at a specified time in the 

future. The clock interrupt counts down the time interval 

and activates the background routine at the specified time. 

The final method of triggering is via a NETBIOS post opera

tion. The background routine can initiate a NETBIOS command 

(such as a datagram receive) and specify the address of a 

routine to be called when the operation completes (a data

gram arrives). This routine is then invoked from NETBIOS at 

the interrupt level when it complete. The Video switcher 

application described in Chapter 5 uses all three of these 
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triggering techniques. 

The shell was written to support applications written 

in Turbo Pascal Version 4.0 and was implemented in a mixture 

of Turbo Pascal and IBM Macro Assembly languages. Reference 

Angermeyer etal. [1989] for more discussion of TSR programs 

and their implementation in MS DOS. 

4.3.3 PLEXNET Datagram Services 

The PLEXNET Datagram services provides an enhanced 

high-level language access to NETBIOS datagram communication 

primitives. NETBIOS datagrams are a connectionless form of 

communication where each message is limited to 512 bytes in 

length and reception is not acknowledged by NETBIOS. Mes

sages can be lost if the receiving station does not current

ly have a NETBIOS receive pending or if a hardware or commu

nication failure occurs. The sending station is only guaran

teed of the fact that the message was transmitted success

fully. Because of this standard NETBIOS datagrams are clas

sified as an "unreliable" form of communication [Ennis 

1986]. PLEXNET "enhances" standard datagram functions by 

providing asynchronous reception and queuing of messages, 

optional acknowledgement of datagram messages, and the 

management of network names which aids in application level 

broadcasting. When an application initiates PLEXNET datagram 



operations two network names are created. One name servers 

as a unique address for the station, the other is the group 

name for the application. Applications can then use the 

"send" operation to transmit data to an particular station, 

or the "broadcast" operation to send data to all stations 

currently running the same tool. Figure 4-9 presents the 

group/station name relationship. 

Collaborative applications would employ the datagram 

services, as opposed to connection services, when the main 

means for data exchange is via shared files. These 

applications would typically use datagram messages for 

control and coordination, and shared files residing on a 
) 

server station to maintain data. The Electronic Discussion 

System (EDS) described in Chapter 5 is such an application. 

Figure 4-10 depicts the data flow diagram for the PLEXNET 

Datagram Services. The following paragraphs describe the 

individual operations. 
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The Open function is called by the application 

during initialization. It allows the application to 

specify the maximum receive queue length, application 

group name, and the network adapter number. This 

function allocates memory for the receive queue, adds a 

unique station and group application network name, and 

"posts" a datagram receive operation for both the 

unique and group names. "Post" refers to NETBIOS 

requests which cause an interrupt routine to be 

activated upon operation completion. In the case of a 

receive post operation, when a datagram arrives for the 

station or application name, a PLEXNET interrupt level 

routine is activated which places the message on the 

receive queue. 

Close 

The PLEXNET Close command is called before the 

application exits, and und.oes everything the Open 

command did. Receive queue memory is deallocated, 

pending receive operations are canceled, and the net

work names are deleted. 
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Send 

PLEXNET send operation allows the application to 

send a datagram message to a particular station. The 

application specifies the message address, station 

name, and a retry count if the message is to be 

acknowledged by the receiver. PLEXNET transmits the 

message via NETBIOS. Acknowledgement of messages is 

implemented using a simple "stop and wait" protocol 

[Stallings 1984]. The receiving station transmits an 

acknowledgement message whenever a datagram is 

received. The sending station waits for the 

acknowledgement, if none arrives in a configurable time 

period, the original message is retransmitted. The 

message is retransmitted up to the number of retries 

specified by the application. Message acknowledgements 

are handled by PLEXNET within the interrupt level 

receive routines and are transparent to the receiving 

application. 

Broadcast 

The PLEXNET Broadcast operation allows the 

application to send a datagram message to all other 

stations running the tool. Broadcast uses the NETBIOS 

broadcast datagram to send the message to other 

stations using the application or group name as an 
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address. Broadcast sends are not acknowledged. 
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Receive 

PLEXNET receive command returns the top datagram 

on the receive queue to the application, along with the 

name of the sending application. The queue is main

tained in first-in-first-out (FIFO) order (figure 4-11 

shows PLEXNET queue diagrams). 

Receive Post 

The Receive Post routine is not called directly by 

the application program, rather it is initiated 

whenever a datagram arrives for either the station or 

group name. This procedure executes at the interrupt 

level. It places the newly arrived message, its length, 

and sending station on the end of the FIFO receive 

queue. An acknowledgement datagram is then sent back to 

the sender if necessary; broadcast messages and sends 

without repeat counts do not get acknowledged. 
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4.3.4 PLEXNET Multicast Session services 

The PLEXNET Session Services were developed to provide 

reliable communication support for collaborative 

applications. The Session Services layer combines the 

communication techniques of multicasting with multiplexing 

to provide a flexible and efficient data exchange system. 
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PLEXNET multiplexes many transport layer connections to 

a single session layer connection. This removes the 

connection management responsibility from the application 

routine, ie. a collaborative application views network 

communications as a single connection. Multiplexing 

transport layer connections to a single session layer 

connection makes efficient use of PC resources, namely 

memory and pending network requests. By having only a single 

session layer connection, only one input buffer is needed. 

This buffer may be sized to reflect worst case conditions 

for a representative number of stations in order to handle 

the "bursty" nature of communications. If session and trans

port layer connections are implemented on a one-to-one 

basis, then each individual input buffer would have to be 

sized for worst case conditions. The second area of savings 

comes in optimizing the number of pending network requests. 

NETBIOS allows programs to perform a "receive any," a func

tion which allows the application to receive a message from 

any of its current connections. Combining this NETBIOS 
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feature with the implementation of a single receive buffer 

eliminates the need to have a separate receive operation 

pending for each transport layer connection. Reference 

figure 4-12 for a representation of PLEXNET Session Services 

memory management and data flow, and figure 4-7 for PLEXNET 

connection structure. 

PLEXNET Session Services employ the multicasting 

technique to provide a group addressing construct for 

broadcast operations. An application can invoke the 

DEFINE GROUP function to define a subset of stations as a 

group. Later the application can use the group address when 

employing the BROADCAST function. This allows Electronic 

Meeting System or Education applications to form and reform 

sub-groups of stations for conducting electronic 

discussions. Figure 4-13 presents the logical structure of 

PLEXNET multicast groups. 

PLEXNET Session Service routines have been implemented 

in "e" and reside in the PLEXLIB object module library. The 

following paragraphs describe the functions of the routines. 

Figure 4-14 presents the Session Services Data Flow diagram. 
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Listen 

The Listen routine would typically be invoked 

during an application's initialization and startup 

logic. The calling application specifies its network 

name, input buffer size, and adapter number. The Listen 

routine initializes all PLEXNET Session Services struc

tures, allocates memory for the circular input buffer, 

adds the network name, and initiates NETBIOS receive 

and listen post operations. The two NETBIOS post opera

tions allow PLEXNET to handle incoming call requests 

and messages from other stations at the interrupt 

level. 

Listen Post 

The Listen Post routine is not called directly by 

the application program, rather it is initiated 

whenever a call indication (request) arrives from a 

remote station. This procedure executes at the 

interrupt level. Its only function is to update the 

connection status tables and initiate a new NETBIOS 

listen post request. 

The CALL function allows an application to 

initiate a "Call Request" to another station by its 

network name. If the other station is active and has 
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invoked the Listen routine, then the call will be 

completed. Both stations must invoke the Listen routine 

before making any Calls. 

The Send routine allows variable length messages 

(up to 64k) to another station. The sending application 

specifies the message address, length, and name of the 

destination station. The message is then transmitted 

across the network and received into the input buffer 

of the receiving application. 

Broadcast 

The Broadcast routine is called by an application 

in order to send a message to all stations with a 

predefined group. The application specifies the group 

number, message address, and message length. PLEXNET 

then transmits the message to all stations in the group 

which are currently active. 

Receive 

The Receive routine allows an application to 

access messages, in FIFO order, from its input queue. 

The calling application specifies a buffer address and 

buffer size, the Receive routine then copies the data 



from the circular input queue to the application's 

buffer. The name of the sending station and actual 

message size are also returned. 

Receive Post 
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The Receive Post routine is not called directly by 

the application program, rather it is initiated 

whenever a message arrives. This procedure executes at 

the interrupt level. Since the message is receieved 

directly into the circular receive buffer, all this 

routine need do is to calculate the offset within the 

buffer and initiate a new NETBIOS receive post 

operation. NETBIOS performs all acknowledge operations 

automatically. 

Define Group 

This routine provides the application the ability 

to specify a subset of the active stations as a group. 

This "group" can then be used 'as the target of a 

Broadcast operation. Generally group 0 is reserved to 

indicate "all stations," other groups may represent 

logical subsets of users, depending on the function of 

the collaborative application. The group is defined as 

a list of network names. 
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Connection-status, Connection-count 

These routines give the application the ability to 

determine the names and number of stations which are 

active as part of the session connection. 

Hangup, HangupAII 

The Hangup routine terminates a transport level to 

a single station. The HangupAIl routine terminates all 

transport level connections, cancels pending network 

requests, removes network names, and deallocates 

session buffers and tables. The HangupAII is generally 

performed by the application within its exit logic. 

4.4 PLEXNET Implementation 

The primary vehicles for PLEXNET implementation have 

been object module libraries, both in the format of TURBO 

PASCAL TPUs [Borland 1988] and IBM C/2 object module li

braries. The use of object module libraries promotes the 

reuse of software without the version control problems 

associated with the sharing of source code [Tracz 1987]. The 

use of library routines increases programmer productivity by 

enhancing the functionality of the host language, reducing 

the amount of development time, and providing standards for 

the implementation of common tasks (e.g. user interfaces, 

communications). Application quality is increased since 
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library routines are better documented and tested through 

repeated use [Tracz 1987]. An advantage of implementing 

PLEXNET using library modules over installed drivers is that 

only the functions actually used by the application are 

loaded into memory. 

The PLEXNET High Level Language Interface routines were 

written in b~th IBM C/2 and Borland Turbo Pascal. The TSR 

shell was implemented in IBM Macro Assembly and Turbo Pas

cal. Datagram Services routines were implemented in Turbo 

Pascal, and Session Services were implemented in IBM C/2. 

PLEXNET development began in Pascal as it was the standard 

language for PLEXSYS applications at the time. Later efforts 

were switched to IBM C/2 due to "C"s suitability for system 

level programming and to allow for the eventual migration to 

the OS/2 environment. 

This chapter has described the design and implementa

tion of PLEXNET. The chapter began with a requirements 

analysis of CSCW applications, identified the target system, 

and presented the functional design of PLEXNET. Chapter 5 

will describe four CSCW applications which use PLEXNET as 

their principal means of data exchange. 
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Chapter 5 

Collaborative Applications Development 

This chapter describes the design and implementation of 

four separate collaborative applications which employ PLEX

NET services as their principal method of communications. 

The applications include MULE Multi-User LAN Editor; PRO

CURE, an experimental economics application used to evaluate 

competitive bidding; Electronic Discussion System (EDS) , an 

EMS research tool; and the software Video Switcher. The 

development of these applications is the first method used 

in validating the design and functionality of PLEXNET. The 

second method, simulation, will be described in Chapter 6. 

5.1 Multi-User LAN Editor (MULE) 

MULE (Multi-User LAN Editor) is a text editor which 

allows users on a LAN to edit the same file at the same 

time. Unlike other multi-user editors (GROVE, AUGMENT, 

COLAB) , users are not restricted to editing the same screen 



of data at the same time, ie. each user may be working on a 

separate portion of the file. Users see changes made by 

others in real-time without having to manually request 

screen refreshes. MULE controls write access by granting 

locks at the line or block level. This fine level of 

granularity is uncommon among group editors. other editors 

provide locking on the file or section level, as in CES 

[Grief 1987], or no positive locking at all, as in GROVE 

[Ellis 1988]. 
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MULE can be employed in the EMS environment as either a 

group editor or in a "black board" role. When employed as a 

group editor, it allows participants to create action plans, 

or to review and revise reports. MULE can be loaded with an 

empty file and used in conjunction with a front screen 

projector to act as a black board. Participants are free to 

write their comments and ideas anywhere in the file. The 

facilitator can control the portion of the file on the front 

screen to focus verbal discussion. The size of the "black 

board file" is not limited to the size of a screen, and all 

inputs are recorded for later retrieval or available for 

printing. 

MULE can be employed in the automated office 

environment to facilitate access to shared documents by all 

members of a work group or team. 
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5.1.1 MULE Functions and Operation 

The first user to initiate an editing session on a 

particular file is the "primary" user; successive users are 

alternate users. The copy of MULE executing on the primary 

user's PC has control and coordinates document locking and 

disk file updates. Document locking is done on a line and/or 

block level. Users' screens are updated on a line by line 

basis as changes are made. Lines of text which are "free" 

are displayed in white with a blue backgrou~d, lines locked 

by the local user are displayed in yellow with a black 

background and lines locked by another user show up in red 

on a blue background. This gives a positive visual indica

tion as to where other users are currently working. As a 

user moves the cursor up or down the screen, the line previ

ously below the cursor is released and the new line is 

locked automatically. Figure 5-1 presents the MULE editing 

screen; Figures 5-2,3,4 present the MULE help screens. 

MULE supports common text editing functions, insert 

line, delete line, insert character, delete character, 

insert and overwrite modes, indentation, word wrap, and 

search & replace functions. MULE supports block functions, 

lock, release, copy, move, delete, and write to disk. MULE 

also provides the user the capability to insert an external 
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file into the current edit file, save the current edit file 

to disk, and force the primary user ,to update the "official" 

disk copy of the file. 

MULE can be initiated from DOS by entering the follow

ing command" MULE filename [/U] [/R]." The filename can 

be any DOS file residing on a server disk, local hard disk, 

or floppy. The filename, less disk and directory informa

tion, is used as the basis for connecting multiple users 

together. For example, a user could initiate an editing 

session using "MULE a:\dira\junk.fil," a second user could 

join the editing session by typing "MULE junk.fil." Users 

don't need access to a common file on a server disk. The 

file server software need not be running at all to use MULE, 

only NETBIOS and PLEXNET are required for communication. 

The optional parameters /U and /R are used when 

invoking MULE from the PLEXSYS menu system. The /U option 

indicates that this copy of MULE is being run from a "user" 

station. This forces MULE to come up in the alternate user 

mode (see below). The /R option is for automatic release of 

locked lines and the return to "view only" mode whenever the 

PAGEUP, PAGE DOWN , UP ARROW, or DOWN ARROW keys are pressed. 

This option helps reduce processing and network overhead 

when large numbers of users are editing a document. 



~., -------------- Multi User Lan Editor - MIS Dept, University of Arizona ..... 
I.Q 
s:: 
~ MULE (Multi-User Lan Editor), is a 
~ text editor which allows users on a LAN to edit the same 
I file at the same time. Document locking is done on a line 
~ and/or block level. Users' screens are updated as changes 
~ are made. The first user to initiate an editing session on a 
ti particular file is the "primary" user; successive users are 
~ alternate users. The copy of MULE executing on the primary 
~ user's PC has control and coordinates document locking and 
..... disk file updates. 
rt ..... 
~ Unlike other multi-user editors, users are not restricited 

to editing the same screen of data at the same time, ie. each user 
~ may be working on a seperate portion of the file. Lines of text 
~ which are "free" are displayed in white with a blue background, 
ro lines locked by another user show up in red on a blue backgroud, 
~ lines locked by the local user are displayed in yellow with a 
6 black background. As a user moves the cursor up or down the screen, 
~ the line previously below the cursor is released, the new line is 
~ locked automatically. This gives a positive visual queue as to 
rt where other users are currently working. 
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~ Multi User Lan Editor - MIS Dept, University of Arizona 
~- Fl - Displays this screen 
~ F2 - Toggle edit/view mode 
ro F3 - Load an external file 
~ F4 - Save file to disc (primary user's disc) 
~ F5 - Write file to disc (file specified by user) 

F6 - Toggle word wrap mode 
~ 
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F7 - Block Functions, Lock, Unlock, Copy, Delete, Move, Write 
F8 - Search and Replace Functions 
F9 - Set Word Wrap Column and Indentation 
FlO - Set Tab stops 
ALT F9 - Exit 
TAB Left/Right - move cursor 5 spaces left or right 
HOME - Go to begining of line 
END - Go to last nonblank character on line 
CTRL HOME/END - Go to start / end of file 
ENTER - Insert a line 
CTRL BKSP - Delete a line 
INS - Toggle insert/overstrike mode 
DEL - Delete character under cursor 
BKSP - Delete character to left of cursor 
PgUp - Page up 
PgDn - Page down 

»»»»»»»»»»» Press Fl for Next Help Screen «««««««««««< 
Fl HELP Overwrite test. txt Word Wrap ON -- ALT-F9 EXIT 
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This set of functions allows you to search or search with replace 
text within the file. To enter search and replace, press F8. then select 
IS' to start a search, 'R' to replace, or 'L' to repeat the last search/ 
replace operation. Enter the search string and new string (for replaces) 
when asked. You will then be asked to enter" the search&replace options, 
these are : 

'T' - start at the top of the file and search foward 
'B' - start at the bottom of the file and search in reverse 
'F' - start with the current line and search foward. 
'R' - start with the current line and search in reverse. 
lUI - perform a upper/lower case insensitive search. 
'G' - repeat operation until top or end or file reached (replace only). 

You may select these options in any combinations, for example, 
'FOG' when used with a replace option would start a search&replace 
forward, with case insensitive matching, and would repeat until the 
end of file is reached. When performing a search&replace you will be 
asked for replacement verification (Y/N) on each match. 
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This set of functions allows you to lock a block of lines within the 
edit file for exclusive editing, copying, moving, deleting, or saving to 
disk. To establish a block, move cursor to the first line of the block, 
then press F7 followed by'S', you should see a block marker in the side 
border area. Next move the cursor to the last line of the block and 
press F7 and'S' again. If all lines within the block were free, that is 
not locked by another user, then the block will be shown with yellow text 
and a black background, else the block markers will disappear. If the 
block was successfully locked, then you have exclusive write access to 
the block and can also perform the functions shown below . 

DELETE a block, press F7 followed by 'D'. 
WRITE a block to disc, press F7 followed by a 'W'. 
COpy a block, press F7 followed by a 'e'. 
MOVE a block, press F7 followed by a 'M'. 
RELEASE a block, press F7 followed by a 'R'. 

~ el The COpy and MOVE operations will copy/move the block to a position 
~ after the line where the cursor is. 
~ 
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5.1.2 MULE Design and Implementation 

MULE was written in IBM C/2 and implemented as a single 

executable module. The internal organization of MULE 

follows the generic model of a cscw task as presented in 

figure 4-3. MULE consists of four major components: the user 

interface or editor, the display manager, file manager, and 

shared data structure manger. Reference figure 5-5 for the 

program level data flow diagram for MULE. 

The Editor component handles all user keyboard 

requests. It is composed of a general editor module, block 

functions module, search & replace module, and word wrap 

module. User requests to change the display (page up, page 

down, ctrl-home, crtl-end, etc) are sent directly to the 

display manager. Requests which change the shared file are 

routed to the shared data manager. File saves and external 

file reads are routed to the file manager. MULE employs the 

PLEXNET Session Services to perform communication functions. 

The display manager consists of a collection of 

routines which perform display updates requested locally by 

the editor module or remotely due to a change in the shared 

data structure. These routines allow for the update of an 

entire display, the portion of the display above or below a 

particular line, or the update of a single line. 



The shared data structure manager performs all 

functions required to maintain a consistent image of the 

document on all participating stations. The document is 

stored as a doubly linked list with a static index table 

(figure 5-6). The index table is used to store line links, 

lock indicators, block markers, and a text pointer. The 

index table provides a common method for node addressing 

across all stations. Heap addresses cannot be used since 

there is no guarantee of identical memory usage among sta

tions. Using relative node numbers for addressing would 

require a sequential search for every update. 
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The routines within the Shared Data Structure manager 

are divided into two levels, the lower level handles local 

list control (linknode, unlinknode, freenode, newnode, 

etc.), and the higher level provides an interface for the 

editor and remote station updates (locktext,reltext, upd

text, addnode, delnode, sendnode, sendtext, sendroots, 

process_messages). The higher level routines are responsible 

for coordinating updates amoung stations. This is accom

plished by sending updates in the form of PLEXNET messages. 

Figure 5-7 details the message structure used by MULE for 

maintaining the shared data structures. 
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Figure 5-6 MULE Shared Data Structure Diagram 



Mesg( type ( message type ) 
station ( station number ) 
node ( node number ) 
update ( display update code 
Data ( 

content ( entry ( node contents 
text ) ( node text ) 

roots ( head ( list head ) 
tail ( list tail ) 
free ) ( headers ) 

links ( entry ( node contents ) 
pentry ( prev node contents 
nentry ( next node contents ) 
head ( list head pointer ) 
tail ( list tail pointer ) 
free ) ( free list pointer ) 

block ( block start ( first node in block ) 
block-end ( last node in block ) 
location ) ( node no. of prev 

) 
) 

Message Types 

REQLOCK 
RELLOCK 
UPDTEXT 
DELNODE 
UPDNODE 
REQNODE 
SAVEDOC 
DOWNLOAD 
NEWROOTS 
DLCOMPLETE 
LOCKBLOCK 
RELBLOCK 
DELBLOCK 
COpy BLOCK 
MOVE BLOCK 

( request a lock alt -> primary 
( release a lock alt -> primary -> alt ) 
( change a node, new text alt -> primary ) 
( remove a node alt->primary ) 
( node has been modified primary -> alt ) 
( request a new node alt->primary ) 
( save document to disc alt->primary) 
( node data primary -> alt ) 
( new head,tail,free ) 
( download complete ) 
( request lock of a block of text ) 
( release locked block of text ) 
( delete a block of text ) 
( copy a block of text ) 
( move a block of text ) 

Update codes for real-time updates of user screens 

NOUPDATE 0 
UPDLINE 1 
ADDLINE 2 
DELLINE 3 
REDRAW 4 

( No screen update ) 
( Update one line ) 
( Add a line to screen display ) 
( Delete a line from display ) 
( Redraw display ) 

Figure 5-7 MULE Interprogram Message structure 

) 
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The file manager module consists of a set of routines 

which can load text from an external file and save the 

current contents of the document to a file (load_file, 

read_file, and save file). These modules can either be 

invoked as a result of local user actions, or in the case of 

the primary user, as a result of a save request made by a 

alternate user. 

5.1.3 MULE Application 

MULE is a new application and therefore has not been 

extensively used. During the final stages of development 

MULE was employed by three groups (of 5) MIS 441 students to 

create the data dictionary portion of their design projects. 

This exercise served as a functional test of MULE and its 

user interface as well as introducing CSCW software to the 

students. 



5.2 contracts Procurement (PROCURE) 

The Contracts Procurement Tool (PROCURE) is an 

experimental economics program developed for the Economics 

Sciences Laboratory at the University of Arizona. This tool 

is modeled after a manual experiment conducted for the Rand 

Corporation by Cech, Conn, Cox, and Isaac [Cech 1987]. The 

original study was an investigation of several contracting 

procedures which could be applied in the governmental pro

curement process where competitive bidding is employed. The 

contract methods studied were: standard fixed price con

tracts; cost revealing fixed price contracts; and incentive 

contracts where cost overruns are reimbursed and under runs 

assessed. The experiments run by Cech were based on the 

contracts bidding model developed by McAfee and McMillan 

[1986]. The McAfee and McMillan model was employed because 

it combines auction theory with principal agent theory and 

has a structure which permits the simulation of several 

types of contracts. 
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This section describe the functions of PROCEURE, how 

the manual experiment was automated, and the uses and advan

tages of automated experiments. 
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5.2.1 PROCURE Functions and Operation 

An experimental economic market, as described by smith 

[1985], consists of a set of agents (experiment subjects), 

some of which are buyers, some sellers and a market institu

tion. Each agent has a preference utility function, commodi

ty endowment, and a technological (knowledge) endowment. The 

market institution defines the rules for operating the 

market. These rules govern such things as the criteria for 

starting/stopping the market, means by which agents exchange 

information (bids/offers), and the market's cost and alloca

tion imputation rules. 

The market is implemented in a series of "periods" 

where during each period an agent can make a fixed number of 

bids/offers (usually 1). At the end of the period 

transactions are computed based on the bids and offers for 

the period. Agents make their bids/offers based on their 

individually assigned utility functions (utility/cost data 

based on the number of objects bought/sold). The utility 

functions are created by the experimenter and assigned to 

the subjects. Once all periods have been completed, the data 

is plotted and analyzed to determine the behavior of the 

market. Specifically, did the market converge to the compet

itive equilibrium, and if so, how quickly and from which 

direction. See Figure 5-8 for a sample diagram of market 

costs and period data. 
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PROCURE implements a competitive bidding market where 

all the agents (subjects) submit bids for a contract. The 

subjects base their bids on their "base cost" and their 

impression of the market. The base costs for the agents are 

calculated randomly using a uniform distribution whose 

bounds are set by the experimenter. The experiment is run in 

a series of periods. At the beginning of each period the 

subject is given his/her base cost and has the ability to 

review data from past periods (winning bid, payoff to win

ner, their own cost/bid data). The subject then enters a bid 

for the period. Once all subjects have made their bids, 

PROCURE calculates the winner based on the lowest bid (for 

ties the winner is picked randomly). The payoff to the 

winner is calculated and period data transmitted to all 

subjects. After all periods are complete, each subject 

receives a monetary payoff based on a participation fee plus 

earnings from being the winning bidder in a period(s). 

Figure 5-9 shows the information screen available to sub

jects while they determine their bids. 
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The experimenter or monitor has the ability to 

configure the contracts market which PROCURE implements at 

the start of the experiment. The experimenter can set the 

number of agents (1-20), number of periods, the base cost 

interval for the agents, whether actual costs are based on a 

first or second price auction, the overrun/underrun 

adjustment percentage, the valid bid range, whether or not a 

random cost adjustment is applied to the winner (white 

noise), and whether the winner may buy down his base cost 

via a discretionary cost reduction (moral hazard) in order 

to combat overrun/underrun penalties. Figure 5-10 depicts 

the configuration screen used by the monitor to set up the 

experiment. Table 5-1 shows the equations used in calculat

ing subject payoffs. 

Table 5-1 PROCURE Period Payoff Calculations. 

Total Cost = Base Cost - Discretionary Cost Adjustment + 
Random Cost Adjustment. 

Cost Overrun(+)/Underrun(-) = Total Cost - Amount Bid. 

Payment Adjustment = Cost Overrun/Underrun * Cost Adjustment 
Factor. 

cost Reduction Fee = .25 * square_of(Discretionary cost 
Reduction). 

Period Payment = Amount Bid + Payment Adjustment. 

Period Earnings = Period Payment - Total Cost -
Cost Reduction Fee. 



Use Left/Right Arrows to Select Fieldl======~ 
contract Procurement Parameters 

Number of Agents: 1 

Number of Periods: 5 

Base Cost Interval $10.00 to $50.00 

Agent Effort (moral hazard) YIN ? N 
Agent Effort Range $ 0.00 to $ 0.00 

Cost Adjustment (white noise) YIN ? N 
Cost Adjustment interval $ 0.00 to $ 0.00 

Payment Adjustment Percentage: 0.33 
Initial Agent Endowment: $ 5.00 
Participation Fee: $ 5.00 

First/Second Price Model F/S : F 
Valid Bid Interval: $10.00 to $40.00 

Show Cost Adjustment to Subjects YIN ? Y 
Random Number Seed : 0 

Press ENTER to Modify a Field, FlO When Done 

Figure 5-10 Experiment Configuration Display 
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PROCURE automatically collects period data at the 

monitor's station. This data is stored on disk to allow for 

future analysis using printing/plotting ,routines, and can be 

reloaded in the case where an experiment must be restarted. 

The period data can be viewed by the experimenter during the 

session by invoking one of three summary displays: a subject 

summary showing a particular agents base costs and bids for 

all periods; a period summary showing all subjects base 

costs and bids for that period; and a session summary show-

ing the base cost and winning bid for each period. A connec

tion status display is also provided to allow the monitor to 

see which workstations are active. All displays are updated 
\ 

in real-time, ie. the period summary display would be updat-

ed as bids from subjects for the period are submitted. 

Figures 5-11,12,13,14 present the summary displays. 
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Figure 5-14 Connection status Display 
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5.2.2 PROCURE Design and Implementation Details 

PROCURE was designed to run in the Economics Sciences 

Laboratory (ESL) at the University of Arizona. The ESL 

system consists of IBM PS/2 50's, 60's and 80's networked 

via an IBM Token Ring LAN. One PS/2 serves as the experi

menter's (monitor's) station, another as a fileserver, and 

the rest as subject stations. 
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PROCURE was implemented as two programs: one runs on 

each subject's PC, the other runs on the experimenter's PC. 

PROCURE uses the PLEXNET Session Services to perform commu

nications between the monitor and subject stations. The 

connection structure forms a logical "star" with the experi

menter's station serving as the "hub." Data passed from the 

monitor to the subject stations consist of base costs, valid 

bid intervals, period results, and session control commands. 

Data passed from subjects to monitor consist of bids and 

discretionary cost reduction data. Reference figure 5-15 for 

PROCURE's system level data flow diagram. 

The Subject program consists of two major modules, the 

Subject Request Processor and the Monitor Command Processor. 

The Subject Request Processor handles commands entered by 

the subjects via the keyboard. These commands allow the 
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subjects to horizontally scroll the display screen to view 

past period data, and to enter bids. The Monitor Command 

Processor handles data updates and control commands received 

via PLEXNET from the monitor station. These commands consist 

of controls which start/stop bidding for a period, request 

discretionary cost reduction values, and update period data 

with results. Figure 5-16 presents the Subject Program Data 

Flow Diagram. 

The Monitor program consists of three major modules: 

Experiment Initialization, Monitor Command Processor, and 

Subject Data Processor. The Initialization module is run 

when the monitor program is executed and upon request by the 

experimenter. It allows the experimenter to configure the 

session parameters (reference previous section). The session 

configuration can be saved and reloaded from disk. The 

experimenter also has the option of reloading session data 

if a previous experiment is to be continued. The Monitor 

Command Processor allows the experimenter to start and stop 

bidding for a period, end the experiment, and view one of 

the summary screens. The Subject Data Processor receives bid 

and discretionary cost reduction data via PLEXNET from the 

subjects, saves it in internal tables, and updates summary 

displays. Figure 5-17 depicts the Monitor Program Data Flow 

Diagram. 
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5.2.3 Use and Advantages 

The principal advantage of automating economics experi

ments is in the time saved. Automated tools can generate 

random numbers without having to revert to drawing numbers 

from a hat or rolling dice multiple times. Time is also 

saved during the experiment as bid/offer data is tabulated 

and stored by the computer, relieving this burden from the 

subjects and experimenter. The result of this time savings 

is that the experiment can be run for a larger number of 

periods, with a greater number of subjects. This allows 

behavior patterns to stabilize giving a clear indication 

whether or not the competitive equilibrium will be reached 

and from which direction. Having the data automatically 

stored on the computer removes the need for manual encoding 

of the data and allows various graphical display and analy

sis tools to be run. A secondary advantage of automated 

experiments is that the format and operation of the experi

ment can be made more consistent across sessions, giving 

more valid and reliable results. Finally, the use of auto

mated experiments allows researchers to test markets where 

electronic auction techniques are employed. 

The major drawback to automated experiments is the cost 

of developing the software. If an experiment is to be run 

only once, the amount of time and money required to develop 



an appropriate tool could outweigh the advantages of 

automation. However, if the time and money is invested for 

the development of a tool, then the tool can later be modi

fied to perform the different auction rules required for 

future experiments. This was the major reason why PROCURE 

was developed, i.e. to establish a base of display and 

communication routines for future tools and to provide a 

generalized bidding market application. 
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5.3 Electronic Discussion System (EDS) 

The Electronic Discussion System (EDS) is a software 

tool designed to enable researchers to experiment with 

different aspects of computer communications. The aspect of 

EDS which sets it apart from other software communication 

systems is its high degree of configurability. A researcher 

can initialize EDS to emulate any number of communication 

modes including electronic brainstorming, computer talk, and 

computerized bulletin boards or forums. 

In addition to communication modes, EDS allows the 

issue of anonymity to tested. Using EDS the experimenter has 

the option of conducting communication totally anonymously 

(Anonymous Mode), tagging all inputs with the names of the 

participants (Public Mode), or allowing the participants to 

decide on a comment by comment basis whether or not their 

name will be tagged (Switchable Mode). The third mode, 

switchable, allows experimentation into how and why 

anonymity is used. Specifically, do participants use 

anonymous comments exclusively when criticizing ideas of 

superiors, or is it used as a crutch by timid participants ? 

other research questions could be whether or not comments 

submitted as "proposals" are more or less likely to be 

submitted anonymously, and how does organizational rank and 

personality reflect on the use of anonymity. 
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A third area of research which EDS supports is the 

advantage/disadvantage of facilitated versus facilitatorless 

electronic discussions. EDS provides several functions which 

support this type of research. The first is the ability of 

the participants to classify their comments into one of 

three categories. Typically these categories would be 

"Comments," "Issues," and "Proposals." Comments are general 

discussion, Issues are questions or problems which need to 

be addressed, and proposals are specific solutions. The 

session coordinator has the ability to enable/disable, give 

a name to, and specify whether the category is to be vota

ble/nonvoteable. EDS has a built in "straw poll" voting 

mechanism. The ballot for straw polls is comprised of items 

from comment categories which have been specified as vota

ble. Votes can be initiated by the session coordinator (in a 

facilitated experiment) or directly by users (facilitator

less experiment). In a facilitatorless session, partici

pants are free to discuss issues, make proposals, and call 

for votes in any practical order until a consensus is 

reached. There are many potential forms a facilitated exper

iment could take, for example, the session leader would 

enable discussion on a topic for a period of time, then 

allow proposals to be made and discussed, then call for a 

vote on outstanding proposals. 



A final aspect of EDS which aids experimenters is the 

ability to conduct simultaneous group sessions. EDS allows 

for the creation of nine separate groups, each of which 

operate independently of the others, but under the control 

of the experimenter. This feature allows a researcher to 

conduct multiple group sessions at the same time, allowing 

for more timely gathering of data and providing a more 

consistent environment between experimental groups. Care 

must be taken by the experimenter to prevent any verbal 

interaction between the groups. This multiple group feature 

also allows for the formation of sub-groups or committees 

for large group situations. 
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The following sections give a more detailed explanation 

of EDS operation, its design and implementation, and review 

several EMS experiments conducted at the University of 

Arizona using EDS. 

5.3.1 EDS Function and Operation 

The "discussion file" is the primary vehicle for EDS 

users to exchange information. An EDS session may employ one 

or more files, independent of the number of participants. 

Each file is "seeded" with an initial question or goal to be 



addressed by the group. Different files may be seeded with 

the same or different questions. Seeding files with differ

ent questions can ensure that participants explore many 

aspects of a problem or work on multiple problems concur

rently. Seed questions are determined by session coordina

tors during system initialization. The rest of the discus

sion file is composed of comments made by participants 

during the session. A comment in EDS represents a single 

concise thought or response from a user. 
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Users create comments in a private window in the lower 

portion of the screen (figure 5-18). In order to help insure 

conciseness EDS, limits the length of comments to 400 char

acters or 15 lines. Once the comment is complete, the user 

classifies it as one of three types (Comment, Issue, Propos

al) and releases it to the group by depressing either the 

F2, F3, or F4 function key respectively. After the comment 

is released, it is appended to the end of the discussion 

file currently being viewed by the user. Comments are color 

coded within each file according to their type, white (F2), 

red CF3), or light blue CF4). If the session is ANONYMOUS 

then user names are not shown, if PUBLIC then user names are 

shown next to each comment, if SELECTABLE, then the user can 

control whether or not the comments will be named using the 

F6 function key. Users view the discussion file in a window 
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on the upper half of the screen. The command keys Page Up, 

Page Down, Home, and End are used to control which segment 

of the file is displayed. Users may also turn on the Scroll

ing Mode of viewing with the F7 function key. When scrolling 

mode is ON the end of the discussion file is displayed and 

new comments are automatically displayed as they are entered 

by other users. 

Depending on the file selection mode and the number of 

files defined for the user's group, the user's current file 

will be randomly changed (random mode), change to the next 

higher numbered file (cyclic mode), or remain the same until 

the user requests a change (switchable). Use of the random 

mode allows a discussion to be modeled after the operation 

of the PLEXSYS Electronic Brainstorming [Dennis 1988J. Use 

of cyclic mode insures that each user has the opportunity to 

read and address the question being discussed in each file. 

Use of the switchable mode allows a user to participate in a 

single discussion until he/she feels that all his/her ideas 

have been entered. Obtaining the optimal solution to a 

complex problem requires assembling a large group of people 

with specialized knowledge and providing a mechanism for the 

key contributors to locate one another and build on one 

another's knowledge. The switchable mode allows this to 

occur, whereas random changes may never allow the key group 

to form and exchange ideas. 
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Once the discussion has progressed to a stage where a 

sufficient number of viable solutions have been 'identified, 

a straw poll vote ·can be initiated by the users themselves 

or by the facilitator. During session initialization the 

facilitator can set the number of users required to initiate 

a vote. Users can request a vote at any time by depressing 

the vote request function key (F8). Once the required number 

of users have requested a vote, the EDS automatically puts 

all users in the group into the voting mode. In this mode 

the users are allowed to review all proposals in the ballot 

file and vote for a single one. Once all users have voted, 

the results are appended to an information file. Users can 

view this file at any time by depressing the information 

function key (F9) and paging up/down through the file. After 

each vote, any proposals which did not receive a vote are 

removed. Proposals made following a vote are added to the 

end of the ballot file. This mechanism allows users to vote 

on proposals, submit compromise solutions, and vote again 

until a consensus or deadlock is reached. 

The session facilitator is responsible for initializing 

the session parameters and can play an active or passive 

role in the session itself. During initialization the 

facilitator specifies the number of groups (1 to 9), then 



sets the session parameters for each group (f-igure 5-19). 

Each group can be configured differently. Once a group's 

parameters are set the facilitator can then set the seed 

question in each discussion file and optionally set a seed 

proposal in the ballot file. Seed proposals in the ballot 

file are generally added to provide users with a "none of 

the below" option. The facilitator also has the option of 

skipping the file initialization step. This allows users to 

continue a previous session. The last step in session ini

tialization is to assign users to their groups. The facili

tator is shown the group assignment display and allowed to 

place participants in a group (figure 5-20). 

During the course of the session the facilitator is 

free to monitor the discussions from his screen (figure 5-

21). The upper portion of the facilitator screen is used to 

view discussion files. The facilitator can change the file 

and group at any time. The facilitator can also send in

structional messages to groups. These messages are created 

in the window in the lower portion of his screen and issued 

by depressing the F5 function key. These messages will then 

"popup" on the user screens. Each user must then read the 

message and depress a key in order to return to the discus

sion. These messages can be used to direct conversations, 

give instructions, or pass information (e.g. 10 minutes 
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until lunch). 

If the facilitator is playing an active role in the 

progress of a session, he/she may use functions provided on 

the extended menu display by pressing the F9 function key. 

These functions allow the facilitator to view the group 

assignments, change sessions parameters for a group (eg. 

enable or disable functions), initiate votes, terminate 

votes, view group information/voting result files, and 

terminate the session for a group. A discussion can be 

structured by initially enabling the "Comment" (F2) keys. 

After the problem has been discussed to a sufficient degree, 

the facilitator can enable the "Issue" (F3) and/or "Propos

als" CF4) keys. Once an adequate number of proposals have 

been entered then the user can initiate a vote. using a 

sequence like the one described above, a session can be 

structured to ensure that enough time is spent discussing 

the problem and evaluating the alternative proposals before 

a vote is taken. 

At the conclusion of a session the facilitator runs a 

tool (EDSLIST) which creates a printable listing of all 

comments entered during the session, the results of all 

votes, and the final contents of the ballot file. Each 

comment is time stamped to allow analysis of the frequency of 
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comment entry. In addition each comment contains the station 

number of the participant which issued the comment; if the 

session was in PUBLIC mode, then the user's name is also 

given. EDSLIST creates a user / comment type matrix showing 

the number of comments of each type entered by each user. 

These features allow the experimenter to evaluate discussion 

patterns and participation. 
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5.3.2 EDS Design and Implementation 

The Electronic Discussion system consists of three 

executable programs: EDSUSER user station program; EDSFACIL 

facilitator control and monitoring program; and EDSLIST 

session list file generator. All programs are written in 

Turbo PASCAL 4.0 (Borland). Interprogram communications are 

performed using a combination of the PLEXNET Datagram Serv

ices and DOS shared files. Figure 5-22 depicts the system 

level data flow diagram for EDS. 
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Discussion files are stored on the server disk and 

named according to group and file number, EDS_DATA.GFF, ego 

EDS DATA.211 is file number 11 for group number 2. These 

files consist of fixed size comment records, EDS_RECORD, as 

defined in figure 5-23. Using fixed size records allows for 

direct access and provides a positive means for defining 

record boundaries. These data files are initialized by 

EDSFACIL at the start of the session. EDSFACIL opens the 

files with read/write access and sharing mode set to "deny 

write." EDSUSER programs open the discussion files with read 

access and sharing mode set to "deny none." When a user 

submits a new comment for the file, EDSUSER sends it to 

EDSFACIL via PLEXNET. EDSFACIL then appends it to the end of 

the correct discussion file and broadcasts a file size 

change message to all users. EDSUSER reads the discussion 



file directly from the server when users request display 

changes (Page UP, Page Down, etc.). Messages exchanged 

between EDSUSER and EDSFACIL are defined by EDS_NET_RECORD, 

shown in figure 5-23. 
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EDSFACIL is composed of four major modules: initializa

tion, facilitator interface, user message processor, and 

voting control (figure 5-24). The initialization routines 

are invoked at the beginning of the session and are respon

sible for setting up group session parameters, creating / 

seeding ballot and discussion files, and performing group 

assignments. The displays and function of these operations 

were described in the previous section. The facilitator 

interface routines perform all discussion file viewing 

control, allow the experimenter to change file and group 

being displayed, send messages to users, control voting, and 

terminate the experiment. The user message processor module 

executes whenever the facilitator interface is awaiting 

keyboard input. This routine receives datagram messages from 

the user stations via PLEXNET. Depending in message type the 

module may append data to a discussion file, send group 

parameters to a user station which is being started, initi

ate a vote, or record a user's vote. The facilitator / user 

message exchange sequences are defined in figure 5-25. The 

voting module is responsible for performing all voting 
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related operations. The vote initialization module allocates 

a vote tally array, initializes the ballot file, and broad

casts a vote initialization message to all users. Each user 

module in turn sends back a registration message which 

confirms that the station is active, and a ballot message 

which has the user's selection. Once ballot messages have 

been received from all registered users then the voting 

completion module is invoked. This routine writes the vote 

results to the group's information file, removes any entries 

from the ballot file which received no votes, and broadcasts 

a vote completion message to user stations. 

EDSUSER is composed of three major function units: the 

user function processor, facilitator message processor, and 

user voting module (figure 5-26). The user function proces

sor allows users to edit comments, submit comments, request 

votes, display voting results, and control the display of 

the current discussion file. The facilitator message proces

sor executes while the user function processor is awaiting 

keyboard input. This routine receives messages from the 

facilitator station, performs automatic screen scrolling (if 

scroll mode is on), initiates user voting sequences, and 

updates discussion file length variables. The voting module 

is executed in response to a voting initiation message from 

the facilitator. This module sends a voter registration 
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message to the facilitator, displays the ballot file for the 

users, prompts the user for selection, and sends the user's 

selection to the facilitator via the cast_vote message. 

Reference figure 5-25 for message exchange sequences. 

EDSLIST is a simple program consisting of one main 

module. EDSLIST creates a printable list file for each group 

named LISTFILE.G, where G is the group number. This file 

contains the contents of all discussion files, the results 

of all votes taken, and the final contents of the ballot 

file. Reference figure 5-22 for the interaction between 

EDSLIST and EDS session files. 
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Figure 5-22 EDS System Level Data Flow Diagram 
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comment Data Record Definition 

EDS RECORD (. 
Class {Comment Type or class} 
Number {Comment Number} 
Father {Comment Number of related comment} 
User {originator of Comment} 
station {originating station number of comment} 
Length {length of comment text bytes} 
Lines {number of lines in comment} 
Text {Comment Text} 
) 

Datagram Message Format 

EDS NET RECORD ( 
For group {group 
From { this 

number a broadcast is directed to} 
can be either a user's station number 
or the group number of the sender } 

Cmd 

) 

( ReCL.mode 
Modes,Lrecs 
Data 

(Group) {Group Number} 
(Grec ) {Group record} 
( File no {File number } 

) 

Record ) {EDS Data record} 
Control (ctrl) {Control options} 
ReCL. vote ( ) 
voter_registration () 
Init_vote (ballot) 
Cast_vote (vote) 
Sign_in (Name) 
Vote_compl () 

{Ballot Record} 
{Ballot Selection} 
{User Name} 

Figure 5-23 EDS Datagram Message Format 
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User station Initialization Sequence 

EDSUSER -> EDSFACIL 
EDSFACIL -> EDSUSER 
EDSUSER -> EDSFACIL 

Comment Release Sequence 

- Request Modes (Re~Mode) 
- Session Modes (Modes) 
- User Name (Sign_in) 

EDSUSER -> EDSFACIL - Comment (Data) 
EDSFACIL -> EDSUSER - New File Sizes (Lrecs) * 

voting Sequence 

-> EDSFACIL 
EDSUSER 

-> EDSFACIL 

EDSUSER 
EDSFACIL -> 
EDSUSER 
EDSUSER 
EDSFACIL -> 

-> EDSFACIL 
EDSUSER 

- Request vote (Re~Vote) 
- Initiate vote (Init Vote) * 
- Register (Voter Registration) 
- Vote -(Cast Vote) 
- Voting Complete (vote=compl) * 

* - denotes a broadcast operation 
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Figure 5-25 EDS Facilitator / User Message Exchange Sequences 
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5.3.3 EDS Use in Arizona Experimentation 

To date EDS has been used in four experiments conducted 

by researchers in the MIS Department at the University of 

Arizona. 

The first experiment was conducted in the spring of 

1988 by Dr. Joey George and Dr. George Easton [George/Easton 

1989]. This study compared the consensus reaching ability of 

groups communicating via Electronic Brainstorming (EBS) 

versus groups communicating via EDS. EDS was employed in a 

IIstructured ll session manner with the facilitator controlling 

when comments and proposals could be entered and when votes 

were taken. Preliminary results show that EBS sessions 

results in a greater quantity of unique alternative solu

tions being generated by the group, but EDS groups reached 

better quality decisions. 

EDS was used by Dr. George and Dr. Northcraft in the 

spring of 1989 to study the effects of mediators in a nego

tiation process. Three effects were measured: face-to-face 

versus electronic communications, mediated and nonmediated 

negotiations, and having mediators in the same room or 

isolated from the negotiation. EDS was used as the principle 

channel of communications between group members in the 



electronic experiments. EDS proved to be an efficient tool 

for conducting these experiments largely due to its ability 

to conduct parallel sessions and its effective means of 

information exchange between group members. Results of the 

experiment have not been analyzed at this time. 
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Alan Dennis and Dr. George used EDS to study the 

effects of facilitated versus nonfacilitated electronic 

meetings. In this experiment EDS was used in both the 

"structured" and unstructured modes. In the structured 

sessions the facilitator controlled the operations which 

could be performed by the subjects and when votes would 

occur. In the unstructured sessions the participants were 

free to make comments, proposals and call for votes whenever 

they wanted. Results of this experiment are not available at 

this time. 

The fourth experiment was conducted by Mary Anne Winni

ford and Dr. David Pingry in the spring of 1989. This exper

iment compared problem solving methods employed by partici

pants in electronic and face-to-face settings and between 

groups of five and groups of ten. Subjects were given a 

production scheduling problem to solve. Each subject had 

access to public information, ie the case description and 

rules for scheduling production, as well as access to pri-



vate information (profit for a particular product). Their 

task was to find the valid product mix which would maximize 

profits. EDS was employed in the "unstructured" mode, ie 

subjects were allowed to discuss the case, share product 

profit information, and repeatedly call for votes until a 

consensus for a product mix was reached. Results of this 

experiment are not available at this time. 
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5.4 Video switcher system 

The Video switcher System is a set of programs designed 

to serve as a presentation and system maintenance support 

package. The Video switcher System consists of three pro-

grams: Video switcher, Remote Keyboard, and Install. The 

principal use of these programs is to transmit screen images 

from one station on a LAN to other stations. This function 

is useful as a presentation aide when an EMS room or elec

tronic classroom is being employed to demonstrate software, 

use computerized presentation programs, or perform EMS 

functions where a group is allowed to monitor and provide 

input to a single user program (such as the PLEXSYS Issue 

Consolidation program). The use of the Video Switcher for 
" 

screen transmission is an example of a "strict" implementa-

tion of WYSIWIS, i.e. all users see the same image at the 

same time and individual views are not allowed. 

5.4.1 Video switcher System Function and Use 

switcher allows the passing of CGA (text and graphics) 

screen images between IBM compatible PCs connected via a 

LAN. Screens can be passed on a periodic basis (1/2 second 

increments) or issued one at time. Receiving stations have 

the ability to select which instructor station (if any) they 

want to receive from. The switcher program also has the 



ability to poll other stations on the network in order to 

determine if they are active, capture screens, and reboot 

user stations. 
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The Remotekb program allows a user to remotely enter 

characters into the keyboard buffers of other users on the 

network. In other words, this program gives you the 

capability of simultaneously typing commands into any or all 

of the pes on a network. Remotekb also allows the user to 

view screens of the other stations. The Remotekb program 

runs as a foreground program and requires the switcher 

program to be loaded. 

An installation aide "INSTALL" is provided which allows 

the user to interactively specify system configuration, 

layout, and default values. The Install program builds a 

configuration file, PLEXNET.SYS, which is used by other 

PLEXNET applications. 

5.4.1.1 Video Switcher Operation 

The Video switcher is a background program whose menu 

is activated by pressing a predefined key sequence, e.g. 

ALT-F7. The Switcher runs in one of two modes: "Unlocked" or 

"Locked." "Unlocked" mode allows access to all the switcher 

functions; "locked" allows only the selection of which 
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instructor station to receive screens from. 

When the switcher is first activated, only instructor 

stations are in the "unlocked" mode: all user and server 

stations are "locked." The instructor may unlock any or all 

other stations using the "UNLOCK" command (see below). 

Figure 5-27 displays the switcher menu which is presented in 

Unlocked mode. The upper half of the window contains a menu 

which allows access to switcher functions. The lower part of 

the window displays the current status of this station. This 

includes the send rate, whether or not the station is cur

rently sending screens on a periodic basis, which of the 

other stations that this station will accept screens from, 

and whether file system software (NOVELL, IBM PCNET, AT&T 

starlan) is loaded. 

Locked mode is the default mode for any station which is 

not an instructor station. It allows the user to select 

which instructor station from which screens are to be re

ceived. On systems where there is more than one instructor 

station, both instructor stations can be transmitting 

screens. The users are then free to independently select 

which instructor to receive from. This allows for dual 

screen presentations without the interruption caused by 

turning screen sending on/off on the instructor stations. 

For a screen to be received from any station other than an 



instructor station, the "Any station" should be selected. 

Reference figure 5-28 for a sample display. Only instructor 

stations will be listed on the menu following "No Station." 

Instructors have the ability to set the user's "receive 

from" station via the "Reset Users" command. 

Modify Update Rate This allows the periodic screen 

send rate to be changed. This value is in 1/2 second 

increments and is initially set to the value selected when 

running INSTALL.Exe. After selecting this item the 

instructor will be asked for the new rate. The update rate 

can be modified when sending is active. 
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Begin Sending Updates This starts the periodic transfer 

of screen images to all user stations which have been se

lected with the "Select Users" command. 

stop Sending Updates stops the periodic transfer of 

screen images. Using stations which were receiving screens 

will restore their former screen images. 

Issue Screen Transmits the screen contents to a single 

user or the selected set of users. This command causes the 

one time transmission of a screen and cannot be used when 

periodic screen sends are active. 
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Get Screen from User This command allows the instructor 

to view the screen of any user station. After selecting this 

item the instructor is asked for the station number of the 

user whose screen is to be viewed. The user's screen will 

then be displayed, until the instructor presses a key. 

Select Screen Receive Mode This command activates the 

selection menu (previously referred to as the locked mode 

menu) shown in figure 5-28. The instructor is then free to 

select which stations screen images will be accepted from. 

The entry "Any station" can refer to a user or an instructor 

station. "No station" prevents all screen reception. The 

other entries will correspond to instructor stations. In 

order for "Get Screen from User" to work, then "Any station" 

must be selected (this is the default for an instructor 

station) • 

Poll stations This command will determine which user 

stations are currently active and responding to Switcher 

commands. The screen layout created by INSTALL.Exe will be 

presented. stations which are active will be displayed in 

green and have a status of ONL (for online). Inactive sta

tions will be displayed in red with a status of OFF. The 

number following the status is a NETBIOS error number, ego 



ONL:O no error, OFF:-1 poll timed out, OFF:4x is an usual 

network condition, OFF:5x is an adapter malfunction. 

Lock User/Unlock Users These commands are used to 

change the mode of a single or a select group of users. For 

example, if you wish to allow user 13 to transmit his 

screens then select the "Unlock" command. User 13 can then 

be given access to the complete set or a subset of switcher 

functions. Once transmission was completed, then the "Lock" 

command should be selected to place User 13 back in locked 

mode (figure 5-29). 
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Reset User states This command allows the instructor to 

set the receive station on any or all users to his station. 

Reset will also turn off periodic screen sends being done by 

users. This command should be performed prior to "Begin 

Sending Updates" or "Issue Screen" to ensure that all users 

will receive the screen. 

Clear User Screens This command allows the instructor 

to clear (blacken) any or all users screens. 

Select Users This command allows the instructor to 

specify a set of user stations. This set is then used by the 

commands described above. After this command is selected the 

screen layout created by INSTALL will be shown. Below each 
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user the word "Yes" in green or "No" in red is shown, indi

cating whether or not that user is in the select set. Ini

tially all instructor and server stations will be "No," and 

all other stations will be "Yes." The status of any user can 

be changed by positioning the cursor to that station using 

the left/right arrow keys, then pressing ENTER. Once the 

desired set has been selected, press the ESC key. 

Reboot Users This command allows the instructor to 

reboot (restart) any or all users stations. You cannot 

reboot yourself using this function; use CTRL-ALT-DEL in

stead. 

Write Screen to File This command allows the instructor 

to save the current screen image (text) to an ascii file. 

The instructor is prompted for the file name. If the file 

already exists then an option of appending or rewriting is 

given. The screen image (without switcher menu) is saved to 

the file. 

Exit or ESC This command exits the Switcher Menu and 

returns control to the foreground task. If periodic screen 

sends are on they will stay on until the switcher menu is 

reactivated and the "stop Sending Updates" command is 

selected. 

CTRL-F7 Pressing CTRL-F7 while the switcher Menu is 
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activated (in unlocked mode) will terminate all Switcher 

operations and cause the switcher program to be unloaded. 

This frees up the memory used by switcher for other applica-

tions. switcher can be restarted by typing "switcher N" 

where N is the station number. This command should only be 

issued if the screen switcher was the last resident program 

loaded and the foreground program is DOS (Command.Com). DOS 

does not handle noncontiguous memory and a crash could 

result if the switcher is unloaded and another program were 

loaded after it. 

+--** UAZ SOFTWARE SCREEN SWITCHER **---+ 
Modify Update Rate 
Begin sending Updates 
stop sending Updates 
Issue Screen 
Get Screen From User 
Select Screen Receive Mode 
Poll stations 
Lock Users 
Unlock Users 
Reset User States 
Clear User Screens 
Select Users 
Reboot Users 
write Screen to File 
Exit 

Current States : 
Send Rate : 2 (1/2 secs) 
Sending : False 
Receiving From : anybody 
PC LAN Active : True 

+---------------------------------------+ 
Figure 5-27 switcher Menu in Unlocked Mode 



+--** UAZ SOFTWARE 
station 1 
station 2 
Any station 
No statiori 

SCREEN SWITCHER **---+ 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
+-- Select station to Receive From -----+ 

Figure 5-28 Switcher Menu in Locked Mode 

+----Use Up/Down and Space to Configure locks---+ 
locked Modify Update Rate 
unlocked Begin sending Updates 
locked stop Sending Updates 
locked Issue Screen 
locked Get Screen From User 
locked Select Screen Receive Mode 
locked Poll stations 
locked Lock Users 
locked Unlock Users 
unlocked Reset User States 
locked Clear User Screens 
locked Select Users 
locked Reboot Users 
locked write Screen to File 

+---------- Press ENTER when ready -------------+ 

Figure 5-29 Unlock Command Screen 
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5.4.1.2 Remote Keyboard operation (REMOTEKB) 

The Remote Keyboard program is a foreground program 

which allows the user to enter keystrokes and view screens 

of other stations connected on a LAN. Remotekb is initiated 

from the DOS prompt and has one optional parameter. The 

optional parameter is an integer which specifies which users 

will be initially selected for receiving keystrokes, e.g. 

typing "REMOTEKB 8" would initiate the Remotekb program and 

tell it to put stations 1 to 8 in its selected list. Initi

ating Remotekb without a parameter causes the selected list 

to initially be empty. The F3 function can be used to change 

the selected list during a session. The F6 function can be 

used to view the selected list (see below). After initia

tion, Remotekb reads the configuration file PLEXNET.SYS 

(created by INSTALL.EXE) from the root directory of the 

default drive and checks to be sure that the switcher pro

gram is loaded. 

Following the configuration load, the screen is cleared 

and a menu line is displayed at the bottom. All Remotekb 

functions are selected using function keys F1 through FlO 

and have the following functions : 
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Fl - Help. Displays the help screen. 

F3 - Select. Allows you to select which users are to 

receive keystrokes. After the system configuration is 

displayed move the cursor using the left/right arrow 

keys, change the select status by pressing Enter. Press 

ESC when desired stations have been selected. Following 

this command you can use function F6 to display the 

select list. While you are able to select your own 

station to receive keystrokes, the actual receiving of 

keystrokes from yourself is prevented. 

F5 - Poll. Initiates a polling sequence to determine 

which stations are active and have the switcher program 

loaded. 

F6 - Status. Displays the list of selected stations as 

well as the current keystroke settings for mouse but

tons (see Fa). 

F7 - Type. After selecting F7 an empty window is shown, 

every keystroke thereafter is sent to all selected 

stations and displayed in the window. Special keys such 

at ALT-F9, Home, etc. are flashed in red. All key

strokes are sent until F7 is pressed again. Pressing 



the left or right mouse button is translated into a 

keystroke and issued. See Fa for assigning the values. 
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Fa - This function allows you to assign a key code to 

the mouse buttons. Remotekb supports the Microsoft 

Mouse driver. After selecting Fa you will be asked to 

press a key corresponding to the left and right button. 

This key can be any single key sequence, eg '+', '_I, 

ESC, etc. This allows the mouse to be used as a wired 

remote control for applications being run concurrently 

on all stations, eg StoryBoard. 

F9 - This function allows you to sequentially scan the 

screens of all users. After pressing F9 the screen 

contents of station #1 are displayed. Press return to 

see the next station or space bar for the previous one. 

Press ESC to exit this function. 

FlO - Exit to Dos 
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5.4.1.3 Video switcher Installation Program 

This program is used to create a unique configuration 

file for a system, PLEXNET.SYS. Install.Exe is run when 

initially installing the switcher or whenever the system 

configuration is to be changed. PLEXNET.SYS is referenced 

by the Electronic Discussion System programs, the Screen 

switcher, and Remote Keyboard programs and must be available 

to them in the root directory of the default drive. 

INSTALL is a forms driven program. The first form 

displayed allows the user to specify system configuration 

and default values for the Video switcher operation (figure 

5-30). The second form allows the user to configure the 

layout of system dis~lays used in PLEXNET programs. Initial

ly this form shows the specified number of stations arranged 

in rows (figure 5-31). The user is allowed to rearrange the 

screen layout to match the physical layout of the EMS room 

or office area (figure 5-32). 



Software Screen switcher Configuration 

Number of stations [14] (1 to 48) 
Default Screen Send Rate (in half seconds) [ 2] 

Number of Server Stations [0] 
station Numbers of Servers [ ] 

[ ] 

Number of Instructor Stations [ 
station Number of Instructors [ 

[ 
Default Instructor station [2] 

(0 to 10) 
[ ] [ ] 
[ ] [ ] 

[ ] 
[ ] 

2] (1 to 10) 
1] [2] [ ] [ 

] [ ] [ ] [ 
(must be in above 

switcher Menu Activation 
ALT-F1 [] ALT-F2 [ ] 
ALT-F5 [] ALT-F6 [ ] 
ALT-F9 [] ALT-F10 [ ] 

Key (select one with an X) 
ALT-F3 [] ALT-F4 [ ] 
ALT-F7 [x] ALT-F8 [ ] 

[ ] 
[ ] 

] [ 
] [ 
list) 

Menu Header [**** UAZ Software Screen switcher ****] 

All station numbers should be in the range 1 to number 
specified (max 48). Use Up and Down arrows to move cursor. 

Press FlO when complete. 

Figure 5-30 INSTALL.EXE Configuration Form 

] 
] 
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User 1 User 7 User13 
status status status 

User 2 User 8 User14 
status status status 

User 3 User 9 
status status 

User 4 UserlO 
status status 

User 5 Userll 
status .Status 

User 6 User12 
status status 

Figure 5-31 Install.Exe Example Layout Screen - Initial 

User 9 
Status 

User 3 
Status 

UserlO 
Status 

User 4 
Status 

Userll 
Status 

User 5 
Status 

User 1 
Status 

User12 
Status 

User 6 
Status 

User 2 
Status 

User13 
Status 

User 7 
Status 

User14 
Status 

User 8 
status 

Figure 5-32 Install.Exe Example Layout Screen - Final 
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5.4.2 Video switcher Design and Implementation 

As previously discussed, the Video switcher System is 

implemented as a set of three programs. The central one is 

the Video switcher itself. The programs within the system 

communicate via datagram and broadcast datagram messages, 

using calls to PLEXNET High Level Language Interface rou

tines. All Video switcher programs were implemented in TURBO 

PASCAL 4.0 (Borland). Figure 5-33 presents the system level 

data flow diagram for the Video switcher programs. 

5.4.2.1 Video Switcher Implementation (SWITCHER) 

The Video Switcher program (SWITCHER) is a background 

program which employs the PLEXNET TSR shell. It is composed 

of four major modules: initialization, menu driver, timeout 

processor, and message processor. Figure 5-34 presents the 

SWITCHER DFD. The Initialization module loads the system 

configuration from PLEXNET.SYS, sets up SWITCHER data struc

tures, adds unique and group network names, and issues the 

initial receive datagram post command. 

The Menu driver is called by the TSR shell whenever the 

hotkey sequence is pressed by the user. The appropriate 

switcher menu (locked/unlocked mode) is displayed and 
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commands are processed. Command processing consists of 

querying the user for command parameters, formatting a 

datagram message, and broadcasting the message. In the case 

of periodic sends, the TSR interrupt level timeout routine 

is called to initiate the background transmission of screen 

images. Reference the previous section for command functions 

and reference figures 5-27 and 5-28 for the unlocked and 

locked mode menus. 

The timeout processor is called from the TSR shell once 

the clock interrupt has counted down the appropriate number 

of ticks. This routine formats and transmits the appropriate 

number of "Putscreen" datagram messages, based on the 

current screen display mode. It then calls the TSR shell 

timeout routine to reschedule itself the appropriate number 

of ticks in the future. 
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Video Memory 

Video Memory 
Keyboard Buffer 

Video Memory 

Instructor 

Keyboard Buffer 

Video Memory 

Keyboard Buffer 
Instructor 

Video Memory 

Keyboard Buffer 

Figure 5-33 Video Switcher System Level DFD 
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The message processor is invoked when a receive 

datagram post operation completes and handles incoming 

datagrams. The datagrams contain switcher background 

function requests from other stations. These requests may 

be: send current screen image, display a screen segment, 

clear the screen, add keystroke to keyboard input buffer, 

reboot, unlock/lock switcher functions, and reset screen 

receive states. Figure 5-35 represents the SWITCHER datagram 

message format. The User Select Mask is a 48 bit boolean 

array which indicates whether the indicated operation is to 

be performed by the receiving station. This mask is required 

since broadcast datagrams are received by all stations using 

the same group name, including the sending station. If the 

bit is set, then the requesting station has specified that 

the station is to perform the function, else the datagram is 

ignored. Once the function has been performed, the Message 

processing module issues another receive datagram post 

request. The typical sequence for issuing/receiving screens 

would consist of the instructor station sending a Savescreen 

command, followed by a series of Putscreen messages (8 per 

screen for text mode, 32 for eGA graphics mode) repeated at 

the periodic update rate, and finished with a RestoreScreen 

once screen transmission had been terminated by the instruc

tor. 



PLEXNET.SYS 
System Configuration 

User I 

Instructor 

Menu 
Driver 

Video Memory 

Keyboard Buffer 

Initialize 

!..---I System Configuration 

Control Commands 

Timeout Screen Images 

Handler 
Screen 

Sender 

Figure 5-34 SWITCHER Program Data Flow Diagram 
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User Select Mask 

Message Type(Getscreen 

Putscreen 

DearorAlive 

Alive 

PutKeyBuff 

Lock 

Unlock 

Clear 

SetStates 

stops end 

SaveScreen 

(Requesting station Number) 

(Screen Buffer Offset 
Screen Mode 
Screen Palette 
GetScreen Response Indicator 
Screen Image (500 bytes» 

(Requesting Station Number) 

(Responding station Number) 

(Requesting station Number 
Key Sequence (2 bytes» 

(Requesting station Number) 

(Requesting station Number 
Boolean Locked Function Array» 

(Requesting Station Number) 

(Requesting station Number) 

(Requesting station Number) 

(Requesting station Number) 

RestoreScreen (Requesting Station Number) 

Reboot (Requesting station Number) 
) 

[ 

Figure 5-35 Video Switcher Datagram Message Format 
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5.4.2.2 Remote Keyboard Implementation (REMOTEKB) 

Remote Keyboard program (REMOTEKB) is a foreground task 

which allows the user to issue keystokes to any or all 

stations running the SWITCHER program on the Lan. This 

function is particularly useful for maintaining workstation 

software by its ability to issue DOS commands remotely. 

REMOTEKB is composed of three major modules, the Main Menu 

Driver, Keystroke Send Routine, and the Remote Screen 

Scan Routine. Reference figure 5-36 for the REMOTEKB DFD. 

The Main Menu Driver processes function key inputs from 

the user and calls the appropriate processing routine. The 

Keystroke Send routine takes the keystrokes issued by the 

user, builds a "PutKeyBuff" datagram, and broadcasts the 

datagram to the other stations on the Lan. The Remote Screen 

Scan routine issue a series of "GetScreen" datagrams to 

other stations on the network, pausing for user input be

tween each one. The SWITCHER program performs the actual 

sending and receiving of the screen images while the REMO

TEKB program is waiting. other REMOTEKB routines allow the 

user to select the stations which are to receive keystrokes, 

set mouse buttons to correspond to keystrokes, show the 

current status of REMOTEKB, and poll the remote stations to 

determine which ones are active. 



User I 

Instructor 
Main 
Menu 
Driver 

Execution 
Control 

Key 
Key Strokes 

Stroke 
Sender 

Get 
Screen 

Remote Requests 
Screen 

Figure 5-36 Remote Keyboard Data Flow Diagram 
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5.4.2.3 Video switcher Installation Program 

The sole purpose of the INSTALL program is to provide 

easy mechanism to build and modify the system configuration 

file, PLEXNET.SYS. Insta11.Exe will create the file 

PLEXNET.SYS under the current directory of the default 

drive. If PLEXNET.SYS already exists, the old version is 

renamed PLEXNET.BAK. INSTALL consists of two modules, one 

which inputs and verifies the configuration form (figure 5-

30), and the other which allows the user to build the system 

layout display (figure 5-31). INSTALL is written in TURBO 

PASCAL 4.0 and employs PLEXSYS form driver routines to 

build, display, and control user inputs. 

5.4.3 Video switcher Application 

The Video Switcher programs have been employed in 

Arizona EMS rooms since November 1987. SWITCHER has been 

used in conjunction with BARCO projection hardware to pro

vide group viewing of single user PC tools. During an EMS 

session it is especially useful when running the ISSUE 

CONSOLIDATION program and for sharing the results of the 

VOTING tool. Reference the PLEXSYS User's Guide for more 

information on these tools. SWITCHER has also used for 

demonstration and instruction of PC software (e.g. LOTUS) by 

the MIS faculty. The Video switcher is currently being 

updated to handle EGA and VGA screen passing modes. This 



will enable the switcher to be used in conjunction with 

presentation sup~ort applications such as story Board+ and 

Harvard Graphics. 
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The REMOTEKB program has been used for system 

maintenance and crash testing of EMS tools. Individual PC 

hard disks can be updated concurrently by issuing DOS 

commands via the REMOTEKB. EMS tools can be remotely 

controlled and forced to perform "worst" case scenarios by 

using the REMOTEKB to perform functions at the same instant. 

The Decision Sciences and Information Systems 

Department of the University of Kentucky has used the "Get 

Screen" function of the Video switcher in experiments 

involving the value of information for insider trading. 

Subjects in an experimental market are given the option of 

purchasing the ability to use the "Get Screen" function to 

spy on other SUbjects. 

This chapter has presented four CSCW applications which 

employ PLEXNET services to perform communications: MULE, 

PROCURE, EDS, and Video switcher. Chapter 6 will provide 

further support for PLEXNET's data commmunications tech

niques by presenting the results of a series of discrete 

event simUlations. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Modeling and simulation 

This chapter presents the results of a series of 

discrete event simulations performed to provide a 

quantitative measurement of PLEXNET's capabilities when 

compared to traditional means of data exchange between 

personal computers. The first section of this chapter de

rives a physical System Entity Structure (SES) model for 

CSCW applications from the logical data flow model presented 

in Chapter 4. The second section uses the SES developed in 

section 1 to derive the pruned SESs for each candidate 

configuration, then develops the NETWORK II.S (CACI) model 

for each configuration. The final section describes the 

simulation runs and their results. 
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6.1 CSCW system Entity structure Development 

The principal purpose of CSCW tools is to provide an 

alternate channel of communications for group work and 

therefore can best be modeled from a data flow perspective. 

Given this, a CSCW tool should be viewed as a special form 

or type of applications level protocol, having its own rules 

and formats for data exchange. The rules determine the valid 

views of the common data a user has access to and his/her 

ability to add or modify data. The formats determine how the 

shared data is exchanged and stored. For example, the proto

col rules and formats for Electronic Brainstorming could be 

enumerated as follows 

1) Data is stored in N+1 files, N = number of users. 

2) Access is restricted to 1 user per file, and vice 
versa. 

3) The user has autonomous control of the view of the 
data file. 

4) The user may only append data to the file; the data 
is restricted to 5 lines in length. 

5) After adding data to a file the user is moved to 
the idle file. 

In contrast the protocol rule for Electronic Discussion 

System can be defined as follows : 

1) Data is stored in N files, N = independent of the 
number of users. 

2) The user has autonomous control of the view of the 
data file. 



3) The user may only append data to the file; the data 
is restricted to 15 lines or 400 characters in length. 

4) After adding data to a file the user mayor may not 
be moved to another file based on session parameters. 
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other CSCW/EMS tools can be evaluated in a similar manner. 

Using the data flow view allows for the construction of a 

single generic model to be developed (reference section 

4.1.1 and figures 4-1 through 4-4). This model was then used 

as the basis for developing the System Entity structure 

(figure 6-1). 

The generic SES for CSCW applications has a first level 

decomposition based the system level configuration, 

i.e.hardware, system software, and application software. The 

hardware aspect is further decomposed into network hardware 

and workstation hardware. The system software aspect is 

decomposed into operating system and network system. 



CSCW System 

I 
System ~~ftware APPIiCatiol Software Hard1ware n I I 

Ope,atlng Nalwo,k U.a, l,oca'8 Dala l.rva, NaLo'k Wl.k 
Syatem File System I Process Stations 

- Number 

User Request Sharei:l Data 
-Frequency 

I 
Display Sharei:l Data 

Processor Manager • 
Lock" Manager User Updates 

Broadcast 

r-- r- -- I 
Storage Transfer Method Granularity 

I _ . I 
Lock Type Lock Granularity 

R.Jo~ ~JI. PLE~. Ra 
Stream System 

• - Uniformity Applied 

Figure 6-1 System Entity Structure for Generic CSCW 

IV 
IV 
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The application software decomposition follows the 

model specified in 4.1.1, namely, local or user task (figure 

4-3) and a shared data server task (figure 4-4). The user 

task is further decomposed into the display manager, user 

request handler, and local shared data manager. The shared 

data server is decomposed into data maintenance, lock main

tenance, and user station update (broadcast) entities. The 

lowest level of the last two decompositions described is the 

place at which different cscw tools can be differentiated 

based on their individual protocols. At this level taxono

mies are formed for the variations which different cscw 

applications support. 

The taxonomies for the local shared data handler and 

the shared data server are of prime importance as they 

determine the manner in which data is physically exchanged. 

For example, EBS performs data exchange in file size units, 

whereas EDS exchanges data in record size units. The user 

request handler is also of importance since it determines 

the frequency of events which prompt data exchange. An 

example of this would be MULE's request handler which works 

on data units of the line level and potentially high 

frequency of change, as opposed to PROCURE, whose units are 

in real numbers and a low frequency of exchange. 
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6.2 Competing Model structures 

For the purposes of this study, three competing model 

structures will be derived from the system entity structure 

defined in the previous section. The first model will 

reflect the use of a network file server as the principal 

means of communications. The second will use a network file 

server for communication, but will have a finer level of 

granularity for access (record as opposed to file) and 

includes the limited use of messaging for coordination 

purposes. The final model will rely on messaging as its sole 

means of communication. These three models reflect the range 

of design options available for the development of CSCW 

applications. 

These models are formed by "pruning" the system entity 

structure for the generic CSCW application (figure 6-1). The 

pruned figures show only the actual configuration options 

adopted for each model. Figures 6-2, 6-3, and 6-4 are the 

pruned SES for the three competing models. The next step is 

to transform the pruned SES into simulation model frames. 



Model 1 

Byte Stream. "File System. File Byte Stream. File System. File 

Figure 6-2 Pruned SES for Model 1. Shared Files 
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N 
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Model 2 

Record, File Syate-m A PLEXNET, Record Record, File Sys-tem A PLEXNET, Record 

Figure 6-3 Pruned SES for Model 2. Hybrid 
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Model 3 

Record. PLEXNET. Line 

Figure 6-4 Pruned SES for Model 3, Messaging 

N 
N 
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The highest level model frame is composed of the 

system level experimental frame and the model frame for the 

competing system (figure 6-5). The second level model frame 

is created from the pruned SES for each system. Each pruned 

SES is composed of a subtree representing the user process 

and a subtree representing a central shared data manager. 

These subtrees form the basis for creating the second level 

model frame, ie. a frame exists for the central data manager 

and one for each user (all user frames are identical (figure 

6-6). The third and lowest level of model frames are formed 

by creating an atomic model for each branch of the user/data 

manager subtrees and combining them with the generic de

scription of a workstation model frame (figures 6-6 and 6-

7) • 

Once the atomic models have been identified, they must 

be defined by their coupling with other models and the 

internal transition (di), external transition (dx), and 

output (L) functions. The coupling consists of the data 

exchange between the atomic models. The transition functions 

and output functions form a "script" or procedure which 

defines the actions taken by each atomic model. It is these 

scripts which differentiate the three competing systems at 

the atomic model level. 
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For the sake of consistency the script for "Human 

Participant" atomic model will be the same for each competing 

system. It is composed of requests for view changes and data 

updates. The frequency of view requests, data updates, and 

size of data change are driven by independent distribution 

functions. 

The "User Request" atomic model translates the commands 

from the "Human Participant" into a series of operations 

supported by the "Shared Data Manager." The "Shared Data 

Manager" performs the operations, communicating with the 

"Central Data Server" as necessary. Appendix B gives the 

formal definition for each atomic model in the form used by 

Network II.S. The atomic models are represented by 

"Modules," each Module executes on a workstation or "Proces

sor Entity (PE)." The actual execution involves invoking a 

sequence of "Instructions" which had been defined for the 

PEe The instructions cause a predefined load to be placed on 

processors (PEs), transfer devices (TDs), or storage devices 

(SDs). Modules are executed when messages are received from 

other Modules, periodically as determined by distribution 

functions, or when a semaphore is set or cleared [CACI 

1987]. 
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6.3 NET II.5 simulation Run and Results 

The system used as a base for running the three CSCW 

models consisted of a variable number of user workstations 

connected to one another and to a shared file server station 

via a token ring LAN. Also modeled was the file server's 

disk. Performance characteristics of the LAN and the server 

disk were based on access speeds measured on an IBM PS2/50 

connected on an IBM token ring network. LAN block overhead 

time was computed by averaging the amount of time required 

to transmit 1 byte datagrams. LAN cycle and word overhead 

times were determined by averaging the amount of time to 

send 512 byte datagrams and subtracting the block overhead 

time. Disk access times were computed in a similar manner; 

overhead was measured by the average amount of time taken to 

write a 1 byte record and read/write times were determined 

as an average of the amount of time to write 512 byte re-

cords less the overhead time. The access times used are 

listed below and contained in the device definitions for the 

models given in Appendix B. 

LAN block overhead time 
LAN word overhead time 

= 4100 microseconds 
= 3 microseconds 

Disk block overhead time = 500 microseconds 
Disk word overhead time = 43 microseconds 

word = 8 byte, block = 512 bytes 



The sessions simulated were of 60 minutes in duration, 

with statistics recorded every ten minutes. This allows for 

the difference in performance for each model to be compared 

for sessions of varying lengths. The number of user work 
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stations were varied in the following manner: 5, 10, 20, 30, 

and 40. Interarrival times for user requests, view change 

and data update, were calculated using a normal distribution 

function. The mean view change request was 30 seconds with a 

standard deviation of 10 seconds. The mean data update 

request was set at 2 minutes with a standard deviation of 20 

seconds. Data update request times were calculated from time 

stamped entries in a actual EDS session. simulation results 

are displayed in figures 6-8 through 6-13; pertinent data is 

shown in tables 6-1 through 6-3. The data shown in figures 

6-8 and 6-9 reflect the network response time; actual re

sponse time requires adding the time to update a display. 

For the purposes of this simulation; display times were set 

arbitrarily low (1 microsecond) in order to highlight the 

effect the network interaction has. From this data the 

following observations have been made. 

1) Average response time for Model 1 is dependent on session 
duration. This is not true for Model 2 and Model 3. 

Figures 6-8 shows this relationship clearly. Models 2,3 

remain constant at a level below .10 seconds, Modell starts 
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at around .20 seconds for a 10 minute session and grows to 

over 1 second for a 60 minute session. The reason for this 

dependency is due to the fact that the files accessed as 

part of each data update request grow over time for Model 1, 

while the data exchange unit for Models 2 and 3 remains 

constant in size over time. This characteristic is of par-

ticular importance to EMS applications which are to be run 

for long durations and access data across multiple sessions. 

2} Maximum response times are dependent on group size for 
all models, but most noticeably for Model 1. 

Figure 6-9 shows the maximum response times recorded 

for groups of size 20. The reason that the maximum response 

times for Models 2,3 do not grow as quickly as for Model 1 

is due to the smaller units of data exchange, lessening the 

probability of incurring queue wait times. The effect of 

group size is of importance to both EMS and educational 

applications as it can limit the number of participants. 

3} LAN and Server Disk Utilization are both dependent on 
group size for all models, with the greatest effect on 
Models 1,2. 

Figures 6-10 and 6-11 show LAN and disk utilization for 

the three models. Again the reason for better performance 

for Models 2,3 is due to the granularity of data exchange, 

record versus file. Model 2 fairs worse than Model 3 since 



under Model 2 no data is stored locally, requiring all view 

change requests to access the server disk over the network. 

From figure 6-11 it is clear to see that the server disk 

will become a limiting factor on group size. 

4) LAN and Disk utilization are also dependenu'on session 
duration for Model 1 only. 

Figures 6-12 and 6-13 show LAN and server disk usage 

for various session durations for a group size of 20. Model 
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2 shows higher usage than Model 3 due to its access re

quirements for view change requests. Model 1 again shows an 

increasing usage over time due to the growth in size of data 

files. 

To summarize, Model 3 shows the best overall perform-

ance due to the fact that it has a fine granularity of 

update and stores a copy of the data locally, thereby not 

requiring disk and LAN overhead for view change requests. 

Response time and resource usage is constant over time and 

increases only slightly with group size. Model 2 uses more 

system resources due to its necessity to access the server 

disk for view change requests. Like Model 3, Model 2 has 

constant resource usage over time. Model 2 represents a 

viable alternative to Model 3 for cases where data cannot be 

stored on all workstations due to size or access privileges. 



Finally, Modell performed the poorest under all cases and 

has both response times and resource usage requirements 

which are dependent on session duration. Model 1 also re

quires local storage for data files, and therefore is de

pendent on workstation disk and memory sizes. 
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The simulation results presented by this chapter fur

ther serve to underline the importance of using messaging as 

a primary means of communication between CSCW programs. 

Dependence on commercially available file based communica

tions systems (Modell) for data exchange severely limits 

performance and functionality of the CSCW applications. The 

final chapter of this dissertation will summarize the con

tributions and future research issues. 
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Table 6-1 Model 1 simulation Results 

Average Update Request Response Times (Sees) 

Users 
Time 5 10 20 30 40 

10 .232 .217 .232 .230 .229 
20 .375 .364 .376 .385 .391 
30 .518 .512 .552 .555 .581 
40 .663 .670 .729 .724 .763 
50 .824 .831 .881 .901 .991 
60 .957 .996 1.058 1.109 1. 235 

Max 2.005 3.021 4.612 5.720 6.690 

Server Disk utilization % 

Users 
Time 5 10 20 30 40 

10 .660 1.231 2.597 3.993 4.923 
20 1.137 2.192 4.473 6.781 8.770 
30 1.609 3.140 6.442 9.453 12.545 
40 2.079 4.079 8.332 12.257 16.176 
50 2.589 5.058 10.131 15.135 20.008 
60 2.979 6.037 12.192 17.727 23.502 

Loeal Area Network Utilization J1.. 0 

Users 
Time 5 10 20 30 40 

10 .220 .415 .871 1.328 1.654 
20 .364 .702 1.430 2.166 2.804 
30 .504 .983 2.000 2.958 3.928 
40 .643 1.261 2.570 3.790 5.001 
50 .794 1.551 3.100 4.673 6.137 
60 .909 1.841 3.718 5.408 7.171 
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Table 6-2 Model 2 simulation Results 

Average Update Request Response Times (Sees) 

Users 
Time 5 10 20 30 40 

10 .029 .031 .032 .038 .043 
20 .029 .032 .033 .037 .043 
30 .029 .032 .033 .037 .043 
40 .029 .032 .033 .037 .043 
50 .029 .032 .033 .037 .043 
60 .029 .032 .033 .037 .043 

Max 0.071 0.126 0.144 0.162 0.212 

Server Disk utilization % 

Users 
Time 5 10 20 30 40 

10 1.539 3.036 6.169 9.265 12.429 
20 1.555 3.135 6.241 9.389 12.547 
30 1.555 3.135 6.241 9.389 12.547 
40 1.555 3.135 6.241 9.389 12.547 
50 1.555 3.135 6.241 9.389 12.547 
60 1.555 3.135 6.241 9.389 12.547 

Local Area Network Utilization ~ 0 

Users 
Time 5 10 20 30 40 

10 .568 1.116 2.262 3.393 4.552 
20 .572 1.149 2.284 3.434 4.590 
30 .572 1.149 2.284 3.434 4.590 
40 .572 1.149 2.284 3.434 4.590 
50 .572 1.149 2.284 3.434 4.590 
60 .572 1.149 2.284 3.434 4.590 
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Table 6-3 Model 3 simulation Results 

Average Update Request Response Times (Sees) 

Users 
Time 5 10 20 30 40 

10 .036 .036 .036 .036 .036 
20 .036 .036 .036 .036 .036 
30 .036 .036 .036 .036 .036 
40 .036 .036 .036 .036 .036 
50 .036 .036 .036 .036 .036 
60 .036 .036 .036 .036 .036 

Max .036 .036 .064 .049 .056 

Server Disk utilization % 

Users 
Time 5 10 20 30 40 

10 0.086 0.173 0.334 0.510 0.675 
20 0.086 0.178 0.357 0.542 0.711 
30 0.086 0.178 0.357 0.542 0.711 
40 0.086 0.178 0.357 0.542 0.711 
50 0.086 0.178 0.357 0.542 0.711 
60 0.086 0.178 0.357 0.542 0.711 

Loeal Area Network Utilization % 

Users 
Time 5 10 20 30 40 

10 .052 0.103 0.199 0.303 0.401 
20 .052 0.106 0.211 0.321 0.421 
30 .052 0.106 0.211 0.321 0.421 
40 .052 0.106 0.211 0.321 0.421 
50 .052 0.106 0.211 0.321 0.421 
60 .052 0.106 0.211 0.321 0.421 
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Chapter 7 

contributions and Future Research 

Computer-supported Cooperative Work applications hold 

great promise for enhancing group work but have experienced 

mixed success both in research and industry environments. 

Many of the problems are a result of poor system perform

ance, restricted functionality, and the reliance on expen

sive or experimental equipment. PLEXNET was designed to help 

CSCW developers overcome these problems. The following 

paragraphs detail the contributions and future research 

possible because of PLEXNET's development. 
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7.1 contribution 

The research conducted for this dissertation made the 

following contributions to advancement of CSCW applications: 

1. Development of an efficient and reliable CSCW Communica
tions System. 

The primary contribution of this research is to pro-

vide an efficient and reliable communication system tailored 

to the requirements of collaborative applications. The 

PLEXNET communication system enables the next generation of 

collaborative programs to be designed and allows the current 

generation of single user tools to be upgraded for multi

user/multi-processor operations. The viability of PLEXNET as 

the primary method of data exchange between CSCW applica

tions was proven both by the development of CSCW tools and 

by discrete event simulation. 

2. Demonstrate closely coupled CSCW applications can imple
mented on PC-LAN based systems. 

The successful development of PLEXNET has the added 

benefit of demonstrating that powerful CSCW tools can be 

implemented on relatively inexpensive PC-based systems. This 

allows for the migration of CSCW tools away from special 

laboratory settings and into the office. Use of existing 

equipment should increase management and user acceptance of 

CSCW tools and reduce equipment and training costs. 



3. Synthesis and evaluation of CSCW interprogram communica
tion paradigms. 
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The discrete event simulation study detailed in Chapter 

6 developed and evaluated three communication paradigms: 

file based, message based, and hybrid message/file. The 

simulation results showed that the performance of file based 

systems is dependent not only on the number of user worksta-

tions but also on the duration of the sessions. The latter 

are of critical importance to EMS applications which are 

designed to run long sessions or which build upon the output 

of previous sessions. The message based and hybrid models 

provide two viable alternatives to file based systems. 

4. Construction of CSCW applications. 

A secondary contribution is the development of several 

collaborative tools, including a multi-user editor (MULE), 

screen passing presentation tool (SWITCHER), an experimental 

economics tool (PROCURE), and an electronic discussion 

system (EDS). These programs will serve as a guide for 

future development of PC-LAN based tools and will be useful 

tools in their own right. 



5. Provide a vehicle for continuing behavioral research in 
electronic communications and group dynamics. 

The combination of the new tools and communication 
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system will provide the means for further behavioral study 

of group dynamics and electronic messaging. studies current

ly underway address the areas of negotiation (George and 

Northcraft), EMS facilitation (George and Dennis), group 

problem solving behavior (Winniford and Pingry), and the 

value of information (Marsden). 

7.2 Future Research 

Future research involving PLEXNET and associated CSCW 

tools can be performed in both the systems development and 

social research domains. 

7.2.1 Future PLEXNET Development 

Currently PLEXNET provides basic send/receive/broadcast 

communications services for CSCW applications written in 

either PASCAL or "c" for a PC DOS environment. This role can 

be extended both vertically to include higher levels of 

functionality and horizontally to support different opera

tional environments. Some specific enhancements could in-

clude the following. 
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1) Couple PLEXNET with an object oriented language such 

as "C++" for development of remote objects, distributed 

objects, and broadcast methods. 

2) Migrate to OS/2 or Unix environment, allowing for 

transparent communications between OS/2, Unix, and DOS 

environments. 

3) Adapt Plexnet to run with other transport level 

protocols, e.g. TCP/IP, allowing for interaction with 

mini/mainframe hosts. 

4) Using the shared data structure logic prototyped in 

the Multi-User Editor MULE, create a shared data struc

ture system versatile enough to be used in other appli

cations. 

5) Create other cscw tools using PLEXNET as a basis for 

communications. These tools could include spread 

sheets, multi-user talk facilities, and multi-user 

graphics editors. 

7.2.2 Future Social Science Research 

The employment of PLEXNET and the use of messaging in 

EMS tools provides a much more responsive and flexible means 

for electronic communications. This enhanced level of commu-



nications is evident in both the Multi-User Editor (MULE) 

and in the Electronic Discussion System (EDS). These tools 
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provide a base for studying the use of computers as a commu

nications channel. Some of the research possibilities for 

these tools include : 

1) Explore user employment of anonymity using the 

various modes provided by EDS: public, anonymous, and 

user selectable. Specifically : 

What types of comments (ideas, criticisms, praise) 
are most apt to be entered anonymously if the user has 
a choice ? 

will lower level managers tend to use anonymity 
more than upper level ones ? 

Is the use of anonymity related to personality 
traits (timid, outspoken, ambitious, etc) ? 

Does the use of anonymity increase or decrease 
over time, ie. does it become a permanent crutch 
(increase) or does help remove inhibitions (decrease) ? 

2) Study the use of facilitated versus nonfacilitated 

EMS sessions with EDS. To date EDS has been used in 

both a structured or facilitated mode and in an un-

structured or nonfacilitated mode. One experiment 

testing user satisfaction and task performance between 

facilitated and nonfacilitated groups has been conduct

ed by Dr. Joey George and Alan Dennis. Other studies 

could test such things as : 



Are groups more or less apt to reach consensus in 
a facilitated versus nonfacilitated session ? 

Which mode is apt to reach a consensus or impasse 
sooner ? 
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Do nonfacilitated sessions adequately explore the 
issues and alternatives ? 

3) study the use of electronic communication channels, 

specifically how humans interact with the channel and 

the structure of discussions. Electronic discussions 

allow everyone to speak at once allowing for more 

parallelism during a meeting. The question then becomes 

how much parallelism is too much ? EDS allows this 

question to be explored by providing a configurable 

number (independent of the number of users) of discus-

sion files. Each file represents a communications 

subchannel which can support a separate, parallel 

discussion. This issues involved include 

How many discussion files are required for a given 
number of users in order to provide a means to communi
cate which provides a maximum amount of interaction 
with a minimum amount of collisions ? 

How many different discussions can be conducted in 
parallel, ie if each discussion file addresses a dif
ferent aspect of a problem, how many can be used at 
once ? 

4) study the use of MULE in various contexts including 

document review, document preparation, as an electronic 



white board, and for the formation of action plans. 

Specific questions may include : 
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How many users can participate in MULE at the same 
time in the various modes without conflicts ? 

Is the use of MULE in creating action plans or 
recording ideas preferable to using a secretary at a 
single workstation ? 

Which, if any of the contexts is MULE most usable? 

Can MULE be used effectively if participants are 
not in the same room ? 
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Appendix A - Acronym List 

ANSI 

ARM 

CCITT 

Cpu 

CSCW 

DDN 

DEVS 

DFD 

DPA 

ECMA 

EBS 

EDS 

EF 

EMS 

GDSS 

IEEE 

IP 

ISO 

LAN 

MAP 

MULE 

NBS 

NETBIOS 

American National Standards Institute 

Arpanet Reference Model 

International Telephone and Telegraph Consulative 
Committee 

Central Processing unit 

Computer Supported Cooperative Work 

Defense Data Network 

Discrete Event Simulation 

Data Flow Diagram 

Department of Defense Protocol Architecture 

European Computer Manufacturers Association 

Electronic Brainstorming 

Electronic Discussion System 

Experimental Frame 

Electronic Meeting Systems 

Group Decision Support Systems 

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 

Internet Protocol 

International Standards Organization 

Local Area Network 

Manufacturing Automation Protocol 

Multi-user LAN Editor 

National Bureau of Standards 

Network Basic Input Output System (IBM) 



Appendix A - Acronym List (continued) 

OSI Open System Interconnect Model 

PC 

PE 

PLEXNET 

SD 

SDLe 

SES 

SNA 

TCP 

TD 

TOP 

Personal Computer 

Processor Entity 

PLEXSYS Network System 

Storage Device 

SNA Data Link Control 

System Entity Structure 

System Network Architecture 

Transmission Control Protocol 

Transfer Device 

Technical and Office Protocol 
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Appendix B - Network II.5 simulation Models 
********************************************************** 
* 
* * Model 1 simulation Input File 

* 
* ********************************************************** 

***** STAT.DISTRIBUTION.FUNCTIONS 
STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS = 

NAME = FILE SIZE SDF 
TYPE = LINEAR 

- SYS.SDF.SET 

A 
B 
LOWER. BOUND 
UPPER. BOUND 

= 
= 
= 

1.000000 
4096.000000 
4096 

= 409600 
NAME = MESSAGE SIZE SDF 

TYPE = LINEAR 
= 1.000000 A 

B 
LOWER. BOUND 
UPPER. BOUND 

= 
= 
= 

NAME = USER UPDATE DATA 
TYPE = NORMAL 

O. 
4096 

409600 
SDF 

MEAN = 
STANDARD. DEVIATION = 

+1.200000E+008 
20000000.000000 

= 30000000.000000 
+3.000000E+008 

LOWER. BOUND 
UPPER. BOUND 
STREAM = 6 

= 

NAME = USER VIEW CHANGE SDF 
TYPE = NORMAL 
MEAN 
STANDARD. DEVIATION = 

= 30000000.000000 
10000000.000000 

= 10000000.000000 
= 60000000.000000 

LOWER. BOUND 
UPPER. BOUND 
STREAM = 6 

***** PROCESSING ELEMENTS - SYS.PE.SET 
HARDWARE TYPE = PROCESSING 

NAME = STATION 1 
BASIC CYCLE TIME = 1.000000 MICROSEC 
INPUT CONTROLLER = YES 
INSTRUCTION REPERTOIRE = 

INSTRUCTION TYPE = MESSAGE 
NAME ; SEND FILE 

MESSAGE ; UPDATED FILE 
LENGTH ; FILE SIZE SDF 
DESTINATION PROCESSOR ; SHARED DATA SERVER 
QUEUE FLAG ; YES 
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ALLOWABLE BUSSES ; 
LAN 

NAME ; GET FILE 
MESSAGE ; REQUEST FILE 
LENGTH ; 4096 BITS 
DESTINATION PROCESSOR ; SHARED DATA SERVER 
QUEUE FLAG ; YES 
ALLOWABLE BUSSES ; 

LAN 
INSTRUCTION TYPE = PROCESSING 

NAME ; PROCESS USER REQUEST 
TIME ; 1 CYCLES 

NAME ; UPDATE SCREEN 
TIME ; 1 CYCLES 

NAME ; NOP 
TIME ; 0 CYCLES 

INSTRUCTION TYPE = SEMAPHORE 
NAME ; STOP UPDATE DATA TIMER 

SEMAPHORE ; UPDATE DATA TIMER 
_SET/RESET FLAG ; RESET 

NAME ; START UPDATE DATA TIMER 
SEMAPHORE ; UPDATE DATA TIMER 
SET/RESET FLAG ; SET 

NAME ; START VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
SEMAPHORE ; VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
SET/RESET FLAG ; SET 

NAME ; STOP VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
SEMAPHORE ; VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
SET/RESET FLAG ; RESET 

NAME = SHARED DATA SERVER 
BASIC CYCLE TIME = 1.000000 MICROSEC 
INPUT CONTROLLER = YES 
INSTRUCTION REPERTOIRE = 

INSTRUCTION TYPE = READ 
NAME ; READ FILE 

STORAGE DEVICE TO ACCESS ; SERVER DISK 
FILE ACCESSED ; GENERAL STORAGE 
DESTROY FLAG ; NO 
ALLOWABLE BUSSES ; 

BUS 
INSTRUCTION TYPE = WRITE 

NAME ; WRITE FILE 
STORAGE DEVICE TO ACCESS ; SERVER DISK 
FILE ACCESSED ; GENERAL STORAGE 
NUMBER OF BITS TO TRANSMIT ; MESSAGE SIZE SDF 
REPLACE FLAG ; YES 
ALLOWABLE BUSSES ; 
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BUS 

INSTRUCTION TYPE = MESSAGE 
NAME ; SEND FILE 

MESSAGE ; NEW FILE 
LENGTH ; MESSAGE SIZE SDF 
DESTINATION PROCESSOR ; ECHO 
QUEUE FLAG ; YES 
ALLOWABLE BUSSES ; 

LAN 
NAME ; DOWNLOAD USERS 

MESSAGE ; NEW FILE 
LENGTH ; 4096 BITS 
DESTINATION PROCESSOR ; STATION * 
QUEUE FLAG ; YES 
ALLOWABLE BUSSES ; 

LAN 
NAME ; STARTUP USERS 

MESSAGE ; GO 
LENGTH ; 4096 BITS 
DESTINATION PROCESSOR ; STATION * 
QUEUE FLAG ; NO 
ALLOWABLE BUSSES ; 

LAN 
INSTRUCTION TYPE = PROCESSING 

NAME ; NOP 
TIME ; 0 CYCLES 

NAME ; UPDATE SCREEN 
TIME ; 0 CYCLES 

NAME ; GET FILE 
TIME ; 0 CYCLES 

INSTRUCTION TYPE = SEMAPHORE 
NAME ; STOP UPDATE DATA TIMER 

SEMAPHORE ; UPDATE DATA TIMER 
SET/RESET FLAG ; RESET 

NAME ; START UPDATE DATA TIMER 
SEMAPHORE ; UPDATE DATA TIMER 
SET/RESET FLAG ; SET 

NAME ; START VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
SEMAPHORE ; VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
SET/RESET FLAG ; SET 

NAME ; STOP VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
SEMAPHORE ; VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
SET/RESET FLAG ; RESET 

***** BUSSES - SYS.BUS.SET 
HARDWARE TYPE = DATA TRANSFER 

NAME = LAN 
CYCLE TIME = .25 MICROSEC 
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BITS PER CYCLE = 
CYCLES PER WORD = 
WORDS PER BLOCK = 
WORD OVERHEAD TIME = 
BLOCK OVERHEAD TIME = 
PROTOCOL = TOKEN RING 
BUS CONNECTIONS = 

STATION 1 
KEY = 1. 
SHARED DATA SERVER 
KEY = 1. 

NAME = BUS 

1 
8 

512 
3.00 MICROSEC 

4100.00 MICROSEC 

CYCLE TIME = .16 MICROSEC 
1 BITS PER CYCLE = 

CYCLES PER WORD = 
WORDS PER BLOCK = 
WORD OVERHEAD TIME = 
BLOCK OVERHEAD TIME = 
PROTOCOL = FIRST COME 
BUS CONNECTIONS = 

SHARED DATA SERVER 
KEY = O. 
SERVER DISK 
KEY = O. 

8 
512 

o. MICROSEC 
O. MICROSEC 

FIRST SERVED 

***** STORAGE. DEVICES - SYS.SD.SET 
HARDWARE TYPE = STORAGE 

NAME = SERVER DISK 
WORD ACCESS TIME = 43 MICROSEC 
BITS PER WORD = 8 
WORDS PER BLOCK = 512 
OVERHEAD TIME PER BLOCK ACCESS = 500. MICROSEC 
CAPACITY = 160000000. BITS 
NUMBER OF PORTS = 1 

***** MODULES - SYS.MODULE.SET 
SOFTWARE TYPE = MODULE 

NAME = USER UPDATE DATA 
PRIORITY = 2 
INTERRUPTABILITY FLAG = NO 
CONCURRENT EXECUTION = YES 
DELAY = USER UPDATE DATA SDF 
ALLOWED PROCESSORS = 

ANY 
REQUIRED MESSAGES = 

NEW FILE 
INSTRUCTION LIST = 

EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 START UPDATE DATA TIMER 
EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 UPDATE SCREEN 
EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 SEND FILE 
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EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 GET FILE 
NAME = SERVER WRITE FILE 

PRIORITY = 1 
INTERRUPTABILITY FLAG = NO 
CONCURRENT EXECUTION = YES 
ALLOWED PROCESSORS = 

SHARED DATA SERVER 
REQUIRED MESSAGES = 

UPDATED FILE 
INSTRUCTION LIST = 

EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 WRITE FILE 
ANDED SUCCESSORS = 

CHAIN TO ; SERVER READ FILE 
NAME = SERVER READ FILE 

PRIORITY = 1 
INTERRUPTABILITY FLAG = NO 
CONCURRENT EXECUTION = YES 
ANDED PREDECESSOR LIST = 

SERVER WRITE FILE 
REQUIRED MESSAGES = 

REQUEST FILE 
INSTRUCTION LIST = 

EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 READ FILE 
EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 SEND FILE 
EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 STOP UPDATE DATA TIMER 

NAME = SYSTEM STARTUP 
PRIORITY = 1 
INTERRUPTABILITY FLAG = NO 
CONCURRENT EXECUTION = NO 
START TIME = O. 
ALLOWED PROCESSORS = 

SHARED DATA SERVER 
INSTRUCTION LIST = 

EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 STARTUP USERS 
EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 DOWNLOAD USERS 

NAME = USER VIEW CHANGE 
PRIORITY = 2 
INTERRUPTABILITY FLAG = NO 
CONCURRENT EXECUTION = YES 
DELAY = USER VIEW CHANGE SDF 
ORED PREDECESSOR LIST = 

USER VIEW CHANGE 
USER STARTUP 

INSTRUCTION LIST = 
EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 START VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 UPDATE SCREEN 
EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 STOP VIEW CHANGE TIMER 

ANDED SUCCESSORS = 
CHAIN TO ; USER VIEW CHANGE 

NAME = USER STARTUP 
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PRIORITY = 1 
INTERRUPTABILITY FLAG = NO 
CONCURRENT EXECUTION = YES 
ALLOWED PROCESSORS = 
~Y 

REQUIRED MESSAGES = 
GO 

INSTRUCTION LIST = 
EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 NOP 

~DED SUCCESSORS = 
CHAIN TO ; USER VIEW CHANGE 

***** FILES - SYS.FILE.SET 
SOFTWARE TYPE = FILE 

NAME = GENERAL STORAGE 
NUMBER OF BITS = 16384. 
INITIAL RESIDENCY = 

SERVER DISK 
READ ONLY FLAG = NO 
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******************************************************* 
* 
* * Model 2 simulation Input File 
* 
* ******************************************************** 

***** STAT. DISTRIBUTION. FUNCTIONS 
STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS = 

NAME = FILE SIZE SDF 
TYPE = LINEAR 

- SYS.SDF.SET 

A 
B 
LOWER. BOUND 
UPPER. BOUND 

= 
= 
= 

1.000000 
4096.000000 
4096 

= 409600 
NAME = MESSAGE SIZE SDF 

TYPE = LINEAR 
A 
B 

= 
= 

1.000000 
O. 

LOWER. BOUND 
UPPER. BOUND 

= 4096 
= 409600 

NAME = USER UPDATE DATA 
TYPE = NORMAL 

SDF 

MEAN = 
STANDARD. DEVIATION = 

+1.200000E+008 
20000000.000000 

= 30000000.000000 
+3.000000E+008 

LOWER. BOUND 
UPPER. BOUND 
STREAM = 6 

= 
NAME = USER VIEW CHANGE SDF 

TYPE = NORMAL 
MEAN 
STANDARD. DEVIATION = 

= 30000000.000000 
10000000.000000 

= 10000000.000000 
= 60000000.000000 

LOWER. BOUND 
UPPER. BOUND 
STREAM = 6 

***** PROCESSING ELEMENTS - SYS.PE.SET 
HARDWARE TYPE = PROCESSING 

NAME = STATION 1 
BASIC CYCLE TIME = 1.000000 MICROSEC 
INPUT CONTROLLER = YES 
INSTRUCTION REPERTOIRE = 

INSTRUCTION TYPE = MESSAGE 
NAME ; SEND RECORD 

MESSAGE ; NEW RECORD 
LENGTH ; 4096 BITS 
DESTINATION PROCESSOR ; SHARED DATA SERVER 
QUEUE FLAG ; YES 
ALLOWABLE BUSSES ; 
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LAN 
NAME ; GET SCREEN OF RECORDS 

MESSAGE ; REQUEST SCREEN OF RECORDS 
LENGTH ; 4096 BITS 
DESTINATION PROCESSOR ; SHARED DATA SERVER 
QUEUE FLAG ; YES 
ALLOWABLE BUSSES ; 

LAN 
INSTRUCTION TYPE = PROCESSING 

NAME ; PROCESS USER REQUEST 
TIME ; 1 CYCLES 

NAME ; UPDATE SCREEN 
TIME ; 1 CYCLES 

NAME ; NOP 
TIME ; 0 CYCLES 

INSTRUCTION TYPE = SEMAPHORE 
NAME ; STOP UPDATE DATA TIMER 

SEMAPHORE ; UPDATE DATA TIMER 
SET/RESET FLAG ; RESET 

NAME ; START UPDATE DATA TIMER 
SEMAPHORE ; UPDATE DATA TIMER 
SET/RESET FLAG ; SET 

NAME ; START VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
SEMAPHORE ; VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
SET/RESET FLAG ; SET 

NAME ; STOP VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
SEMAPHORE ; VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
SET/RESET FLAG ; RESET 

NAME = SHARED DATA SERVER 
BASIC CYCLE TIME = 1.000000 MICROSEC 
INPUT CONTROLLER = YES 
INSTRUCTION REPERTOIRE = 

INSTRUCTION TYPE = READ 
NAME ; READ SCREEN OF RECORDS 

STORAGE DEVICE TO ACCESS ; SERVER DISK 
FILE ACCESSED ; GENERAL STORAGE 
NUMBER OF BITS TO TRANSMIT ; 16384 
DESTROY FLAG ; NO 
ALLOWABLE BUSSES ; 

BUS 
INSTRUCTION TYPE = WRITE 

NAME ; WRITE RECORD 
STORAGE DEVICE TO ACCESS ; SERVER DISK 
FILE ACCESSED ; GENERAL STORAGE 
NUMBER OF BITS TO TRANSMIT ; 4096 
REPLACE FLAG ; NO 
ALLOWABLE BUSSES ; 

BUS 
INSTRUCTION TYPE = MESSAGE 
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NAME ~ DOWNLOAD USERS 
MESSAGE : SCREEN OF RECORDS 
LENGTH : 16384 BITS 
DESTINATION PROCESSOR : STATION * 
QUEUE FLAG : YES 
ALLOWABLE BUSSES ~ 

LAN 
NAME ; STARTUP USERS 

MESSAGE ; GO 
LENGTH ~ 4096 BITS 
DESTINATION PROCESSOR ; STATION * 
QUEUE FLAG ; NO 
ALLOWABLE BUSSES : 

LAN 
NAME ~ SEND SCREEN OF RECORDS 

MESSAGE : SCREEN OF RECORDS 
LENGTH ; 16384 BITS 
DESTINATION PROCESSOR : ECHO 
QUEUE FLAG ; YES 
ALLOWABLE BUSSES ; 

LAN 
INSTRUCTION TYPE = PROCESSING 

NAME ; NOP 
TIME ; 0 CYCLES 

NAME ; UPDATE SCREEN 
TIME ; 0 CYCLES 

NAME ; GET FILE 
TIME ; 0 CYCLES 

NAME ~ GET RECORD 
TIME ; 0 CYCLES 

NAME ; SEND RECORD 
TIME ; 0 CYCLES 

NAME ; GET SCREEN OF RECORDS 
TIME ; 0 CYCLES 

INSTRUCTION TYPE = SEMAPHORE 
NAME ~ STOP UPDATE DATA TIMER 

SEMAPHORE ; UPDATE DATA TIMER 
SET/R~SET FLAG ; RESET 

NAME ; START UPDATE DATA TIMER 
SEMAPHORE ; UPDATE DATA TIMER 
SET/RESET FLAG ; SET 

NAME ; START VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
SEMAPHORE ; VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
SET/RESET FLAG ; SET 

NAME ; STOP VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
SEMAPHORE ; VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
SET/RESET FLAG ; RESET 

***** BUSSES - SYS.BUS.SET 
HARDWARE TYPE = DATA TRANSFER 
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NAME = LAN 
CYCLE TIME = .2S MICROSEC 

1 BITS PER CYCLE = 
CYCLES PER WORD = 
WORDS PER BLOCK = 
WORD OVERHEAD TIME = 
BLOCK OVERHEAD TIME = 
PROTOCOL = TOKEN RING 
BUS CONNECTIONS = 

STATION 1 
KEY = 1. 

SHARED DATA SERVER 
KEY = 1. 

NAME = BUS 

8 
S12 

3. MICROSEC 
4100. MICROSEC 

CYCLE TIME = .16 MICROSEC 
1 BITS PER CYCLE = 

CYCLES PER WORD = 
WORDS PER BLOCK = 
WORD OVERHEAD TIME = 
BLOCK OVERHEAD TIME = 
PROTOCOL = FIRST COME 
BUS CONNECTIONS = 

SHARED DATA SERVER 
KEY = O. 
SERVER DISK 
KEY = O. 

8 
S12 

O. MICROSEC 
0.00 MICROSEC 

FIRST SERVED 

***** STORAGE. DEVICES - SYS.SD.SET 
HARDWARE TYPE = STORAGE 

NAME = SERVER DISK 
WORD ACCESS TIME = 43 MICROSEC 
BITS PER WORD = 8 
WORDS PER BLOCK = S12 
OVERHEAD TIME PER BLOCK ACCESS = SOO. MICROSEC 
CAPACITY = 160000000. BITS 
NUMBER OF PORTS = 1 

***** MODULES - SYS.MODULE.SET 
SOFTWARE TYPE = MODULE 

NAME = USER UPDATE DATA 
PRIORITY = 2 
INTERRUPTABILITY FLAG = NO 
CONCURRENT EXECUTION = YES 
DELAY = USER UPDATE DATA SDF 
ORED PREDECESSOR LIST = 

USER UPDATE DATA 
USER STARTUP 

INSTRUCTION LIST = 
EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 START UPDATE DATA TIMER 
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EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 SEND RECORD 
ANDED SUCCESSORS = 

CHAIN TO ; USER UPDATE DATA 

NAME = SYSTEM STARTUP 
PRIORITY = . 1 
INTERRUPTABILITY FLAG = NO 
CONCURRENT EXECUTION = NO 
START TIME = O. 
ALLOWED PROCESSORS = 

SHARED DATA SERVER 
INSTRUCTION LIST = 

EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 STARTUP USERS 
EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 DOWNLOAD USERS 

NAME = USER VIEW CHANGE 
PRIORITY = 2 
INTERRUPTABILITY FLAG = NO 
CONCURRENT EXECUTION = YES 
DELAY = USER VIEW CHANGE SDF 
ALLOWED PROCESSORS = 

ANY 
REQUIRED MESSAGES = 

SCREEN OF RECORDS 
INSTRUCTION LIST = 

EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 START VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 GET SCREEN OF RECORDS 
EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 UPDATE SCREEN 

NAME = USER STARTUP 
PRIORITY = 1 
INTERRUPTABILITY FLAG = NO 
CONCURRENT EXECUTION = YES 
ALLOWED PROCESSORS = 

ANY 
REQUIRED MESSAGES = 

GO 
INSTRUCTION LIST = 

EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 NOP 
ANDED SUCCESSORS = 

CHAIN TO ; USER UPDATE DATA 

NAME = SERVER READ SCREEN OF RECORDS 
PRIORITY = 1 
INTERRUPTABILITY FLAG = NO 
CONCURRENT EXECUTION = YES 
ALLOWED PROCESSORS = 

SHARED DATA SERVER 
REQUIRED MESSAGES = 

REQUEST SCREEN OF RECORDS 
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INSTRUCTION LIST = 
EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 READ SCREEN OF RECORDS 
EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 SEND SCREEN OF RECORDS 
EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 STOP VIEW CHANGE TIMER 

NAME = SERVER WRITE RECORD 
PRIORITY = 1 
INTERRUPTABILITY FLAG = NO 
CONCURRENT EXECUTION = YES 
ALLOWED PROCESSORS = 

SHARED DATA SERVER 
REQUIRED MESSAGES = 

NEW RECORD 
INSTRUCTION LIST = 

EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 WRITE RECORD 
EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 STOP UPDATE DATA TIMER 

***** FILES - SYS.FILE.SET 
SOFTWARE TYPE = FILE 

NAME = GENERAL STORAGE 
NUMBER OF BITS = 16384. 
INITIAL RESIDENCY = 

SERVER DISK 
READ ONLY FLAG = NO 
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******************************************************* 
* 
* * Model 3 Simulation Input File 

* 
* ******************************************************** 

***** STAT. DISTRIBUTION. FUNCTIONS 
STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS = 

NAME = FILE SIZE SDF 
TYPE = LINEAR 

- SYS.SDF.SET 

A 
B 
LOWER. BOUND 
UPPER. BOUND 

= 
= 
= 

1.000000 
4096.000000 
4096 

= 409600 
NAME = MESSAGE SIZE SDF 

TYPE = LINEAR 
A 
B 

= 
= 

1.000000 
O. 

LOWER. BOUND 
UPPER. BOUND 

= 4096 
= 409600 

NAME = USER UPDATE DATA 
TYPE = NORMAL 

SDF 

= MEAN 
STANDARD.DEVIAT!ON = 

+1.200000E+008 
20000000.000000 

= 30000000.000000 
+3.000000E+008 

LOWER. BOUND 
UPPER. BOUND 
STREAM = 6 

= 

NAME = USER VIEW CHANGE SDF 
TYPE = NORMAL 
MEAN 
STANDARD. DEVIATION = 

= 30000000.000000 
10000000.000000 

= 10000000.000000 
= 60000000.000000 

LOWER. BOUND 
UPPER. BOUND 
STREAM = 6 

***** PROCESSING ELEMENTS - SYS.PE.SET 
HARDWARE TYPE = PROCESSING 

NAME = STATION 1 
BASIC CYCLE TIME = 1.000000 MICROSEC 
INPUT CONTROLLER = YES 
INSTRUCTION REPERTOIRE = 

INSTRUCTION TYPE = MESSAGE 
NAME ; SEND RECORD 

MESSAGE ; NEW RECORD 
LENGTH .. ; 4096 BITS 
DESTINATION PROCESSOR ; SHARED DATA SERVER 
QUEUE FLAG ; YES 
ALLOWABLE BUSSES ; 
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LAN 
INSTRUCTION TYPE = PROCESSING 

NAME : PROCESS USER REQUEST 
TIME : 1 CYCLES 

NAME : UPDATE SCREEN 
TIME : 1 CYCLES 

NAME : NOP 
TIME : 0 CYCLES 

NAME : STORE RECORD 
TIME : 1 CYCLES 

INSTRUCTION TYPE = SEMAPHORE 
NAME : STOP UPDATE DATA TIMER 

SEMAPHORE ; UPDATE DATA TIMER 
SET/RESET FLAG : RESET 

NAME ; START UPDATE DATA TIMER 
SEMAPHORE ; UPDATE DATA TIMER 
SET/RESET FLAG : SET 

NAME : START VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
SEMAPHORE : VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
SET/RESET FLAG : SET 

NAME : STOP VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
SEMAPHORE ; VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
SET/RESET FLAG : RESET 

NAME = SHARED DATA SERVER 
BASIC CYCLE TIME = 1.000000 MICROSEC 
INPUT CONTROLLER = YES 
INSTRUCTION REPERTOIRE = 

INSTRUCTION TYPE = READ 
INSTRUCTION TYPE = WRITE 

NAME : WRITE RECORD 
STORAGE DEVICE TO ACCESS : SERVER DISK 
FILE ACCESSED : GENERAL STORAGE 
NUMBER OF BITS TO TRANSMIT ; 4096 
REPLACE FLAG : NO 
ALLOWABLE BUSSES : 

BUS 
INSTRUCTION TYPE = MESSAGE 

NAME : BROADCAST RECORD 
MESSAGE.: OLD RECORD 
LENGTH ; 4096 BITS 
DESTINATION PROCESSOR : STATION * 
QUEUE FLAG ; YES 
ALLOWABLE BUSSES ; 

LAN 
NAME : STARTUP USERS 

MESSAGE : GO 
LENGTH ; 4096 BITS 
DESTINATION PROCESSOR : STATION * 
QUEUE FLAG : NO 
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ALLOWABLE BUSSES ; 
LAN 

INSTRUCTION TYPE = PROCESSING 
NAME ; NOP 

TIME ; 0 CYCLES 
NAME ; UPDATE SCREEN 

TIME ; 0 CYCLES 
NAME ; GET FILE 

TIME ; 0 CYCLES 
NAME ; STORE RECORD 

TIME ; 0 CYCLES 
NAME ; SEND RECORD 

TIME ; 0 CYCLES 
INSTRUCTION TYPE = SEMAPHORE 

NAME ; STOP UPDATE DATA TIMER 
SEMAPHORE ; UPDATE DATA TIMER 
SET/RESET FLAG ; RESET 

NAME ; START UPDATE DATA TIMER 
SEMAPHORE ; UPDATE DATA TIMER 
SET/RESET FLAG ; SET 

NAME ; START VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
SEMAPHORE ; VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
SET/RESET FLAG ; SET 

NAME ; STOP VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
SEMAPHORE ; VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
SET/RESET FLAG ; RESET 

***** BUSSES - SYS.BUS.SET 
HARDWARE TYPE = DATA TRANSFER 

NAME = LAN 
CYCLE TIME =' .25 MICROSEC 

1 BITS PER CYCLE = 
CYCLES PER WORD = 
WORDS PER BLOCK = 
WORD OVERHEAD TIME = 
BLOCK OVERHEAD TIME = 
PROTOCOL = TOKEN RING 
BUS CONNECTIONS = 

STATION 1 
KEY = 1. 

SHARED DATA SERVER 
KEY = 1. 

NAME = BUS 

8 
512 

3. MICROSEC 
4100 MICROSEC 

CYCLE TIME = .16 MICROSEC 
1 BITS PER CYCLE = 

CYCLES PER WORD = 
WORDS PER BLOCK = 
WORD OVERHEAD TIME = 
BLOCK OVERHEAD TIME = 

8 
512 

o. MICROSEC 
0.00 MICROSEC 
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PROTOCOL = FIRST COME FIRST SERVED 
BUS CONNECTIONS = 

SHARED DATA SERVER 
KEY = O. 
SERVER DISK 
KEY = O. 

***** STORAGE. DEVICES - SYS.SD.SET 
HARDWARE TYPE = STORAGE 

NAME = SERVER DISK 
WORD ACCESS TIME = 43 MICROSEC 
BITS PER WORD = 8 
WORDS PER BLOCK = 512 
OVERHEAD TIME PER BLOCK ACCESS = 500. MICROSEC 
CAPACITY = 160000000. BITS 
NUMBER OF PORTS = 1 

***** MODULES - SYS.MODULE.SET 
SOFTWARE TYPE = MODULE 

NAME = SERVER WRITE RECORD 
PRIORITY = 1 
INTERRUPTABILITY FLAG = NO 
CONCURRENT EXECUTION = YES 
ALLOWED PROCESSORS = 

SHARED DATA SERVER 
REQUIRED MESSAGES = 

NEW RECORD 
INSTRUCTION LIST = 

EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 WRITE RECORD 
EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 BROADCAST RECORD 

NAME = SYSTEM STARTUP 
PRIORITY = 1 
INTERRUPTABILITY FLAG = NO 
CONCURRENT EXECUTION = NO 
START TIME = O. 
ALLOWED PROCESSORS = 

SHARED DATA SERVER 
INSTRUCTION LIST = 

EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 STARTUP USERS 

NAME = USER UPPATE STORAGE 
PRIORITY = . 5 
INTERRUPTABILITY FLAG = NO 
CONCURRENT EXECUTION = YES 
ALLOWED PROCESSORS = 

STATION 1 
REQUIRED MESSAGES = 

OLD RECORD 
INSTRUCTION LIST = 
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EXECUTE A TOTAl, OF ~ 1 STORE RECORD 
EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ~ 1 STOP UPDATE DATA TIMER 

NAME = USER UPDATE STORAGE ALT 
PRIORITY = 2 
INTERRUPTABILITY FLAG = NO 
CONCURRENT EXECUTION = YES 
ALLOWED PROCESSORS = 
~Y 

REQUIRED MESSAGES = 
OLD RECORD 

INSTRUCTION LIST = 
EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ~ 1 STORE RECORD 

NAME = USER UPDATE DATA 
paIORITY = 2 
INTERRUPTABILITY FLAG = NO 
CONCURRENT EXECUTION = YES 
DELAY = USER UPDATE DATA SDF 
ORED PREDECESSOR LIST = 

USER UPDATE DATA 
USER STARTUP 

INSTRUCTION LIST = 
EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 START UPDATE DATA TIMER 
EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 SEND RECORD 

~DED SUCCESSORS = 
CHAIN TO ; USER UPDATE DATA 

NAME = USER VIEW CHANGE 
PRIORITY = 2 
INTERRUPTABILITY FLAG = NO 
CONCURRENT EXECUTION = YES 
DELAY = USER VIEW CHANGE SDF 
ORED PREDECESSOR LIST = 

USER VIEW CHANGE 
USER STARTUP 

INSTRUCTION LIST = 
EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 START VIEW CHANGE TIMER 
EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 UPDATE SCREEN 
EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 STOP VIEW CH~GE TIMER 

~DED SUCCESSORS = 
CHAIN TO ; USER VIEW CHANGE 

NAME = USER STARTUP 
PRIORITY = 1 
INTERRUPTABILITY FLAG = NO 
CONCURRENT EXECUTION = YES 
ALLOWED PROCESSORS = 
~Y 

REQUIRED MESSAGES = 
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GO 
INSTRUCTION LIST = 

EXECUTE A TOTAL OF ; 1 NOP 
ANDED SUCCESSORS = 

CHAIN TO ; USER VIEW CHANGE 
CHAIN TO ; USER UPDATE DATA 

***** FILES - SYS.FILE.SET 
SOFTWARE TYPE = FILE 

NAME = GENERAL STORAGE 
NUMBER OF BITS = 16384. 
INITIAL RESIDENCY = 

SERVER DISK 
READ ONLY FLAG = NO 
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